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ABSTRÀCT

REIå,TIVE ECONOMIC EFFiCTENCY

MÀIZE FARMS
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ZAMBIA

OF

I l,l

Author: Faustin Mwape

Advisor: Dr. D.F. Kraft

The staple food of Zambia is maize. since maize is produced by sub-

sistence, emergent, and commercial farms, there is debate about the

proper policy to increase maize production. This study compares econom-

ic, price and technical efficiencies of emergent and commercial farms,

and also tests for the existence of constant returns to scale. Using

1985186 cross section farm data and Zellner's method, profit and vari-
able input demand functions were jointly estirnated.

There is no significant difference in the economic efficiency of the

two farm groups. Based on the ranking technique, emergent farms are

relatively more price-ef f icient. Thus, it is possible to infer that

commercial farms are relatively more technical-efficient. In addition,

the two farm groups operate under constant returns to scare.

If more resources are allocated to emergent farms, there is a statis-
tically insignificant gain (22%) in economic efficiency. The superior

price efficiency of emergent farms may be due to careful management

employed to ensure food supply. Commercial farm technical efficiency

advanlage may be attributed to access to inputs needed to exploit the



potential of maize hybrids. Constant returns to scale impty that effi-
cíent farms could occur in a wide range of sizes. As for policies to
raise production, a 10% increase of hired labor, fertilizer or other

cash inputs would raise maize suppJ-y and prof it by 0.27%, 3 ,10%, or

1.80%, respectivety. in the long run, a 10% increase in famiry labor,
non-land capital or harvested area would raise maize suppLy by l.g6%,

0"61%, or 4.6%, respectively. Even though area expansion appears

attractive, foreign exchange constraints could limit this policy, thus

intensive use of small areas is the feasible option. Therefore, emer-

gent farms could be encouraged to increase maize production based on

economic efficiency, equity and proportion of domestic resource use

arguments.
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Chapter I

ÏNTRODUCTTON

zambia, like many developing countries, has focused on raising agri-
curtural production. The apparent shitt of emphasis from copper to

agriculture is due to: (1) ttre relatively lower world copper prices

since 1915; (2) concern for more than two thirds (oinham and Hines

l1983l ) of the population engaged in agriculture; (3) ri.sing food

imports; and (4) significant differences in productivity among farmers.l

Zambia has potential to grow many crops. At the moment, only a fer+

crops are produced in significant proportions. Figure 1 indicates that

maize accounted Lor 78 percent of the value of crop production, thus it
the most important crop. The world Bank l19g4a, p.7gl reported that
maize accounts for 99 percent of all marketed major food crops in Zam-

bia. Jansen [1985] found that marketed maize comes from emergent (60%)

and commercial (40%) farmers.

In addition, Figure '1 indicates that Zambia produces cotton, sunflow-

êrr soybeans, groundnuts, virginia tobacco and small amounts of other

crops. Most of these crops are produced as cash crops. Except for
tobacco, most of the other crops are relativeJ.y new and have not been

given the attention maize receives. Às the government seeks to expand

agriculturaJ- exports, these crops are getting increasing attention in

the form of research and economic incentives.

1 Ðifferences in productivity suggested that
increased agricultural productioñ.

_I

there is potential for



Figure 1:

Source: Ministry of
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The Ministry of Àgriculture and water Development (uev¡n) acknowledges

the exisLence of three farm groups; namely subsistence, emergent, and

commercial. The broad characteristics of these groups are identified in

Table 1. Most subsistence farmers do not use purchased inputs because

of lack of regular cash income, irregular supply of inputs, and inappro-

priate technology.2 Using family labor and basic tools, they meet family
needs and rarely produce a marketable surplus. Emergent farmers are

guided by subsistence and market goals. They use oxen and a few pur-

chased inputs. On the basis of levels of management, Jansen t19g6l

divided commercial farmers into semi-commercial (about s300) and Iarge
(about 700) farmers. Depending on the farm size, they use oxen and/or

tractors. An important observation is that maize is grown by a1I farm

groups for food and/or cash.

In the.1960s and early 1970s commercial farmers supplied most of the

marketed agricultural products; utilized about 90 percent of agricultur-
aI credit; and farmed in Central and Southern provinces of Zambia where

good agricultural land and transport are conducive to farming (Figure 2,

p.10). Dodge 119771 attributed the favorabl_e position of commercial

farners to coloniar government policies (1990 - 1964), i.e., commercial

farmers vrere encouraged Lo generate a surplus. After independence

(1954), general pronouncements centered on encouraging small scale and

emergent farmers. However, the government did not provide appropriate

technology and often delivered essential services late. jn an attempt

2 ¡s discussed in Chapter tI,
maize require planting at the
many small scale farms cannot
dependence on the hoe and oxen
maize are unsuitable.

section 2.5.4 (p.29), some hybrids of
beginning of the rain season. Because

plough during the dry season (due to
as sources of power), such cultivars of



Broad Characteristics of

TABLE 1

the Main Types of Zambian Farms

Criteria Subsistence Eme r gen t Commercial

Crops grown
and inputs
used

Cassava, millet
sorghum, maize,
groundnuts,
some fertilizer

Cotton,
tobacco,
ma ize,
sun f lower ,
pesticides,
certified
seed,
fertilizer
Production
of cash crop
surplus
for sale

Some

Maize,
sunflower,
tobacco,
ferti Iizer ,
certified
seed,
pest ic ides ,
herbic ides

Produc t i on
of cash
crop for
sa 1e

Some

Tractor and
few oxen

Pe rmanen t
and casual
labor

50 acres
to 1 500
ac res

6000 ( 1%)

Main source
of cash

Produc t i on
of new cash
crops (cotton,
sunf l-ower,
soybean,
tobacco)

Power source

Labor source

Size of
fa rms

Estimated
number of
households

0ccasional
food surplus
sale, fishing,
beer, charcoal

Non e

Hand hoe and
tools

Fami ly,
communal,
some casual_

Usually
5 acres*
(up to 13 acres)

500,000(80%)

Hand hoe,
oxen, few
tractor hire
or ownership

Fami ly ,
communal,
casual and
few permanent
labor

Usually
1 3 acres
to 50 acres

120,000(19%)

Note : * One hectare is equal
acres to measure area
are familiar with.

Lo 2.5 acres. This study will use
because it is the unit most farmers

R. Chambers and H. Singer, "poverty, MaJ.nutrition and
Igga Tnsecurity in Zambia, " 1 991 ,- p.ZA
This is updated with information irõm Jansen, 19g6.

Sources:
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to achieve econonies of size, the government encouraged formation of

cooperatives, state farms and the use of tractors, rather than foster

smalL scale opportunities. The early effects of these poticies indicat-

ed that only a few people benefitted and their contribution to agricul-

tural production was insignificant. President Kaunda llgOgl concluded :

Development that is restricted to only a small part of the
economic sector, to only a few regions, to only large scale
production and to only highly capital intensivã technigues,
is, in my view, no development at a1l (p.25).

However, actual policy has changed only modestly. Dodge llglll attribut-
ed this to: (1) the low priority of investment in infra-structure and

servicesi 12) ttre use of capital intensive projects which affected onJ-y

a small number of farmers; and (3) the use of administered prices which

do not generate sufficient profits to attract investment in agriculture.

Ruttan 119731 noted that growth of agricultural output is determined

by growth of the labor force, the state of technology, and the stock of

human and tangible capital. Area planted depends on the amount of: (1)

suitable soils, Q) credit and access to markets for supplies and sales,

and ( 3 ) oxen and other sources of farm power. I.ialters I I 982, p. 1 0J

reports that in the past two decades, increased area accounted for less

than one fifth of the growth in agricultural production in developing

countries and for an even smaller fraction in developed countries. In

Zambia, there is stil1 substantial area of under utilized arable land.

In some areas, utilization of the land is constrained by inadequate inf-
ra-structure (..g., roads) and sleeping sickness.3 The latter makes some

of the land uninhabitable and limits the use of animaLs for traction
poI,Jer.

3 Tsetse fly transmits
sickness.

the causal agent (Trypanosomiasis) of sleeping
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Rapid increase in crop production arises from the use of more produc-

tive cultivars, chemical inputs (..g., fertirizer), water, investment in

research, land improvement and other industrial inputs. Walters l1g82l

argued that each by itself has limited significance but in combination,

they have accounted for more than 50 percent of Lhe increase of agricul-
tural output in the past decades. Finally, good information is neces-

sary to ensure correct use of inputs and the timely performance of cu1-

tural practices and to minimize the losses in harvesting, storage and

distribution of agricultural products.

The current maize production poJ-icies were designed to ensure that

the consumer price of maize is lower than the market determined price.

To achieve this the government controls the prices of inputs and maize,

and uses subsidies to offset some of the losses resulting from the poli-
cy. It is generally thought that current policies are inadequate to

bring a significant impact on production. Given existing pubLic poli-
cies and resources, there are many options to raise agricultural produc-

tivity. Àmong the al-ternative policies being considered are ( 1 )

increasing extension services t Q) improving generar education; (3)

using subsidies and taxes as incentivesf (4) increasing the number of

farmers having access to debt capital by introducing a maximum ceiling
on loans from publicly owned credit institutions; (5) de-regulating con-

trols on fertilizer and other j.nput prices; (6) increasing product pric-
es; 0) adjusting exchange rates; and (B) improving research capacity to

develop appropriate technology.

At a time when policy changes are being considered, many policy mak-

ers believe that sma1l scale farmers are less economic-efficient because
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of lower output per acre than large scale farmers. output per acre may

be misleading for it overlooks that productivity differences arise from

(1 ) resource endowments, Q) technical inputs (fertilizer and machin-

ery), and (3) educarion (Ruttan [1973] ). Bessetl [1968] argued that

given the large areas of potentialJ-y productive uncultivated land, the

subsistence sector has the greatest potential for raising production,

with a relativery higher return to capital employed. However, Besselr

119761 later suggested that credit should be allocated to farmers with

higher output per acre. if this basis is followed (as has been the

case), most of the debt capital would go to large scal-e farmers. In

zambia, land is not a limiting resource, therefore output per acre is a

misleading indicator of scarcity. i t is important to realize that di f-
ferences in abilities, constraints and goaIs, mean that farmers operate

farms at different scales, factor input ratios, Levels of technical

efficiency and levels of profit. Low levels of resource endowment imply

that the optimum size of small scale farms would be less than that of

large scale farms. Therefore, it may be that the low crop yield per

acre among small scale farmers is the economically efficient choice

under their production conditions.

1,1 STÀTEMENT OF THE PROBIEM

There is increasing pressure to raise maize production. Since maize

is produced on subsistence, emergent, and commercial farms, there is

debate about the proper policy to increase maize production. The effec-

tiveness of any policy attempting to raise maize production depends on

the relative economic efficiency of different farm sizes. Ðifferences



I
in economic efficiency may be due to technical and/or price efficj.en-

cies. In Zambia, no systematic evaluation of the economic efficiency of

different farm sizes has been conducted. Most studies lBessell, ILol

focus on gross product volume and gross sales and neglect the net rev-

enue data. This study attempts to analyze the relative economic effi-
ciency of emergent and commercial maize farms in Zambia

Measuring the relative economic efficiency of the two farm groups is
important in evaluating proposed policy changes (e.g., cooperative farm-

ing, credit ceiling and extension services). Therefore, this study is
important to policy makers, farmers and lending institutions for it
would help indicate the loss or gain from policies being proposed.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of this research is to determine the relative
technicai, price and economic efficiencies of emergent and commercial

farms in zambia. This study consists of the following objectives:

l. To estimate the relaLive economic efficiency of emergent and com-

mercial farms.

To estimate the relative price efficiency of emergent and commer-

c iaI farms .

To estimate the rerative technical efficiency of emergent and

commercial farms.

To determine if emergent and commercial farms operate under con-

stant returns to scale.

2.

¿.



1 "3 MAJOR HYPOTHESES

To investigate the

sta ted.

There is no

emergent and

There is no

emergent and

Emergent and

ciency.

Emergent and

scale. Thus

2.

3.

objectives in section'1 .2, four hypotheses were

significant difference in the economic efficiency of

commercial farms"

significant difference in the price efficiency of

commercial farms.

commercial farms have equal relative technical effi-

commercial farms operate under constanL returns to

, efficient farms can exist in a wide range of sizes.

1,4 AREA OF STI'DY

The study was carried out in three districts of Central province,

Zambia (rigure 2, p.10). Central- Province was selected because it is
characterized by the prevalence of emergent and large scale farms. In

addition, the area has had access to good roads, railway line, and urban

markets for a long time. Furthermore, the province produces most of the

marketed agricultural products. Therefore, the area should reveal some

of the relationships existing beiween emergent and commercial farms.
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Figure 2: Map of Zambia Showing all Provinces and Lhe Àrea of SLudy
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Many studies have

To avoid duplication,

pol icy.

The discussion is

Chapter II
THE MAiZE INDUSTRY T}ü UAMBTA

reviewed history of the maize industry in Zambia.

this study identifies only the turning points in

divided into:

1. The

2. The

3. The

4 ¡l,hÂ

period before 1940

period between 1940 and 1963

period between 1964 and 1979

period between 1980 and l986

2.1 THE PERIOD BEFORE 1940

The mining industry in Zambia sta::ted during the early .1900s. a In
response to the needs of the mining industryr râize production emerged.

The colonial government believed that African farmers could not generate

the surplus maize needed to meet the growing demand from miners. There-

fore, government policy before the Second Ï^torld [.iar encouraged European

settler farmers. The Àgricultural Àdvisory Board report t19351, Bock

Commission report 119631, and Dodge l1g77l found that colonial govern_

ment policy involved allocation of fertile land to European settler
farmers, excluding African farmers from agricultural loans, minimal inf-

a Zambia became
colony of the
changed from

independent in
United Kingdom.

Northern Rhodesia

1964. Before 1964,
At independence,

to Zambia.

- 11

country tvas a
country's name

the
the
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ra-structure development vlhere Àfrican farmers were located, offering
Àfrican farmers a small share of the main market, and pricing Àfrican

maize beLow the price offered to European farmers. These gave birth to
a dual agriculture in Zambia.

The Agricultural Advisory Board report t19351 found that, between
'19'19 and 1929.- there r+as a small domestic market f or maize. However, it
was profitable to export maize to the Congo (now divided into Zaire and

Congo). During the '1930/31 season, poor rainfalt reduced IocaI produc_

tion to below domestic demand. Therefore, maize was imported to offset
the deficit. In the early 1930s, the world depression reduced demand

for copper. This forced some mines to close or operale part tinie. in

turn, the purchasing power of miners was reduced. Because miners pro-

vided the main markei, demand for maize decreased. The result was that
maize prices felI. In addition, production exceeded local demand and

exports were not profitable for miners in the Congo were facing the same

probLems. In 1936, the government intervened to control the marketing

of maize, thus the seJ-ling price of maize was fixed higher than the

equilibrium price. The marketing board accumufated maize surplus to
maintain the fixed price.

2.? THE PERIOD BETI{EEN 1940 AND 1953

The Bock Commission report [1963] found that during the Second World

}Iar, area under maize cultivation declined while demand increased. This

is because some mature men were recruited to join the sritish Àrmy, thus

reducing farm labor and area under maize cultivation. Demand increased

because British colonies were required to support the war effort. The
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surplus which had been accumulated before 1940 disappeared. Domestic

production of maize was usually bel-or,¡ demand in the 1940s and early
1950s. During this period imports were used to offset deficits. Guar-

anteed maize prices were raised to stimurate production.

By '1954r frâize production exceeded domestic demand

government started accumulating surplus production to

teed prices and export markets offered prices below

The government offered subsidies to consumers because

were higher than consumer prices. in 1957, mounting

the government to permit different guaranteed prices in

. Once more the

maintain guaran-

domestic prices.

producer prices

surpluses forced

di fferent areas.

Theref ore, between 1941 and .1953, domestic maize production was bel-orç

domestic demand. By 1954, domestic production exceeded domestic demand.

The problem changed from maize shortages to surpì-us disposal. The Bock

Commission report [1963] attributed this change to:

Guaranteed producer prices which encouraged reinvestment of prof-
it and higher proportions of sales.

Incentives which encouraged farmers to

fertility of the soil.
adopt measures to restore

3. Improved extension services r+hich promoted proper husbandry prac-

tices.

Development of loca1 high yielding cultivars of maize.

Increased use of fertilizers.

)

ô"

!
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2.3 THE PERIOD BETWEEN 1964 AND 1979

Zambia became independent in 1964. The new government inherited a

situation in which maize production exceeded domestic needs. After
independence, production fell because some of the European settler farm-

ers left the country. The government expected rising population (3.4%

per year) and incomes to expand demand for maize. Therefore, government

policy was designed to meet this challenge. Increased maize production

was to be attained through small holder farms and state farms" To

assist small holder farmers, the government introduced (World Bank

[1984a] , Dodge 119771, Jansen [1986] ):

1 . spec ial extension programs for smalr scale farmers to spread

appropriate cultural practices.

2. credit facilities to small scare farmers to finance input pur-

cha ses .

Subsidies on some agricultural inputs to encourage use.

Marketing organizations to assist in the timely delivery of ser-

vices and maize purchases.

High producer prices to encourage investment in the maize indus-

try.

The achievements of these policy actions have been mixed. Tab1e 24,

$.17a) shows the supply and disposition of maize from'f964 to 1973.

Between 1964 and 1967, domestic production was greater than domestic

demand. Exports could onj-y be made at a loss. The producer price was

reduced to deal with the mounting surpluses and to encourage production

of other crops. In the 1968169 season, low prices and bad wealher com-

À

L



bined to reduce produ.ction below domestic

prices were raised but production fell due

producer prices for maize were raised and

introduced to encourage maize production.

local demand in 1911 and 1972.

'15

needs. in 1970, producer

to poor rainfall. In 1971,

fertilizer subsidies were

Domestic production exceeded

Therefore, the maize industry has been characterized by governmeni

intervention. This was done to ensure self-sufficiency in maize and to

avoid a build up of surprus maize, for maize exports {tables 25, (p.175)

and 26, (p.176)Ì from Zambia have not been profitable. The government

has used marketing organizations to administer subsidies. The subsidies

consist of (t^¡orld Bank Ij 9B4aJ , Jansen [1 985] ) :

1. Incentives

p.177).

to production through guaranteed prices (tabte Zj,

2. subsidy to keep consumer prices lower than imported maize.

3. Subsidy on inputs to reduce farm production costs.

4. Subsidies on handling, storage and transport costs.

5. Partial payment for physical improvements of marketing organiza-

tions. This is because these organizations are not permitted by

law to charge full cost for their services.

The proporLions of the above subsidies vary from year to year.

Àfter 1970, the government established uniform prices for input and

crop prices throughout the country. The justification was to provide

equal opportunity to farmers in remote areas with those Iiving near mar-

kets. It was hoped that such a policy would help raise rural incomes.

The costs of transport, storage and handling were funded through subsid-
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ies. The major effect of uniforn pricing þras increased maize production

in provinces far from the main market. Jansen 119861 reports that the

main beneficiaries of this policy have been Eastern province and more

recentLy the Northern Province. The problem is that uniform pricing

encouraged production in areas where transport costs could discourage

shipments to other areas. This caLled for increased maize transport

subs idi es.

2"& THE PERIOD BETWEEN 1980 AIrO 1985

Between 1980 and 1986, Zambia's economic problems r+orsened and copper

continued to be the main export. Table 28 (p.178) shows exports from

Zambia. There was onJ-y marginaJ- improvement in the price of copper and

agricul-ture contributed very little to exports. Lack of foreign

exchange to finance imports resulted in shortages of imported goods. In
some years' fertilizers and other inputs needed for maize production

could not be imported in time for early pJ.anting. This contributed to

food production below domestic needs (table 25, p.1 75) . In addition,
food deficits were met through imports. Therefore, food imports con-

tributed to the debt problems the country has been facing (tab1e 30,

p.180).

The National Commission for Development planning (Hcnp) l1 9B7l

reported that Zambia has borrowed from the IMF since 19j6. The money

borrowed was used to import inputs and consumer goods. In 1980, ihe

government requested more loans from the IMF. To qualify for more

loans, the government was forced to accept iMF conditions. These

involved: exchange rate adjustment, price de-contrors, high interest
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rates, liberalization of agricultural marketing and trade, reduction in
government deficits, institutional reforns by encouraging competition

and selling unprofitabLe parastatals, higher producer prices and early
announcement of prices, and encouraging private sector production (WorId

Bank [1984b] ). It was argued that these conditions would assist in
diversifying the economy.

NcÐP [1987] reported that the government started implementing iMF

conditions in 1983. In October, '1985, the government adopted the auc-

tioning system as a means of allocating available foreign exchange. In

addition, trade restrictions were reLaxed. The result was that inputs

needed in production became available. Because the local currency had

depreciared drasricalJ.y IK2.00/us $1.00 (1995) to K15.00/US $1.00
(1985)1, prices of imported items became very expensive. NcDp [19g7]

reported that between October.1985 and April .1986, the Kwacha ¡yas deva-

lued by 955 percent. in addition, inflation increased from 20 percent

(1984) to 60 percent (1986). During the same period, interest rates

increased to about 30 percent. NCÐp ll987l found that investment

decreased, unemployment increased, and capacity utilization in indus-

tries declined. Restrictions on government expenditures were blamed for
declining welfare and social services.

Political and social considerations forced the government to continue

maize and maize f.lour price controls. This was done through continued

subsidies for fertili.zer, handling and transportation. Under pressure

from the iMF the government was forced to raise maize and maize meal

prrces. The food riots (December,1986) which followed forced the gov-

ernment to rescind the decision. In January, igg:., the exchange rate
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dropped to twenty one Kwacha per one US dolIar. Faced riith new IMF

conditions and mounting political pressure, the government suspended the

auctioning system and fixed the exchange rate at eight Kwacha per one US

dollar (HCnp [1987]). The IMF was not happy with the reversal_s in poli_

cy and threatened nol to release more roans. on the first of May, 1gg7,

the IMF program was discontinued and replaced with a new program {New

Economic Recovery Program (l¡nnp)Ì. The objectives of the new program

were to stabilize the exchange rate, control prices and interest rates,

increase capacity utilization of existing industries, encourage rein-
vestment of profits, and to maintain an acceptable level of social and

welfare services. However, the IMF rejected the NERp as an alternative
to its program, thus Zambia decided to proceed without iMF support. It
is too earJ-y to make any comments about the new program.

Jansen [1986] and the wortd Bank l19B4a, bl reported that yield per

acre !"as static between '1955 and 1978, and that increased production

resurted from area expansion. They found that since 1979, production

increased due to price incentives (rable 31, p.1g1). Maize price is set

based on a fair return to capital.. Even though small scale farmers do

not own significant amounts of capitaJ., commercial farmers are well

organized and have exerted pressure on the government to base maize

prices on a fair return to capital. This assumes that capital is the

most limiting factor to increased production.

In an attempt to diversify

[1984a] conducted research on

agriculturaJ- products in Zambia.

not have a comparative advantage

the Zambian economy, the World Bank

the comparative advantage of different

The study concluded that Zambia does

in maize production. This may explain
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why only limited quantities of maize have been exported (rable 26,

p.176). However, in terms of domestic resource use, emergent farmers

were reported to be the most suitable producers of maize to meet self-
sufficiency (world Bank llgB al ). They argued that the position of

emergent farmers is strengthened by their lower reliance upon imported

inputs. Emergent farmers, guided by subsistence and market objectives,
may be more productive because their survival depends on resources they

have access to (liorld Bank [1982] ). Therefore, they perform cultural
practices carefully and fully utilize the limited resources. Since zam-

bia has foreign exchange constraints, emergent farms appear to be the

group to focus on. Commercial farmers use most of the purchased inputs,
yet studies show that they are less productive in terms of domestic

resources. Their past dominance in agricurtural- production may be

attributed to political influence (before and after independence) and

its impact on the over valuation of the domestic currency. The result
is that imported inputs tended to be cheaper than would otherwise be the

case. This has encouraged the use of imported inputs.

Necessities, such as fertilizer and seed, do not reach many smarl

scale farmers because they have neither the credit nor the cash to buy

them. Requirenents of security on loans excludes most emergent farmers

from obtaining credit. This is because most assets of emergent farms

are unacceptable as security. The result is that less than two (2%)

percent of farmers (i.e., large farms) use alnost 90 percent of all
loans disbursed every year (cso l19g1al ).
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2,5 THE CTJRRENT MÀIZE PRODUCTION EIüVIRONMENT

Maize is grown by all groups of farmers throughout

section discusses the potential for maize production,

nology and the current production.

the

the

country. This

existing tech-

2"5"1 DisLribuLion of Ma:Lze proilucËion

Maize production dominates agricultural policy. Zambia is capable of

producing maize to meet domestic demand. In some years, surplus maize

is produced. TabLe 2 shor+s marketed production of maize by province,

since 1982. During this period, the area under maize cultivation l¡as

distributed as follows: Eastern province (40 percent), Central province

(22 percenr) and southern province (19 percent. ) That is, the three

provinces accounted for about 81 percent of the toLal maize area. Since

1982, total- area under maize cultivation has expanded by 28 percent (for

zambia). The highest area expansicn vras on the Copperbel-t (10gÐ, with

the least from Eastern province (5.0%). In other maize producing prov-

inces r Dâize area increased as f olrows: centrar (1gÐ, and southern

(58%). In the rest of the provinces, maize area expansion was between b

and 109 percent. These figures indicate that future maize production

may come from provinces other than Eastern and Central provinces. This

may be due to the fact that other provinces stitl have large uncultivat-
ed arable areas. In addition, the new cultivars $.27) cover many

micro-climatic zones, thus they may have encouraged production in other

provinces. Jansen 119861 reported that relatively high maize prices
(between 1980 and 1985) contributed to area expansion.



Zamb I a
1 985
'1984
I 983
1942

Cent ra I
I 985
I 984
1 983
1 982

Copperbel t
1 985
1 984
1 983
't 982

Eas tenn
I 985
1 984
1 983
1 982

Luapu I a
1 985
1 984
1 983
I 982

Lusaka
I 985
1984
't 983
1982

TABLE 2

Malze Productlon and Manketings by Provlnce, 1982-85

Anea
( acres )

I 454800
1 266300
1 366800
1 1 36300

296800
252500
367500
252500

38800
26000
1 9300
1 8500

Yleld
( bags,/acre ) *

I
I
I
7

Pr.oduct I on
( bags )

t1
l1
9
I

5 1 5000
535000
552sOO
490000

1 3500
1 1300
8500
7300

80800
62sOO
62500
s6800

12470AOO
9686000

I O392000
8336000

3 1 72000
27s9000
3301000
2 1 68000

32 t500
I 83000
1 59000
I 1 3000

I
7
I
6

Reta I ned
( bags )

7
6
6
5

5401 163
34 I 8363
4490 I 76
2G30422

939368
641222

1064286
482662

79779
49576
68780
47300

I 887973
1 46976 1

1496432
1 19159 1

s0580
23909
32845

9747

4526 1 6
346445
277572
'I 38000

I
I
I
I

8
7
8
7

Manketed
( bags )

3668600
33 1 9000
3096000
2465000

t09300
95000
73000
60000

720000
460000
495000
390000

7069637
6347637
5901 824
5705578

2232632
21 17774
22367 14
't 685338

2417 21
133424
90220
6s700

17A0627
I 849239
1 599568
1273409

58720
7l09 1

40rs5
50213

267384
193155
217 428
252000

.,contlnues

Marketed
Value

(K'OOO)**

200212
1 53ss7
108003
91289

63224
51886
40932
26965

G846
3269
1651
105 1

50427
45306
29272
20375

'I 663
17 42
735
803

7572
2772
3979
4032

next page



Northenn
1985
1 984
I 983
1 982

N. Western
1985
1984
I 983
1 982

SoutheFn

Area
( acres )

I 17000
106000
89300
61300

I 3300
10500
I 2000
losoo

335000
225000
200000
212500

44800
37sOO
55300
27000

Yleld
( bags,/acre )

WesteFn

TABLE 2 (contlnues)

985
984
983
982

Note: *Malze ls measuned ln gO kl**Kwacha (K) ls the zamblan

o

to
14
15

985
984
983
942

sounce: Mlnlstny of Agnlcuttune and tl,aten Development, Agrlculture statistlcs Buìletln, Lusaka, zambla,December,1985, p. I i.

Pnoduct I on
( bags )

I
o

8
6

1073eoo
1000000
1217000
664000

I I 1900
93000
9sooo
67000

3086200
I 607000
1 808000
2307000

207400
1 70000
I 48000
102000

o
7
o

l5

5
4
3
4

Reta I ned
( oags )

lognam (Kg) uags.
cunrency. In 1997, one US dollan was equal to elght Kwacha

335449
249448
563965

15410

37256
25859
43737
17317

1 502320
s31 187
a45177
664 557

1 15822
80556
97382
63798

Manketed
( oags )

73845 1

750552
653035
648590

7 4644
67 141
51263
49683

1 583880
1075813
962823

1642443

91578
89444
50618
34202

Value
(K,ooo)

20913
1 8389
I 1951
10377

2114
1 645
938
795

44855
26357
I 7620
26279

2593
2191
926
6ll

t)
l')
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Generally, total annual production of maize in the EasLern province

exceeds any other province, with Central Province a close second and

Southern Province a distant third (except in 1985). On average, Central

Province markets more than 73 percent of its total production. This is
probably due to the good environmental conditions (as shown by the high-

er average yield per acre and the ratings of soiL potential for maize

production), the large number of commercial farmers, access to maize

deficit areas (Central and Copperbelt Provinces) and transport to deliv-
er inputs and maize. Southern and Eastern Provinces market 61 and 52

percent of their total production, respectively. The World Bank [19Baa]

reports that most of the commerciaL farms are in Central and Southern

Provinces. Southern Province has more commercial farmers than Eastern

Province.5 This may explain why the percentage of marketed production is
higher in Southern Province than in Eastern Province. it may be argued

that where small scale farmers dominate production, a significant pro-

portion of production is retained for home consumption.

2,5,2 htaize Growinq Areas

Research has classified the different provinces into zones. This is
based on the maize production potential (rigure 3). Zone IIi consists

of high rainfall areas (about ,1000 mm/year): Northern, North ¡4estern,

Copperbelt, Luapula and partially Central Provinces. zone I consists of

intermediate rainfall areas (about 800 nm/year): most of Eastern, cen-

tral, Lusaka, and western provinces. The northern part of zone I is

s this is based on the
(Jansen [1986] , World
estimated the number
not per province.

personaJ- knowledge of the author. Most studies
Bank l198aal, Chambers and Singer i19g1l ) have
of commercial and emergent farms for Zambia and



Figure 3: Potential Maize Growing Àreas of Zambia
(ttey is on page 2b)
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Key to the Potential Maize Gror+ing Àreas of Zambia:

GENETIC POTENTIAL

HiOr'

Hod{.ora(ln¡olqilon llm¡ffn;r-.. 
-

Mod..of . (drouOÀtr.

Mo.ginot ll^¡otorlon tfhltfoqr - .
Lor... . .

Z ONE

..r

..IN
..IS
..III
. -.II

SOIL POTENTIAL

!fj! ro toa"møv rutrcoo,

Highly ro mo¡giftolly sultobler

Mod€rotely to mrginolly
suiroble, F Z-J

Modsrotely suitoblo to
uoruitoble, F 2-4

Morginoly ru¡tob16
unruitobler F J_4

Nono
Eroslon: ll¡ght to modorole
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Acidity: modqrofo
Texlure: coo¡¡e
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similar to zone III and is called zone IN. The southern part of zone I

is similar to zone II and thus calIed zone IS. Zone II consists of the

low rainfall areas: Zambezi, Luangwa and parts of ltestern province.

Figure 3 indicates that zambia has large arable areas for maize produc-

tion. The different micro-climatic conditions suggest that a uniform

policy is not appropriate to all areas. This means that research has to

consider differences in the potential of each zone before making any

recommendations.

2"5,3 Maize Breedinq

Technological progress offers a way of raising maize production. The

national research station (Mount Makulu) and provincial testing centers

were assigned the task of developing new cul-tivars and adapting existing
cultivars to the cLimatic and management conditions in Zambia. Hybrid

seed embodies technological change.

The introduction of SR52 in the late 1950s, helped increase yield per

acre. Since then yield per acre remained static (Jansen t1986l, and

world Bank [1984a] ). In the late 1970s, some farmers complained about

declining yields from SR52. Research attributed the decline to contami-

nation of the cultivar. In addition, litt1e or no effort was made to

develop cultivars less dependent on purchased inputs. To address these

problems ' research was initiated to develop nev¡ cultivars suitable for
different climatic zones and management levels. The cultivars noted in
Table 3 were released in 1985. The number of cuttivars released, and

their micro-climatic and management distribution indicate substantial
progress in hybrid maize technology.
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TABTE 3

Description of Maize Varieties

Name of Days to
Cult i var Matur i ty Management Needed

Yi e]d
Potent iaI
90 Kg bags Àvailabiliry
per Acre** 1985 to .1986

Sui table
Z one*

MMV4OO

MM5O 1

MMsO2

MMSO4

¡,ü'f 5 0 1

Iû',f 5 04

MMSO 1

MM6O3

MM6O4

POPl O

MMV6OO

ZUCA

trx47 52

sR52

100

'1 15

130

125

130

125

IJU

135

135

125

135

145

150

1s0

I]

IS, IN

IS, IN

I S , IN

IS, IN

IS, iN

I

I

I

I

III, I

III

III, i

III, I

Low and Medium

Medium and High

Medium and High

Medium and High

Medium and High

Medium and High

High

Medium and High

Medium and High

Low and Medium

Low and Medium

Low and Medium

Hi gh

High and Medium

13

22

27

22

27

22

JI

JI

31

13

22

18

35

31

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Note: The descriptions are based on data available in
* Zones are defined on page 24

July, 1 985.

** One hectare (ha) eguals 2.5 acres.

source: compiled from Mount Makulu research data (19g6) with theassistance of Mr. Watson Mwale, a maize breeder.
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zambia Seed Company (Zamseed) . controls seed maize production in zam-

bia.6 À rigorous campaign has raised domestic seed production. Before

this drive, most of the seed maize was imported. Use of certified seed

has not yet spread to all maize producers (due to cash and tocal avail-
ability constraints). As many farmers adopt the new hybrids, maize pro-

duction is expected to increase and this may later lead to a decrease in

food prices. if production costs are unchanged, then profits of farrners

may decrease and this could discourage maize production. Therefore,

efforts are needed to maintain producer incentives so that farmers can

be encouraged to adopt existing technology.

Zamseed has found profitable export markets in the surrounding coun-

tries. The profitability of seed maize exports was enhanced by I 986

exchange rates. Measures to over-value the Kwacha may reduce this
exporl potentiaJ-. This indicates the existence of markets for surplus

seed maize and offers a way to expand trade with the neighboring coun-

tries. Because production of seed maize requires some knowledge of

maize breeding (which many emergent farmers do not have), appropriate

incentives could attract commerciar farmers to this sector. Before

encouraging farmers to increase seed maize production, it is necessary

to evaluate the potentiaL for export.

Zamseed is about 60
aI discussions with

percent privateJ-y owned. This is based on person-
Zamseed officials in 1986.
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2,5 "& plantinq

in zambia, the rain season begins in November. Maize is produced

under rain-fed conditions. Even though preparations for maize produc-

tion begin earlyr flâize is planted in November and early December. To

obtain high yields, early tiJ-lage and pl-anting is recommended. This has

not been possible for subsistence and emergent farmers because the soil
becomes hard during the dry season, bhus making it diffícult to prough

fields before the beginning of the rain season. Because subsistence and

emergent farmers depend on the hand hoe or oxen as sources of farm pow_

Er, tillage does not start until the beginning of the next rain season,

thus delays planting. crop scientists report that yield per acre

decreases with del-ays in planting. This suggests that an increase in
farm power could permit ptoughing during the dry season and enable early
planting and higher yields. In Zambia, this would imply importing

machinery. Foreign exchange constraints and non-availability of mainte-

nance facilities imply that efforts have to be made to expand oxen use

and to develop maize cultivars r+ith short maturing periods, so that
delays in pranting time would not significantly reduce yierd.

2,5,5 Fertilizer

0ne fertilizer plant (Hitrogen ChemicaLs of zambia) manufactures some

(40%) of the fertilizers needed. The National Agricul-tural Marketing

Board (Namboard) has the mandate to import (60Ð and distribute ferti-
1izer.7 Since Namboard is a parastatal, the government determines the

7 For 1984/85 and '1985186 seasons, Namboard importedfertilizer. Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia suþp1iedfertilizer. These figures were calculated- 
-from

by Namboard Accounts Department in 1996.

about 60 percent of
about 40 percent of

information provided



price of fertilizer. In the past, a uniform price has

throughout the country. Dodge 1197iJ, Jansen t1996l found

prices beLow world market levels has encouraged smuggling

border, where fertilizer prices tend to be higher than in

some years, lack of foreign exchange and transport problems

Namboard to import fertilizer rate. Apprying inputs late

lower yields.
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been applied

that setting

across the

Zambia. In

have forced

results in

Through fertilizer trials, research has recommended that B0 to j20

kirograms (Kg) of compound D (10% Nitrogen, 20% p2o, jo% R2o and 10%

sulphur) per acre' be applied at planting (usually called basat dress-

ing). Top dressing, consisting of B0 to 100 Kg of Ammonia Nitrate or

urea (3+% or 46% Nitrogen, respectively) per acre, is apptied when see-

dlings reach 50 to 60 centimeters. These recommendations are based on

soil analysis and indicate that growth of the maize plant depends on the

nutrients provided by fertilizer. Usuall-yr â single recommendation cov-

ers the entire province, even though soils differ from farm to farm (in

fact soils may differ within the same farm). This suggests the need to

conduct research in different micro-climatic zones to determine the

appropriate quantities for each zone.

2.5,6 Plant ProtecLion and Harvestinq

Weeds reduce yieJ.ds by competing for nutrients, moisture and sun-

1ight. Weeds are controlled through cultivation or application of her-

bicides. Insect damage is reduced through use of insecticides. To

attain high yields, weed control has to be done at appropriate stages of

plant growth. Among subsistence farmers, hand hoes are used to control
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[{eeds. Emergent farmers use ox-drawn cultivators to control weeds.

Commercial farmers use either herbicides and/or tractor drawn cultiva-
tors "

In Zambiar Fôize is harvested between June and Àugust. Àmong small

scale farmers harvesting is done by hand while most commercial farmers

use combine harvesters. Where combine harvesters are not used, shelling
is done by hand (subsistence and emergent farmers) or shellers (for com-

mercial farmers). Maize is then packed in 90 Kg bags for delivery to
marketing depots, where a fixed price is paid per bag.

2,5,7 Àqricultural Credit

Attractive maize prices and existence of more productive cultivars of

maize are necessary but nol sufficient conditions for increasing maize

production. They must be accompanied by policies to encourage adoption

of hybrid seed. Most of the farmers do not have extra cash to meet all
costs associated with hybrid maize production. Therefore, availability
of credit could play a significant role by raising the input budget,

thus enabling farmers to obtain additional inputs.

Àt independence (1964)' the demand for agriculturaL loans was greater

than the poor of loanable funds for agriculture.B in addition, private
banks were not willing to extend loans to farmers with no acceptable

collateral. In order to increase the pool of loanable funds and assist
emergent farmers with no coJ-latera1, the government created the Àgricul-

I The material presented in
sions with ÀFC officials
[ 1 98aa] .

this section is based on personal discus-in 1986 and material f rom the i.torld Bank
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tural Finance company (¡nc) . s In addition, the governrnent appealed to
private banks to increase lending to agriculture. At the same time the

government introduced controls on interest rates (less lhan 20%) paid on

savíngs and loans with a view to reducing the cost of capital. The

National Commission for Development planning 11gg7l reported that infla_
tion increased from 20 percent in 1976 to 60 percent in 19g5. At such

infration rates, real interest rates may be very low or negative. The

problem is that low interest rates discourage savings and therefore
reduce the pool of loanable funds. ÀFc was required by law to lend to
all groups of farmers. To partially offset some of the extra costs

associated with processing smaIl loans, the government provided subsid-

ies to AFC.

Credit is needed to help finance purchased inputs. As nore purchased

inputs are used, there is increased reliance on credit. The Central

Statistical Office [1981a] conducted a study to determine the annual

amounts of loans lent to agriculture (rable ¿). Between 1970 and 19g4,

nominal amounts of loans increased by 1180 percent. Except for the

19'Ì9/80 season, annual nominal amounts lent to agricuJ.ture increased.

Since inflationary pressures tlere high the WholesaLe price index for
agriculture (tabLe 32r g.182) was used to derive the real annual amounts

of loans re1eased.l0 In 1975, world copper prices started decrining,

s ÀFC was dissolved and its assets and liabilities were transferred to
Lima Bank in 1987. AFc was established in 1970 as a successor to theCredit Organization of Zambia (COz). COz r+as preceded by the Land andAgricultural Bank in 1964.

10 The wholesale price index measures
at their first important commercial
of large lots in primary markets.
to estimate the purchasing power of

changes in prices of commodities
transaction and refers to prices

The index for agriculture ii used
annual loan disbursements.
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TABLE 4

All Sources of Farm Loans Rel_eased 19701:- 1 to .1993/94

Year

Nominal
Amoun t

ReL ea sed
(n)

Nominal %

Increase Over
Previous Year

ReaI Amounts
Re lea sed**

(¡t)

ReaI %

Increase Over
Previous Year

1970/71

1971 ltZ*

1973 /7 4

1974175

1975176

1976171

1977 178

1978179

1979180

1 980/8 1

1981 /82

1982 I 83

1 983/84

12,1

'1 3.3

17 .3

28.0

¿.1 n

J I.I

63.2

71 .7

65.7

87 .4

125.6

150.1

154.9

9.9

30.1

61.8

46 .4

)tr, a-

23.0

13.4

-8 "4

33.0

43.7

19.5

3.2

14 .9

16.4

¿1.3

28.0

35.1

41.0

A) È:J. J

+t.t

34.1

38.9

43.1

44.6

37 .6

10.1

29.9

11 tr

25.4

16.8

5.1

_q tr

-17,0

14 .1

10.8

3.5

-15 "7

Note: * Data not available for 19j2/j3 season

** Real amounts are derived using 1974175 as a

Source : Central Statistical Office, Lusaka, Zanbia,
Data has been updated rr'ith information from
June 1 986, p.40

base year

1 981a , p.2
MAI4D,
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thus reducing revenues from copper exports" This reduced foreign

exchange earnings and marked the beginning of economic problems in Zam-

bia. This also reduced the ability to import goods and contributed to
inflation. The impacts of low world copper prices were not felt until
1976. Therefore, the 1974175 rvholesale price index is appropriate for
deflating J.oans released in different years.

Between 1970171 and 1974175, real annual amounts Ient to agriculture
increased at an increasing rate. I.ihen copper prices started declining
(1975), the real amounts lent to agricuLture increased at a decreasing

rate until 1977178" This may have been a result of decreasing govern-

ment revenues from copper and its effect on the amount of subsidies pro-

vided to agricultural credit. In 1g78l7g and 1 97glB0, the real annual

amounts lent to agriculture decreased. This reflected worsening econom-

ic problems and decreasing government grants to ÀFc. Between 19g0/g1

and'1982183, real amounts again started increasing at a decreasing rate.
The increase may have come from loans (rl¡n) and increased focus on agri-
culture. In 1983184, the real amount disbursed decreased. In general,

real annual loan disbursements more than doubled. This means that
increases in nominal terms were used to offset inflation.

Most of the loans disbursed are for crop inputs (rable 33 p.1g3).

Because maize is the dominant crop, it received the J-argest proportion.

The remainder of the annual disbursements were used to finance other

crops, livestock and machinery.

Table 5 indicates that alLocation of loans is biased towards provinc-

es with the highest concentration of commercial farmers, i.e., centrar,
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TÀBLE 5

Percentage Distribution of Loans Released to Provinces 1 970-1984

Prov i nc e
1e70/ 19711 19731
1971 1972* 1974

19741 1975/ 1976/
1 975 1976 1977

1977 I 19781
1978 1979

197e/ 1983/
1 980* 1984

Central,
Lusaka and
Southern 92.8

0ther
Provinces 7 "2

Tota1 1 00.0

92.3 90.4 9'1 .8

7 .7 9.6 8.2

1 00.0 1 00.0 1 00.0

92.9 88.8 88. '1 80.9 83 .8 78.3

7.1 11.2 11.9 19.1 16.2 21"7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Note: * Data nor available for 19t21j3, 1980l81 to 1982193.

source: central- statistical office (cso), Lusaka, Zambia, 1991a, p.3.
Data for the 1983l84 season is from MAwD; t19g6l, p.9.

Lusaka, and Southern Provinces. On average, other provinces combined

receive less than 20 percent of the annual disbursement. This differen-
tial access to credit may partiatly account for differences in marketed

quantities of maize from different provinces. This is because credit
increases the total input budget. Other factors which could explain

differences in the quantities of inputs used are lack of information and

local availability of inputs.

Between 1979180 and 1983/84, about 40.7 percent of the total amount

of farm J.oan applications rvas granted.ll it is true that some of the

appJ-icants did not meet the criteria for loan approval or requested

amounts greater than their needs. Even so, 60 percent rejection sug-

1 1 Calculated from data in MAWD 11986, p.401.
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gests that there is an excess demand for loans. cso [1981a] reports

that most of the applicants turned down were small scale farmers (sub-

sistence and emergent). in discussions with private banks, they identi-
fied some of the reasons for rejecting small farm loans: lack of secur-

ity, high J-oan processing costs, and poor managerial abilities of

emergent farmers.

Most commercial farmers no longer deal r,lith ÀFc because their assets

have enabled them to qualify for private bank loans. Even though inter-
est rates on private bank loans tend to be higher than on ÀFC loans, the

flexibility of credit lines has been a major attraction. This has often
worked in favor of commercial farmers. For example, private banks allow

their good customers to open next season's loan (pre-SeasonaI Loan)

before repaying the anount due.12 This facility has enabjed commercial

farmers to buy some inputs at rast year's prices. The government policy
of controlling fertilizer prices and the fact that prices always rise
substantially every year' encouraged this practice. Small scale farmers

who depend on AFC cannot pre-pay because their credit Iines are opened

after the accounts due are paid. Even if there are storage and interest
costs associated with advance purchases, commercial farmers realize sav-

ings in expenditures. The practice may be contributing to the shortage

of inputs in a given year, i. Ê.r farmers buy next year's requirements

from this year's suppry, thus by the time emergent farm loans are

released, a shortage of inputs has emerged.

12 This was mentioned
farmers in 1986.
reference.

in discussions with private banks and commercial
Banks refused to release any of their documents for
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2.6 OvERÀIt PERFORMANCE OF THE MATZE TNDUSTRY

Maize is grown by all groups of farmers and constitutes the staple

food of Zambj.a. From the time the market for maize was established,
there have been attempts to increase production at a rate consistent
with the growth of domestic demand. Increased maize production is need-

ed to feed the rising population (about 3.1 percent per year, cso

[1985]) and to raise the living standards of many farmers involved in
production.

Performance of the maize industry may be examined through the expan-

sion of area under maize cultivation and the growth of total output of

maize. Maize area has expanded from 0.23 mill-ion acres in'1964/65 to
'1 

' 5 mil-Iion acres in 1985186. The area is expected to increase because

of the new cultivars that are suitable to many micro-climatic zones and

increased government efforts and incentives to raise maize production.

During the same period, marketed maize has expanded f.ron 2.14 million
bags (1964/65) to about 10.2 million bags (1985/g6).13 Between 1964 and

1980, most of the increase in output has been attributed to area expan-

sion. In the 1980s, output increase is reported to have come from the

new hybrids, price incentives and area expansion (I,lorId Bank [19g4a, b],
Jansen [1986]).

'' Tfi: ,irypiies that marketed maize per acre decreased from 9 bags(1964165) to 7 bags (1985/96), i:u.,'22%declease. The decrease mayhave been due to the contamination of the cultivar tSnSãi- and thisencouraged research.to develop new cultivars. Limited quantities ofnew cultivars were introduced in 19g5, thus they did not=;tilificant-ly affect. marketed yietf per acre. it is arso possiblã 'lhut dutufrom 1985186 is more reliable than 1964/65. This is because Zambia
became independent in 1964 and had not developed capabiriiy to coi-lect and process data. rn 1964/65 maize production was dominated bycommercial farms. In 1985/86 maize produciion was dominated by emer-gent farms. Therefore, the decrease reflects these shifts and theresource endowments of the two farm groups.
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Hybrid maize production appears to have been successful in districts
with favorable soiIs, concentration of administration, extension and

input suppry services. zone I (Figure 3, p.z4) has progressed beyond

other zones" This is expected in that the zone has the best soil poten-

tial and support services. This means that provision of the support

services in other areas could assist in the expansion of maize produc-

tion.

In good years, Zambia produces enough maize to meet domestic demand.

Maize output fluctuates due to drought, too much rain, low prices of

maize, and input supply constraints (nnc t19g0l ). In surplus years,

maize is exported (table 26, p..176). During deficit years, hâize is
imported (table 25, p.175). It appears that the National AgriculturaÌ
Marketing Board rushed into maize export. Thís is because there have

been periods when exports in one year were forlowed by imports. This

suggests the need to build storage facilities for surplus maize. Since

maize surpluses are erratic, exports of maize should be discouraged

until a clear pattern of production is established. Therefore, policy
should first focus on meeting domestic needs and later address export

possibilities. Evidence shows that current production costs do not

favor exports (world Bank [198aa]). The new maize cultivars have opened

opportunities for increasing maize production. Efforts have to be made

to enable emergent farmers to have access to this technorogy. The new

cultivars of maize combined vrith fertilizer and appropriate policy offer
a feasibre r+ay of raising production. Finally, rimited exports of seed

maize indicate the existence of markets for surplus seed. This area

needs evaLuati.on to establish the potential for export.
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Previous sections reviewed the history of the maize industry. Some

poLicies to increase maize production were identified. The next two

sections summarize environnental and production constraints to increased

ma i ze produc t i on .

2,7 ENVIRONMENTAI CONSTRåTNTS

The EEC 119801 argued that maize production potential of an area

depends on the availability of arable land, favorable climate, water,
popuLation density and transport. In some years, poor rainfall tends to
reduce maize production. Even though arable land is not limiting, lack
of roads in many areas and tsetse fly limit availability of land. Dif-
ferent qualities of Iand require area specific produciíon recommenda-

tions.

Good roads and railway services are necessary for delivering inputs

and collection of products. Before the onset of foreign exchange con-

straints' some resources were devoted to infra-structure development

(".g., construction and maintenance of roads). Foreign exchange con-

straints have forced the government to postpone infra-structure develop-

ment and repair (world Bank [1984a, b]. This is despite the fact that
there is increased focus on agriculture. If this trend continues inputs

will not be delivered and produce collected at the right time. Because

these are dis-incentives to production, total production of maize may

decrease. on an international level, the land locked nature of the

country affects the timery availability of i.mported inputs, thus delay-
ing planting time and lowering yield per acre. This implies that
improvements in road and railway services (domestic and foreign) would

cont¡'ibute to increased maize producLion.
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2.8 S1JMMARY OF PRODUCTION CONSTRÀTNTS

The cultural- practices used depend on the farm group. Among subsis-

tence and emergent farms, land preparation and planting is often delayed

due to shortage of farm machinery. The EEC l19g0l, Dodge l1g77l, and

Jansen [1986] found that delays in the approval of loans and payment for
maize contribute to the shortage of farm power and the timely purchase

of inputs. In some areas, oxen use is constrained by tsetse fly. Fur-

thermore, subsistence and emergent farms are often accused of using low

plant density, small quantities of fertilizer and inadequate weed con-

trol (¡nc l1 9B0l ) . until recently, subsistence and emergent farmers

were not given consideration in the development of maize cultivars to

suit their resource levels (nnc [1 990] ) . In addition, the EEC reported

that poor organization and lack of transport affected the performance of

extension workers. The EEC also found that research recommendations

were of limited appricabiliLy to subsistence and emergent farms.

The input levels of smalL scale farmers are such that only Low levels
of production per acre can be obtained. In order to increase maize pro-

duction, additional inputs are necessary but many farmers do not have

sufficient cash or access Lo credit.

2,9.1 Credit

Credit can play an important role in making some of the purchased

inputs available. The government policy of low interest rates may have

discouraged savings and limited the supply of loanable funds. To ration
available funds' AFC and banks employ non-interest criteria (politicat
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considerations and arbitrary limit on the s.ize of emergent farm Ioans).

The result is that a large part of the subsidized credit goes to the

provinces where large farms are located. CSO [19g11 reported that most

of the loans go to large farms. This defeats one of the objectives of

government control of the capital market, namely assisting emergent

farmers to obtain credit. Because ÀFC interest rates were set lower

than private bank controLled interest rates, it contributed to AFC defi-
cits and continued reliance on government grants to offset them"

Low interest rates may also lead to inefficient use of resources.

EEc [1980] found that commercial farms use higher than recommended lev-
els of fertilizer. On the other hand, the EEC reporLed that some farm-

ers sold subsidized fertilizer in surrounding countries, where prices

are higher. I f the money raised from reselling fertilizer across the

border is spent on non-agricultural projects, the pool of loanable funds

available to agriculture would be reduced. The low interest rates may

also reduce incentives for commercial farmers to use their equity to
finance production, i.e., it is cheaper to use credit.

Low interest rates, over-varued currency and duty free imports of

agricultural machinery and other inputs may stimulate capital intensive
maize production. Most comrnercial farms are more capital intensive than

emergent farms (Jansen [1 986] ). Since most of the farm capital is
imported, it contributes to the balance of payments prob].ems the country

is facing. In addition, capital intensive production may contribute to
rural- unemployment and underemployment.
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Therefore, the policy of low interest rates on agricultural ì.oans may

be preventing the expansion of production. This is because it limits
the supply of loanable funds, number of farmers having access to credit,
and quantity of inputs used.

2,8"2 Price of Maize

The EEC [1980], National Commission for Development planning l19g7l,
Dodge 119771, Jansen 119861 reported that the government policy of sub-

sidizing maize meal is politically difficult to reverse because of the

negative impact on the purchasing power of the low and middle income

people. Brown l1978J argued that higher product prices stimulate pro-

duction by encouragíng farmers lo: (1 ) operate near the production pos_

sibility frontier, (2) use more variable inputs to reach higher output

levels, and (3) invest and adopt more productive technologies. If pric-
es are prevented from reflecting the opportunity cost, these adjustments

cannot take prace. Many reports (Besserl lj976l, Dodge 11977), Ito
119811, and ÞrorId Bank l19B4a, bl) found that Zambian producer prices of
maize are inadequate to encourage production. In addition, late
announcement of input and output prices create uncertainty, and thus

discourage production.

Price controls are often defended as

incomes of urban consumers. Brown

because:

I

necessary to maintain the real

[1 978] dismissed this argument

and ignores the long run

decrease.

It is based on short term income effects

production increase and the likely price
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ot
) It assumes that incomes are unchanged and that workers would n

bargain for higher vrages to maintain real income.

It ignores short run adjustment to reduce income J-oss, e.g.

shift to lower priced substitute foods.

Because of these forces, Brown concluded that if agricultural producer

prices increased, profits of non-farm industries would decrease and not

income of labor. He suggested that the poorest urban consumers could be

protected through direct subsidies ( e.g., discount coupons issued to
the poor) rather than producer price controls.

Low maize prices produce low profit, thus prevent attraction of

resources needed to increase production. I n addi t i on , they may di s-
courage production of alternative sources of starch (e.g., cassava).

Because maize is relatively cheaper, consumers may have been encouraged

to use maize meal, thus depressing demand for substitutes to maize. If
producer prices of substitutes become too low, farmers may be discour-
aged from producing substitutes. If maize prices are rai.sed, maize

flour would be relatively more expensive, thus consumers may increase

demand for substitute foods. If prices of substitute crops rise, they

would encourage production of substitute crops and also help to reduce

the problems associated with maize failure.

Ànother prob-lem is that price controls could lead to undesirable

income distribution. Most of the people producing maize are relatively
poorer than urban consumers. If maize is under priced, then producers

subsidize consumers. Input subsidies were introduced to partiaJ.J-y off-
set some of the effects of under pricing maize. The benefits of input

3"
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subsidies are proportionar to the quantity of the input used. Because

emergent farms use small quantities of subsidized inputs and produce

about 60 percent of marketed maize, they bear most of the costs of sub-

sidizing consumers.

Lov¡ maize prices may ai-so encourage diversion of resources away from

maize. Some commercial farmers reported that they switched to beef pro-

duction because it is relatively more profitabLe (I+orld Bank [19g4a]),
less affected by drought and requires few purchased inputs. This switch
increases the supply of beef, which is used by the upper and middle

income consumers, and decreases maize production. Because maize defi-
cits have to be imported, often at higher prices, they contribute to the

balance of payments probJ_em.

2.6,3 Input Subsidies

Input subsidies $¡ere introduced to partially reduce the ìoss in
potential farm income, which results from lower maize price. In addi-

tion, the government wanted to use subsidies to encourage adoption of

more productive techniques to increase maize production. Brown tl97Bl

and Abel [1978] argued that tenporary subsidies have some merit where

farmers have never used the input. Many farmers know the importance of

fertilizer and other inputs. Therefore, subsidizing inputs to encourage

adoption may no longer be a valid argument.

Several studies (oodge 119jjl, World Bank [1994a, b] and ILO tl9g1l
report that consumers have benefited from the subsidies more than pro-

ducers. In addition, subsidies are not effective in raising lhe incomes



Dodge11977l and Jansen[1986] reported that transport subsidies have

encouraged production of marketed maize in areas with no comparative

advantage and diverted resources from products with comparative advan-

tage. Dodge found that Eastern Province has comparative advantage in
groundnuts. when uniform pricing rvas introduced maize production

increased while groundnut production decreased. A possible expLanation

is that resources were diverted from groundnuts to maize production

because of maize transport subsidies. The result is that exports of
groundnuts decreased and maize transport subsidies increased. Because

surplus groundnuts r,las exported, a decrease in groundnut production con-

tributed to the balance of payments probLems, thus the country lost.
However' individual farmers who switched to maize production benefitted
from the subsidy.

of emergent farmers because they use

Because commercial farmers use most of

partía1ly compensated and their losses

Therefore, subsidies may be distorting the

different regions. Since the country is trying
is necessary to address this problem.

2,8.4 Maize Technoloqv

À higher price of maize is not

production of maize. Brown [.1978]

of net income and not just prices,

the incentive effect of a given set

45

little or no subsidized inputs.

the subsidized inputs, they are

from price controls are reduced.

comparative advantage

to diversify exports,

the only factor needed to raise the

argued that incentives are a function

and that new technology may change

of pricesr e.g., the introduction of

of

ir
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hybrid maize raised yield per acre (Jonsson l1g7jl). Evidence (tab1e 3,

p.27) shows that there has been considerable progress in the development

of naize hybrids for different micro-climatic zones, and management and

resource levels. Recognizing the potential, Bessell t19731 noted that
considerable increase in maize production could be obtained by encourag-

ing small scale farms to use more productive cultivars of maize and

proper cultural practices. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that
farmers obtain inputs.

2"9 SUGGESTED SOTUTIONS TO CONSTRåINTS

Both environmental and production constraints limit maize production.

in this study, the focus is on production constraints. They are related
lo the other constraints, which have been adequately covered in many

studies cited. To deal with the production constraints, a number of

sorutions have been proposed (EEC tr9B0l, Jansen l19g5l, and worrd Bank

11984a, bJ):

Provision of additional sources of farm power. This includes

making tractor hire services and oxen available. It is hoped

that this would encourage early tillage and planting. Jonsson

llgll) reported that early planting enables the maize ptant Lo

get estabrished and thus contributes to higher yields per acre.
2. Improve marketing and credit services to enabl_e timely purchase

and application of inputs. This impl_ies that timely appJ_ications

of appropriate quantities of inputs could produce higher yields.
This neans that commerciar farmers obtain higher yields than

emergent farmers.
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Improve incentives to maize production. This involves offering
higher producer prices, and announcing input and maize prices

early. This implies that profit revel and its uncertainty are

problems" This may aríse from anticipaLing inadequate maize

prices and higher input costs.

Develop appropriate technological systems for smalL and emergent

farmers. This suggests that different farm groups do not use the

same technology.

d.

These suggestions to increase maize production rerate

the economic efficiency of maize production. This may be

better use of existi.ng inputs, increasing the quantity

inputs, and employing more productive cultivars of maize.

recommendations can be made, it is necessary to measure

economic efficiency of the different farm groups. chapter

the various approaches to measuring economic efficiency.

to increasing

done through

of variabl-e

Before any

the relative

I i I examines



Chapter III
ECONOMIC EFFICTENCY

3.1 TNTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews alternative methods which have been used to
evaluate economic efficiency. The last portion of the chapter is devot-

ed to summarizing the profit function approach as developed by Lau and

Yotopoulos.

Brown [1978] argued that agricultural production may be expanded by

increasing output from current resources, increasing the quanlity of

variabLe inputs and employing more productive technology. This suggests

that production can be increased by improving economic efficiency of

farms. A firm is economically efficient if it minimizes cost or maxim-

izes profit per unit of output. Economic efficiency is thus a function
of price and technical efficiencies. Technical efficiency refers to
output per unit of inputs. The higher Lhe output per unit of inputs,
the higher the technical efficiency. Differences in technical efficien-
cy may be examined by measuring differences in technology. price effi-
ciency refers to the ability to find the optimum input mix. under prof-
it maximization assumptions, price efficiency is attained when the value

of marginar product is equaJ- to the marginal factor cost. This means

that the farm with relatively higher profits is more price-efficient.

-48-
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It is often assumed that a firm will employ the best possibte tech-

niques to achieve the highest level of economic efficiency. French

119771 argued that policy makers may prefer to keep some known ineffi-
ciencies rather than adopt new methods, if the prospective improvements

in efficiency might reduce emproyment, decrease price competition r or

lead to concentration of economic power. This implies that higher eco-

nomic efficiency is just one of the objectives of society. Therefore,

economic efficiency has to be weighed against other objectives of socie-

ty.

3"2 EVÀIUATION OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

In evaluating the economic efficiency of different sizes of farms,

the literature in general is divided into severaì. approaches and con-

trasting conclusions. French 119j1l found that economic efficiency has

been examined through (1) descriptive analysis of accounting datar or

Q) statistical analysis of accounting datar or (3) the economic engi-

neering approach. In reviewing the literature in agriculture, French

11977), and Hall and Leveen t19781 identified limitations of the differ-
ent approaches. Descriptive anal-ysis of accounting data combines point

estimates of average costs into classes for comparison. The limitations
of descriptive analysis of accounting data are: ('1) accounting differ-
ences make comparison difficult; Q) aifficulty of separating factors

that affect cost; and (3) absence of quantitative measure of parameters

and functional relationships. Non-parametric economic engineering ana-

lyzes the relationship between optimum pJ-an production costs and farm

size. The problem is that many firms do not attain the most profitabte
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input combination. Boles t19661 developed a linear programming algor_
ithm to construct non-parâmetric production or cost functions from actu-
al data' under Bole's approach, the relative proximity of each farm to
the production frontier is an index of technical efficiency. If cost
functions are constructed, the proximity of each farm indicates economic

efficiency. Even though economic engineering overcomes many of the
problems in statistical and descriptive analysis, its use is limited
because it does not evaruate actual farm behaviour.

Statistical analysis of accounting data estimates the parameters of
production and cost functions using econometric techniques. French

119171 identified the limitations of statistical analysis. one problem

is lhat different firms empJ.oy different accounting methods, thus it is
necessary to convert all data to one system before conducting any sta_
tistical anaLysis. In addition, accounting data represent means (aver-

ages) of variables, thus it is difficult to obtain parameter estimates
from such data. In multipre product firms, it is difficult to measure

output. This means that it is difficult to measure the val_ue added at
every stage of production, thus output may be under- or over- estimated.
HaII and Leveen [1978] further argue that there are probrems of consis-
tency between theoretical definitions of production and cost functions,
as to the maxima and minima. This is because the exact functional rela-
tionships are not known. Therefore, restrictive functional forms are

of ten empJ.oyed. In addition, statistical analysis reguires adequate

specification of the stochastic process generating data. If available
data is not distributed according to the assumed distribution, then sta-
Listical analysis cannot be employed.
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These approaches and their modifications have been used in both

developed and less-developed countries. Controversy continues as to
which farm size is the most efficient. some studies have reported that
small scaLe farmers are more efficient (price and/or technical efficien-
cy) than large scale farmers (Lau and yotopoulos [197'1], yotopouJ.os et

al. llslø, 1973J, Trosper [1979], ]iorld Bank l19g2l ). orher srudies
have argued that small scale farmers are as efficient as large scale
farmers (sianu and Baanante l1g7gl, HalI and Leveen [197g], Garcia et
al. [1982] ). The third group of resurts on efficiency studies report
that large farms tend to be more efficient than small farms (Khan and

Maki [1979] ). In addition, economies of size arguments offer explana-

tion as to why large farms may be more efficient than small farms (Gould

and Ferguson l19B0l, Dol1 and Orazen ll g}4l, and Henderson and guandt

t1e80l ).

Depending on which of the reports is believed to be true, the poLicy

prescriptions to raise agricultural production would differ. Even

though the results are conflicting, information on economic efficiency
is vital in poj-icy evaluation and establishing performance among the

different farm sizes. Woodsworth l1g77l reported that production func_

tion estimation was the most popular approach to studying economic effi-
ciency. À production function shor¡s the maximum quantity of output

which results from each combination of inputs, given technology, i.e. ,

it summarizes efficient production possibilities. There are many speci-
fications of production functions but the Cobb-DougIas functional form

and its logarithmic transformations have been widely used. woodsworth

[1977] attributes Lhe popularity of the Cobb-Dougtas production function
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to: ( 1 ) convenience in interpreting elasticities of production, (2) min-

imal requirements of the degrees of freedon and (3) simplicity in compu-

tation. Assuming perfect competition and a Cobb-Douglas functional
form, observations on the dependent variable measure the variation of

output with inputs in fixed proportions. The residual term reflects
entrepreneurial ability of the firm.

woodsworth argued that the major limitations of the production func-
tion estimation relate to the great heterogeneity of the conditions from

farm to farm, the absence of measurement of variables not included in
the function, and the possibility of mutticollinearity among the vari-
abres. In addition, the output and inputs are generated by a set of

simultaneous relationships, thus they are dependent variables. Under

these conditions, it is not correct to use a singì.e regression equation

to obtain parameter estimates. This is because parameter estimates may

have large variances, i.e., inefficient parameter estimates.

Lau and Yotopoulos [1971] developed an alternative approach to the

analysis of production. They used the profit function to measure and

compare the economic efficiency of farms. This approach is usually
referred to as the normalized restricted profit function and is based on

the duarity theory. Duality theory argues that for every production

function, there is a corresponding profit function. The profit functj.on

is derived from the production function and expresses the maximized

profit of a firm as a function of output price, variable input prices

and the quantities of fixed factors of production, for a given technolo-
gy. Garcia et al. 119821 suggested that if prices of variable inputs

are constant, then profit may be expressed as a function of variable
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fixed factors, i.e., quantities

necessary to obtain parameter

Lau 11979, 19711, Yotopoul0s [1973], and pudasaini [1gg1J reported
that the profit function accounts for differences in the quantities of
inputs used, is more flexible, and statistically better suited for esti-
nation than a production function model. The advantages of profiL func-
tion estimation arise from the fotlowing characteristics: (1) profít
and factor demand functions are jointly estimated and thus generate con-
sistent estimates, while a production function estimated by ordinary
least' squares may result in simultaneous equation bias and inconsisten-
cy; (2) input demand and output suppì.y functions can be directly derived
from the normalized restricted profit function without solving for the
first order condition; (3) the impact of institutional characteristics
can be introduced directry into the profit function; and (4) it takes
into account differences in technical efficiency, price efficiency and

permits testing for economic efficiency difference between groups.

0,Connor and Hammonds i19i5l compared the results from the profit
function model (a statisticar approach) and the Farrell Iinear program-

ming model (economic engineering) when investigating the relative tech-
nical r Pricing and economic efficiencies of four groups of retail meat

departments. They reported that the profit function model is superior
to the Farrell linear programming technique. some of the advantages of
the profit function model cited are: ( 1 ) alLowance for inter_ and

intra-group variations in prices, while other approaches allow only for
inter-group; Q) estimation by ordinary least sguäres (even lhough zell-
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ner r s method is recommended) , thus it employs standard statistical
measures of goodness of fit which economj.c engineering cannot do; (3) it
analyzes the actual farm behavior rather than the best practice; (4) it
is Less sensitive to outliers than the isoquant generated by the Farrell
model; and ( 5) it is possible to obtain consistent input elasticities
(for the production function) indirectly from the profit function (Lau

1,19711 and yotopoulos ll973l, O'Connor and Hammonds t19751 ).

The profit function approach has been used in a number of studies in

less developed countries. Lau and yotopoulos 1197Zl estimated the prof_

it and factor demand functions and showed how production function coef-
ficients can be derived using data from Indian agriculture. Labor was

used as the only variable factor, with capital and total area harvested

as fixed factors. using the same data, yotopoulos and Lau Ilgz:] tested
for relative economic efficiency and isolated the causes of differences
in efficiency between small and large farms. They found that both small

and large scale farmers were price-efficient, and that small farms had

superior technical efficiency. This implied that farms of less than ten

acres were reLatively more efficient. Khan and Maki t19791 applied the

profit function model to derive values for technical and price efficien-
cy parameters for large and small farms in the Sind and punjab provinces

of Pakistan. The model included labor as the only variable factor, with
land and capital being fixed inputs. They found that large farms are

more economic-efficient than small farms.

Yotopoulos, et a1. 119761 employed the restricted profit function to
test for economic efficiency of farms in the Republic of china. The

study was different in that the number of variable inputs was increased
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from one to four and also tested for structural change between succes-

sive cross section data. The variabl! inputs were total labor days,

total animal r+ork days, total hours of mechanical equipment and total
quantity of fertilizer. The fixed factors were total quantity of fixed
farm assets and total farm area harvested. They reported that agricut-
tural producers in Taiwan were efficient producers within their environ-
ment. Sidhu and Baanante [1979] used the profit function to estimate

economic efficiency for Mexican wheat cultivars in the Indian punjab.

Their variable inputs were labor, fertilizer and irrigation water. The

fixed factors were land, capitar and number of years of schooling. They

reported that both small and large scale farmers attain technical and

price efficiencies, that education of farm peopl-e contributes signifi-
cantly to production, and that price of output influenced suppry more

than fertilizer price.

Pudasaini [1981] reviewed the use of the profít function to evaLuate

economic efficiency in agriculture and then employed the profit function
to analyze the economic efficiency of tractorized and non-tractorized
wheat farmers in Nepal. The variable inputs employed were hired labor,
bullock hours, and fertilizer. The fixed input factors were land, fami-
ly labor, capital, education, age and extension visits. pudasaini

reports that both farm groups t¡ere absolute allocative-efficientra and

that tractorizecl farmers rvere technically more efficient, thus economi-

ca1ly more efficient.

ra f,3r¡.9nd Yotopoulos [197.1] used absolute efficiency to describe theability to equate value of the marginal product tä rurginÃr factorcost,.. i.9., profit maximization. -Relative 
efficien-y'wai usea todescribe farms which do not attain absolute efficiency.' Ãitocativeefficiency is used interchangeably with price efficienåy
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The profit function model has also been applied in developed coun-

tries. O'Connor and Hammonds 119751 used the profit function to measure

relative economic efficiency for seLected samples of retail meat depart-

ments. they reported that retail meat departments with central fabrica-
tion were more economic-efficient than those employing carcass-meat han-

dling system. Trosper [1978] used the profit function to determine the

Àmerican Indian relative ranching economic efficiency. Trosper found

that Àmerican indians and whites in Montana, maximized profit to the

same degree and that Àmerican Indians had greater technical efficiency
than WhiLes.

in all of the studies employing the profit function approach, the

division of farms into small and rarge is arbitrary. Doran l1 9B5l pro-
posed replacing the dummy variable by eíther a cumulative normal or

logistic function. This approach makes specification of the cut off
point unnecessary. The problem is that the model obtained requires non-

linear estimation. This approach is not necessary if farm groups have

qualitativery different characteristics (..g. , oxen and tractors). I f
the criteria is continuous, then Doran's approach is needed.

Due to weaknesses inherent in the other approaches, the present study

used statistical analysis of cross section data, and in particular the

profit function, to analyze the relative economic efficiency of emergent

and commercial- farms in zamlia.

exist, then an attempt will be made

If differences in economic efficiency

to identify the causes.
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3,3 PROFTT FT'NCTION CO${CEPN'ffi FRÀMEWORK

This section presents important concepts behind the profit function

model. Then it is shor+n how input demand functions can be derived from

the production and profit function models, under the profit maximization

assumption. Finally, this section shows how the profit function can be

used to test for the relative economic efficiency of different groups of

farmers.

Collinson [1983] argued that development is a continuum from hunting

and gathering to full specialization in an exchange economy. He report-
ed that the objective of subsistence farms is assured food suppl_y. The

major objective of large farms is assumed to be profit maximization.

Since emergent farms are in between commercial and subsistence farms,

their objectives include considerations of assured food suppl-y and prof-
it maximization. Àssuming that assured food supply is a declining
objective of emergent farmers, it is possible to use profit maximizing

models to analyze production. In Zambia, the profit maximization

assumption is justified based on the findings of the Ito l19g1l, cham_

bers and Singh 11981J, World Bank [1982], Bessell and Iles 11g.-6l, Dodge

[1Sll] and similar studies, from other less-developed countries, r.rhich

argue that both emergent and commercial farmers respond to prices. As

indicated earlier, economic efficiency is a function of technical and

price efficiencies. The farms r+ith higher technical efficiency and/or

price efficiency make higher profits at every set of input and output

prices. If farms have equal technical efficiency and unequal price
(allocative) efficiency, then the group v¡ith higher allocative efficien-
cy would make higher profits. if a farm group has higher technical

THE
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efficiency and equal price efficiency with others, it r¡ould make higher

profits. If. farm groups have equal technical and price efficiencies but

receive and/or pay different prices, their profit levels would be dif-
ferent. Lau and Yolopoulos, and Pudasaini argue that because the profit
function considers these scenarios, it can be used Lo measure the rela-

tive economic efficiency, i.e., it can measure the price and technical

efficiencies"

3"3"'l Technical Efficiency

A production function specifies the maximum output obtained from dif-
ferent leveIs of inputs, with a given technology. The production func-

tion is assumed to be homogenous of degree one in the variable inputs.

Thus the marginal product is strictly positive (Oy/Ux>O) and decreases

monotonically (ð2y/öx2<0)" In addition, it is assumed that perfect com-

petition exists in the input and output markets, and that there is

instantaneous equilibrium in the input and output markets (Ferguson

[1979], Henderson and Quandt [1980]).

Then, the production function may be specifíed as:

yi = eir{xi, zil
.--(t)

Where

I

À

x

z

Y

1r2 (1 = Emergent

technical parameter

variable inputs (j

fixed inputs (t

output

farmsr 2 = Commercial farns)

1, 2r" ".m)

1, 2r...n)
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The technical paramet.er (e) includes farm group technical efficiency
and may differ due to environmental factors, entrepreneurial ability and

non-measurable fixed factors of production. Àssuming the production

functions of the two farm groups differ due to the technical parameters

onJ-y, then there is a neutral shiftls because factor ratios remain the

same. Then, technical efficiency can be examined by neasuring the dif-
ference between the t¡vo production functions. Two farm groups have the

same technical efficiency if the technical parameter of group one equals

the technical parameter of group two, i.e.,

À1 = À2

Therefore, a test of the hypothesis of equal technical efficiency has to

be done on the technical parameter of the production function. This

involves examining whether there are significant differences in technol-

ogy of the two farm groups"

3.3"2 PrÍce Efficíency

Profit maximization requires thaL the value of the marginal product

(wtp)of each variabre inpuL be equal to Lhe variable input price. The

conditions for profit maximization are:

NR=Py-

ôNR _ ôvr-9x. ôx-JJ

= PMPP x.
J

CX

-"rS=o
-J

= c.
J

1s Neutral shift refers Lo a
without altering the slope.

...(2)

change in the intercept of the function
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Where

NR = net revenue

P = price of the output

unt** = marginal physical product of jth variable input
J

c 
= = cost of jth variable input
J

c = transpose of the vector of variable input costs.

X = diagonal matrix of variable inputs

*j = jth variable input

pMppx. = value of marginal product (vl¡p)
l

Àt this point, profit is maximized and price efficiency is attained.

Different farms respond to c - in different proportions so that the

ratio (k:) is also different. The ratio (k1) of the value of narginalJ j'
product lo the marginaL factor cost is defined as follows:

PMPP = ti c-*jlJ

. PMPP

¡a= xl
j"j

"--(3)

The proportionate response (k.r) ref 1ects rnanagerial and enLrepreneurial

ability of the farmer" Equal price efficiency occurs v¡hen farm groups

are equalJ.y price-efficienl with respect to all variabre inputs. Àt

this point ratios of the l¡ro farm groups are rer.aÈed as forlows:

k1 = k.2 = 1
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tau and Yotopoulos call this condition absolute price efficiency.
ÀttainmenL of absolute price efficiency may not be possible if a farm

does not have the resources necessary to purchase profit maximizing

quantities of inputs. In addition the existence of some imperfect con-

petition in the input and output markets may prevent, a farm from maxim-

izing profit" If farm groups are affected equally, the ratios rnay be

related as f ol-lows:

k-l =t?*tJ- J

This means that the two farm groups are not absolute price-efficient but

they have equar relative price efficiency. The two farm groups may have

different price efficiencies if

3"3"3 The Profit Function

The derivations of the profit function have been extensively covered

by Lau [1976] anri Lau and yotopoulos 11972, 19711. This section summa-

rizes the material relevant to Lhe study. To analyze the causes of dif-
ferences in economic efficiency, Cobb-Douglas production functions for
emergent and commercial farms are specified:

k1 * t1JJ

: . rn ß.Y^ = Ar II cxil 
-j

'j=1 J

n
II

t=l
Qî)ßt

.. -(4)
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Where

i = 1, 2 (l = Emergent farms, 2 = Commercial farms)

j = 112, ...m, i.e., 5th variable input

L = 1r2r...n, i."., tEh fixed input

ß5 = elasticity of output with respect to the jthvariabre input

ßa = elasticity of output with respect to the tthfixed inputra

m
u = Eß-< 1

j=l J

The two production functions are identical if:

À1=À2 and kl=k2

Therefore, by estimating these parameters, it is possible to test wheth-

er the two farm groups have equal economic efficiency"

Lau and Yotopoulos [1gZl, 1979] have argued lhat for each production

function, there is a corresponding profit function. Àssuming that farm-

ers attempt to maximize profit, input and output prices are given, and

the production funcÈion is concave in variable inputs, then the corre-

sponding profit function of equation #4 is:

¡po = 6oi (cji) (zi)
". " (s)

I 6 There is no resLriction on the sum of fixed input paramelers becauseit reflects lhe standardized scale factor. fhis mèasures returns tosca1e. See section 3.3.5 (p.69). Yotopoulos and Lau [1973] argued
that the restriction on Èhe sum of variable input parameters (u)- is
neeiled because constant or increasing returns in vãriable inputs are
inconsistent with profit maximizatioñ.

1F,
l-;
| ,r,
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A*i = l-a'(r-'l-I (1 - î u.ro-I
L jlr 'j'*j'l

FIhere

F,,-r,-u, 
"-"'] 

F,,r', 
"-'']

The profit function is related to the production function (equation #4)

as follows:
.m

k*r= (1-ZS./Xi¡ ( t_u) - l
j=IJ J

¡tr

u* = Ißt
j =lJ

ßi = -ßr(1-u)-r<0¡ i.e., parameter estimates of variabre inputs in
the profit function.

ßË = n (1-u)-t>or i.e., parameter estimates of fixed inputs in the

profit function.

Therefore, these identities could be used to obtain production func-

tion elasticities and the technical paraneter. If algebraic manipula-

tions and parameter estimates (ßt and ß1 ) fron the profit function are

used, the production function elasticities could be obtained as follows:

B. = -ß*(1-u*)-t

6. = ß[(1-u*]-f
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These estimat.es could provide information for determining the conse-

quences of output price and input price change or combinations of the

two. The cross elasticities could indicaLe which inpuLs are compJ.e-

ments 
"

The profit function approach offers a way to measure relative techni-

cal and price efficiencies, separately. The profit function for each

farm group is specified as foLlows:

Emergent farms:

¡¡¡¡n = 4ol

Commercial farms:

NR* = 6*1 14n27¿ot¡ ..i,'l 
F,,,:,1

,'l,tF,

[i,

..;,fl 
F, ". " (6)

--" (7)

Specifying the profit function this way assumes that the production

function for the two farm groups are. identical up to a neutral efficien-
cy parameter. This means that in equat.ion #7, a varying intercept term

captures the differences in behavior over farm groups and that the slope

coefficient is constanL. To linearize equations #6 and #7, natural 1og-

arithms were used.
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""(B)

"..(e)

I f product.ion

= À2 and hl = k2.

¡*1 = À*2 and ß:¡1
J

= k2. The group

functions of the two farm groups are the same, then À1

The corresponding profit functions are identical if
- ßt2. Under these conditions, ß1 equals zero and kl

J

dummy variable (or) is defined as follows:

Dz = 1n(¡*2f¡*t) = lnA*z - f¡¡*r

Becausé À*i depends on the technical (ei) and price (ki) efficiencies

from the production function, it is possible to use this relationship to

test the null hypothesis of equal relative economic efficiency. This

involves the use of a group dummy variable (nr). The parameter estimate

on the dummy variabLe (ßr) may be statistically examined to see if its
value is significantly different from zero. If ßr is significantly

different from zero, then economic efficiencies of the two farm groups

are not equal.

3"3"& Input Denand Functions

Profit maximization is attained when the value of the marginal prod-

uct is equal to the variable input price (marginal factor cost). Under

the profit function approach, profit maximization is examined by testing

whether there are significant differences between variable input coeffi-
cients in t.he profit function and lhe relevant input demand function for
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each farm group. Demand for an input is derived from demand for the
commodity produced. input demand functions are obtained by differenti-
ating the profit function with respect to the price of each variable
input (Yotopoulos et ar. l1g76l). if eguation #5 is differentiated
with respect to each variabre input price, it is possible to obtain
input demand functions:

vi - 6uR*i í¿\. =-_-:- = *ß:¡ ocl -j
J

and then both sides are multiplied by _Cllln*i

-cixlI-l

NR*Í

This becomes

-.1*i
lí =

NR*Í

ôlnNR*i
=

ôIncl
J

= ß.
J

ltil-rl
(t*i)-r ßîi

J
"-" (ro¡

ButlT

u= I
j=l

L*i=(l- ßjlk;) (t-,,)-I

ß.
J

u
t

j=I

<I

The restriction on (u)
scaLe in variable inpuLs(u) is greater than'and
with prof it maximization.

1S necessary
are consistent
equal to one,

because decreasing returns towith profit maxirnization. If
the function is inconsistent

17
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Therefore

-.}x}.i -l

NR*i

In the limit., k* and

a tta i ned

-clxl noiJ J -i (t-u)

--NR*r (r_u)

nj and¡j+1

k.- tend to one,
J

and profit maximization is

- ^*i- ej , i=1, 2

Introducing dumny variables in the input demand functions

-c1xi

# = uîto, + uî", - - " (tt¡

Where

Dl = dummy variable for emergent farms

Dz = dummy variable for commercial farms.

Input demand functions differ between farm groups by a factor +¡hich

depends on k: Because 6îi appears in the profit and input demandJJ
functions, they have to be esLimated jointly in testing for differences

in price and technical efficiencies. Joinl estimation accounls for cor-
related error terms. Profit maximization (Lau and yotopoulos call this
absolute profit) requires thaL corresponding variable inpu! parameters
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ì

= 1 and nT- = t.

Emergent farms:

Commercial farms:

input demand functions be equal.

This implies that for:

68

This occurs when ki
J

ß!' = ß*JJ

Btl
J

ßt
J

However, farns may not achieve absolute price efficiency. If so, the

appropriate concept is relative price efficiency. Relatíve price effi-
ciency occurs if kl = [? * 1. Then, the appropriate test for the
hypothesis of equal relalive price efficiency is:

ßtr = ßt2JJ

Recall the relationship (from the production functions) that exists
between two farm groups which have attained profit maximization to the

same degree

Àr=À2and kt=k2

The corresponding profit functions are rerated as forrows:

À*r = À*2 and ßjt = 6jt

If so, the two profit functions are the same. Therefore, by jointly
testing for the equality of economic and price efficiencies, it is pos-

sible to test for technical efficiency" Fairure to reject the joint
hypothesis implies that the two farm groups have equal technical effi-
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ciency" Since relative price efficiency can be tesLed separaLely, it is
an indirect way of testing for equal technical efficiency. Because the

relative price efficiency conponent is incLuded, the conclusion reached

should not contradict the individual test resul_Ls.

3"3.5 Returns to Scale

To deal with a dual agriculture (emergent and commercial farms) ttrat

has developed over time, there is need Lo determine the farm group to
focus on" The decision depends on how farm groups respond to a propor-

tional increase in arl inputs. If output increases by a smaller propor-

tion, then the production function displays decreasing returns to scaIe.
If output responds by a greater proportion than inputs, then increasing

returns to scale exist" Constant returns to scale occur if both inputs

and output increase by the sarne proportion. Examining these concepts

would assist in determining the farm size to focus on.

Àssuming a production function of homogeneity degree k, Lhe test for
returns Lo scale is derived as follows (yotopouros and Lau [1973]):

Dr ßn -I
t=l c

n
xß*

t=l L

".. (12)

= k-(k-l). X
j=2

ßi

If:

k > 1, then, Ißt > 1"
t=l '

scale "

This is the case of increasing reLurns to
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k = 1, then, Eß* = 1. The
t=l E

returns to scale.
n

k < 1, then, Xßt < 1" This
t:l '

to scale"

production function exhibits constant

is an indication of decreasing returns

returns to scale isTherefore, the test to be used for constant

II
Eß*=1

t=l t

3"4 HYPOTIIESES TESTING

Using equations #9 and #11, it is possible to test for the signifi-
cance of hypotheses identified in section 1.3, Chapter I. Àfter estima-

tion of parameters, F-statistics are computed. The decision rule
involves rejecting the null hypothesis if observed F is greater tHan

critical F" on the other hand, one fails to reject the null hypothesis

if observed F is less than critical F"

3"å,'l Eoual Relative Econonic Efficiency

RelaLive economic efficiency is important in production for it indi-
cates the loss or gain from policy changes. Therefore, to examine the

null hypothesis of equal retative economic efficiency, the F-statistic
would be used t,o test whether the dummy variable parameter (ßr) is sig-
nificantly different from zero.

H:
o

H¿,t

ßl = 0

ß1 f 0
""-(13)
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nuI1 .hypothesis, the alternative
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from zero, then the economic efficien-
farmers are noL equal. By rejecting the

hypothesis is accepted.

Failure to reject the hypot.hesis (#13) implies that the two farm cat-
egories have the same economic efficiency. Therefore, efforts have to
be made to exptain the observed economic efficiency. If the two farm

9roups are not equally technical-efficient, then production should be

increased by improving the teast technical-efficient farm group. If
equality of the relative price efficiency is rejected, then expanded

extension services should focus on the least price-efficient farm group.

These imply that observed economic efficiency should be explained by

examining the nuIl hypotheses of equal price and technical efficiencies.

3"&.2 Equal Relative price Efficiencv

Efficient resource allocation is required under profit maxinrization.

To compare price efficiencies of the two groups, the F-statisLic should

be used to test whether the ratio of observed variabJ.e input bill to the

variable profit is significantly different. The test is based on param-

eter estimates of derived input demand functions:

This test compares the allocative

each variable input. If the null

the variable inputs, then the two

cate variable inputs to Lhe same

"--(La1

efficiency of the two farm groups for

hypothesis is rejected foi any one of

farm groups do not efficiently allo-
degree. Then, the farm group with

H:
o

H:
A

Btl
J

ßt1
J

Bt2
J

ßt2
J
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greater price efficiency utilizes the variable inputs bet.ter than the

other' Failure to reject the null hypothesis of equal relative price
efficiency implies that ar1 farm groups maximize profit to the same

degree, with respect to variable inputs. Equal relative price efficien-
cy implies that setting maximum limits on access t,o certain resources
("'g., credit) would not resuLt in a net loss of allocative efficiency.

3"4.3 Equal Rerative Technicar and price Efficiencíes

Econonic efficiency consists of t.echnical and price efficiencies.
Farm groups may be equarly economic efficient without being equatry
technical or equally price-efficient. Trosper t197gl, yotopoulos and

tau [1973] have indicated that if price inefficiency exists, it creates
an identification probrem for tests of technicar efficiency. They

recommend a simultaneous test for technical and price efficiencies.
Therefore, Lhe test for economic efficiency must be conducted through
the profit function dummy variable.

Because the price efficiency hypothesis can be tested separately and

recall that Lhe production function identities are:

À1=A2andkl=kZ

and the corresponding profit function idenrities are:

¡*t = À*2 and ßft = ßtz-"- -j -j '

then a test for equarity of economic efficiency is a

of technical efficiency beLween the two farn groups"

lest for equality

This implies that
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of equal relaLive technical and price efficienciesthe null hypoLhesis

is:

ßt = Q

ßl' = nl'

ßt * 0

oj' * ol,

The concept of returns to scale examines outpuL

tionate increase in all inputs. To examine whether

exhibit constant returns to scare, the F-statistic
test the following hypothesis:

nH:.EB*=lo f ',
t=l -

n
HA: Eßf * 1

Ë=l -

H:
o

Het

" ". (Is)

Therefore, by jointly testing for equal rerative economic and price
efficiencies, it is possible to test implicitly for equal relative tech-
nical efficiency. Failure to reject hypothesis #15 implies that the two

farm groups are equarly economic-efficient, i.e., price and technical
efficiencies are equal" This means that if a nevr policy imposes maximurn

Iimits on access to some resources, it would not lead to overalL loss in
economic efficiency and may only serve to redistribute profit from one

group to another.

3.4,& ConsLanL ReÈurns to Scale

response to propor-

lhe two farm groups

should be used to

(t= 112r...n) ... (16)
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Failure to .reject the hypothesis of constant returns to scale implies
that a proportionate increase in all inputs results in output increasing
by the same proportion. Constant returns to scale among the two farm

groups would imply that no one scale of operation is more efficient.
Therefore, efficient farms can occur in a wide range of sizes. ïf the
nuIÌ hypothesis is rejected , then the two farm groups do not operate
under constant returns to scare. This means that the two farm groups

may be operating under increasing or decreasing returns to scale. By

testing the nul1 hypothesis for increasing and decreasing returns to
scaLe (subsection 3.3.5, p.69), it is possibre to estabrish the response

to proportionate increase of alI inputs.

The results arising from this section should indicate the direction
of policy. By conducting these tests, it is possible to infer whether a

given policy would lead to economic efficiency loss. However, relative
efficiency is not the only factor that determines final policy. In
practice, poricy makers are also concerned about equity and poritical
considerations. chapter IV utilizes the concepts summarized in chapter
III to develop a modeL for this study.



Chapter IV

ESTIMATION PROCEDTNES

This chapter specifies the model

mated, the a priori economic theory

assumptions, the model to be esti_

and the hypotheses to be tested.

&.1 MODET ASSU{PTIONS

Farmers are price takers.

Farmers max imize prof i t .

The farm's maize production function is concave in variabre
inputs: hired 1abor, fertir.izer and oLher cash expenditures.
In the short run the fixed inputs are family labor, non-rand cap-
ital, area harvested and education per family.

These assumptions approximate the conditions existing in zambia. The
farmer's decision variabres are guantities of output, hired rabor, fer_
tilizer, and other cash expenditures. The price of output, prices of
variabLe inputs and quantities of fixed inputs are predetermined (i.e.,
they are exogenous variables). This implies that they cannot be changed
by an individual farmer in the short run. Farmers choose the output and
input levels which maximize profit. This means that the level of output
and inputs are not predetermined variables. The output, hired J.abor,
fertilizer and other cash expenditures are jointly dependent variables.
Because short run profit is total revenue (rn) minus total variable
costs (fvC), it is also a jointly dependent variable.

1.

?

n

-75_
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Profit is a function of the prices of variable inputs and the quanti-
ties (levels) of fixed inputs. By differentiating the profit function,
quantities of output and inputs become functions of prices. A probrem

arises if there is no cross section variation in the prices of variable
inputs and output. This means that it is not possibre to obtain parame-

ter estimates of these variabres. However, if the quantities of output
and inputs used vary across farms, then short run profit may be

expressed as a function of variable input expenditures and the quanti-
ties of fixed factors. Garcia et al. [1982] argued that where a data
base only provides information about expenditures on variable inputs,
the profit function may be rewritten in terms of both variable input
prices and cash expenditures, without violating hypotheses testing pro_

cedures' Based on data available, profit is specified as a function of
variable input expenditures and quantities of fixed inputs. specified
this way, profit increases in variable and fixed inputs. If the vari-
able is mis-specified or the price variation dominates quantity varia-
tion, the parameter estimate may be negative. If quantity variation
dominates price variation, then the estimated parameter could be posi-
tive.

some unknown exogenous factors may affect profitability of a farm.
Their influence is captured through the profit function error term.
Error terms in input demand functions account for differences in abiLity
to maximize profit and/or divergence between expected and realized pric-
es.
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&"2 MODEL SPECIFICATTON

The approach is to compare actual profit functions of two farm

groups, given output and input prices, and quantities of measurable

fixeo inputs. The model is specified as follows:

lnNR* = ßelnA + ßrDz + ß21nNWL + ßelnNp 2î + ßalnNCE + ßslnFÀM

+ßs1nS * ßtlnp + ßsLnYR + er ...(17)

-9¡t/}{n = ßsDt + ßroDz + ez

-PzF/xR = ßr rDr + ßl zDz + Ê¡

-CE/¡¡n = ßr sD t + ßr qDz + e¡

...(18)

...(1e)

. . . (20 )

Where

NR* = total revenue (rR) minus total variable cost (tvc) normalized by

output price, i.e., (tn - TVC)/pr

NR = net revenue

A = technical parameter of the profit function

D1 = emergent farm dummy variable (¡, - 1 if emergent farm, D1 = Q if
not emergent farm).

Dz = coftîìercia] farm dummy variable (D, = 1 if commercial farm, Dz = 0

if not commercial farm).

W = average daily wage for hired labor (n/day)

L = total number of days of hired labor.

l^il = total wage bilt for hired labor.

cE = total other cash expenditures on other variable inputs.

FAM = famil-y labor days available.

P2 = price of fertirizer paid by the farmer (K/50ng bag).
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F = total number of 50 Kg bags of fertilizer used"

PzF = total fertitizer bilt (n).

S = total amount of service flow from non-land capiLaIts

H = area of maize harvested (acres) 
"

YR = average number of years of scbooling per family"

P1 = price of maize (n/90 Kg bag).

ei = grror t.erms to account for unmeasurable exogenous factors.

U, = putumeters to be estinated.

NWL = total hired labor cost normalized by the price of maize per bag

(wr,/pr ).

NP2F = total fertilizer cost normalized by Èhe price of maize

(PzrlPt ) "

NCE = total other cash expenditures normalized by the price of maize

(cnlpr ).

The dummy variable (uz), in the profit function, measures the differ-

ence in economic efficiency between the two farm groups" tlhen equations

#18, #19, and #20 are estimated with no intercept, the parameters

obtained are relative factor shares" Because, the dummy variables take

on the values of either one or zero, they may be correlated, i.e., mul-

ticollinear to some degree" This problem may affect the reliability of

the tests.

1 I The discussion of the measurement of service
concept developed by Yotopoulos [1967]" It
5,2.6 (p.93 to 95).

flow is based on the
is discussed in section
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Hor+ever, equations #18, #19, and #20 may be reparameterized in terms

of one dummy variable. If these equations are estimated with an inter-
cept, the included dummy variable measures the difference between rela-
tive factor shares. using this difference and the i.ntercept, it is pos_

sibLe to obtain parameters for D1 and Dz in each input demand funcLion.
By using one dummy variable, the possibility of creating multicollinear-
ity between D1 and D2 is reduced"

4"3 MODET ESTIMATION AND TESTING

The four equations (#s l7 Lo 20) are reLated because profit maximiza-

tion (absolute efficiency) requires that parameter estinates of corre-
sponding variable inputs in the profit and input demand functions be

equaf in addition, error terms in different equations may reflect com-

mon unmeasurable or omitted factors. The other reason is that output
and inputs are simultaneously related, thus they are jointly dependant

variables. Therefore, it is possible to assurne that the correlation of
error terms in di fferent equations is non-zero. since the moder_ is
based on cross section data, the correlation is usually called contempo-

raneous correlation. Because the two farm groups are assumed to make

independent production decisions, the covariance of error terms across
groups is zero.

Under these assumptions, ordinary least

mates would be consistent and unbiased.

efficient parameter estimates. This is

squares (orS) parameter esti-
However, OLS will not yield

because endogenous variables
appear on the right hand side of the profit function. This produces

dependence between variables on lhe right hand side of lhe equation and
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correla-

is Zell-

s estima-

in matrix

+

||
E

dependant variables

exogenous variables

parameter estimates

error terms in all

in all equations

in all equations

in all equations

equat i ons

Y=Za+E

Then, Zellner's est,imater is:

d = [ Z'(V-tl)Z ]-1Zr(V-1I)y

Where

I = identity matrix

V = variance-covariance naLrix

the error term. Therefore, it is necessary to accounL for the

tions across equations" The appropriate estimation procedure

ner's method" Judge et aI. [1980, p.247] summarized Zellner'

ter" Profit and input demand funcLions could be represented

f orm:

Hg

"t
Yz

:
Y

m

Where

Y = matrix of

X = matrix of

ß = matrix of

e = matrix of

or
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Therefore, Zellner's method utilizes generalized least squares (Crs)

approach. To employ the GLS procedurer âD estimate of the disLurbance

variance (s) is used. The estimate is obtained as follows:

1. Each equation is estimated by using ordinary reast squares

b = (xixr)-lxlv,

2" Residuals from each equation are obtained as follows:

ei = Y.- Xrbi

Then

S = T-tuiu,

Where

T = number of observations

3. The estimate of the variance-covariance matrix (V) is

srrr srzr --- srtf
v:v(e) = sztr szzl --- sznr

stttr S¡rzr --- s¡rtr

-st 
t 'tz

ccuzl 'zz
::

cc"Mr "rtÍz

---t
tlM 

l

c
"2M

:
sr,tt
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The estimates of covariances of residuals across equations are used

to increase the efficiency of parameter estimates. In addition, this
approach uses information provided by explanatory variables that appear

in the system but are excluded from the particular equaLion. Therefore,

the efficiency of parameter estimates increases when atl equations are

viewed as a single large equation. Efficiency is further increased if
the explanatory variables in the different equations are not highly cor-

related (i.e. r rìo mul-ticollinearity). o'Connor and Hammonds t197Sl

argued that pooling equations increases the risk of creating multicolli-
nearity. They note that this may create Lesting problems as standard

errors and covariances tend to increase" The net effect is bias towards

acceptance of the null hypothesis" Parameter estimates are obtained

Lhrough generalized least sguares.

The F-statistic is used to test hypotheses about coefficients. It
compares the restricted and unrestricted residual sums of squares.

Judge et al" [1980] noted Èhat joint tests are preferable to individual

t-tests on the coefficient.s" cassidy [1981, p.249J noted Lhat. for one

degree of freedom, the square root of the F-statistic is the two sided

È-statistic, i.e., t=(F)06. The F-stat.istic is defined as follows:

F=
R2 ìfr - I. K.l-r

T.K. - M
l_ l-

t-R2

I.lhere

R2=1-
_t

E-(v ^r)E
_I

Y-(v *Dr)Y
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D = J - jj'lr is an idempotent transformation malrix that expresses

variables in terms of deviations around their respective means.

E = Y - ZY, i"e., generalized least squares residuals
j = (1,1,...,1)

I = identity matrix

K = number of unknown parameters

M = number of equations.

T = number of observations

If the F-statistic is used to examine goodness of fit, it tests
whether coefficients in the system are zero, with the exception of
intercepts in each equation. on the other hand, the R2 statistic meas-

ures the variarion around the unweighted mean of that eouation.

4.4 À PRToRI ECONOtfiC THEORY

tau and Yotopoulos 11972, 19711 reported that the profit function
decreases in variable input prices (i.e., variabte input price parame-

ters are expected to be negative) and the function is convex (i.e., sec_

ond derivative is >0). As variable input prices rise, profit decreases.

Since there is no cross section variation in prices of variable inputs,
variable input expenditures per farm are used as independent variables.
If expenditure data is used, both price and guantity effects are cap-

tured. This means that increases in variable input expenditures coutd

resurt from increased prices and/or quantity of inputs. Fortunately,
prices are the same in cross section data (except for transport cost
differences)' Therefore, price increases are not sources of expenditure
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increase in the quantity of vari-
able inputs would increase yie].d. Thís may result in higher profits,
other factors remaining constant. Under these conditions, parameter

estimates of variable inputs may be positive. However, if the price
variation dominates the guantity variation, the parameter may be neg-

ative. The profit function is assumed to increase with all fixed
inputs, i.e., fixed input parameters are expected to be positive.
Increase in famil.y labor and service flow from non-land capital assure

timely implementation of all cultural practices, and thus increase total
yieJ-d and profit. Education may help improve management of the farm by

raising price efficiency. This arises from improved abiliLy to acquire

and process information, thus the farmer would allocate resources more

efficiently. Better managers produce higher yierds. Therefore, alI
fixed factor parameters are expected to be positive.

4,5 HYPOTHESES TESTED

Economic efficiency is a function of

cies. After estimation of parameters,

the null hypotheses of equal economic,

cies. In addl.tion, this section also

technical and price efficien-
the F-statistic is used to test

price, and technical efficien-

specifies how to test for the

among emergent and commercialconstant returns to scaleexistence of

farms.

19 If used in very
maize plant, and

large quantities, some inputs become toxic
thus decrease yield.

to the
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4,5"'l Equa1 Relative Economic Efficiencv

This involves testing whether profit function int.ercepLs (p.65) are

signif icantly dif ferent "

H.: ß1 = ß2ooo
H^: ß1 * ßz¿q'Oo

The difference between the two profiL functions is measured through the

dumrny variable parameter (ßr), thus the null hypothesis is

Hozßt=Q

Ha : ß1 + 0

If ßr is significantly different from zero, then the economic efficien-
cies of emergent and commercial farmers are not equal.

&,5.2 Eoual Relative Price Efficiencv

The test involves examining whether there is a significant difference

between paraneters of input demand functions for a given input. There-

fore, this study examines whether the ratio of observed variable input

expenditures to variable profit is significantty different among emer-

gent and commercial farms. The nu}l hypotheses are:

for labor:

Hotßs=ßro

HO : ßs É ß1q

for fertilizer:
Ho : ßtt = ßtz

Ha t ßrr * ßtz
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and for other cash expenses:

ßrt = ßtc

ßr. * ßtc

Rejecting any one of these tests implies that the two farm gr.oups do

not have the same relative allocative efficiency, with respect to Lhe

particular variable input. Failure to reject the nul1 hypothesis

irnplies that the two farm groups maximize profit to the same degree.

4,5"3 Equal Relative Technical and Price Efficiencv

Economic efficiency is a function of technical and price efficien-

cies. À joint test for equal relative economic and price efficiencies

is used Èo examine the null hypothesis of equal relative technical effi-
ciency"

Hs: ßr = 0

ßs = ßlo

ßtt = ßtz

ßts = ßta

Since the null hypotheses of equal relative economic and price effi-
ciencies can be tested separately, this tests for technical efficiency.

If the null hypothesis is not rejected, it implies that the two farm

groups have equal rélative technical efficiency. If the nuII hypothesis

is rejected, then the technical efficiencies of lhe two farm groups are

not the same.

Ho:

HAt
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&"5"4 Economies of Scale

To examine

ate íncrease

stant returns to scale.

ßs + ße +

ßs+ße+

production response of t.he

in all inputs, this study

Lwo farm groups to proportion-

tesls for the existence of con-

Ho:

Ha'
ß7 a ßa

ß7 a ßa

1

1

If the sum of paramet,ers estimaLes of fixed inputs egual one, then a

proportionate increase in aJ.1 inputs produces a proportionate increase

in output" Therefore, failure to reject the nurl hypothesis implies

that constant returns to scale are present. Because the profit function

approach accounts for differences in resources employed, it is possible

to jointly test for constant returns to scale.

This chapter identified variables in the model and testing procedures

to be employed. Chapter V describes how data were obtained and pro-

cessed "



Chapter V

SOÌACES OF DATA

5"1 TNTRODUCTION

The purpose of the survey was to gather data to determine the rel-a-
tive economic efficiency of different farm groups. The survey $¡as com_

pleted in 1986. A questionnaire was administered by interviewing farm-
ers in three districts (serenje, Mkushi, and Kabwe) of central province.

The sampJ-e consisted of 125 maize farms.

Initially, the sampre was divided according to the source of power.

The result ¡+as three farm groups: smarl scale: using hand hoe; emer_

gent, using oxen; and commercial, using tractors. Sma1l scaLe farmers
employ their own labor and hand toors to meet family food needs and

occasionally sell some of the produce. They usually attain tow yields
and minimal or no income. The problem is that the rogarithmic profit
function cannot transform negative numbers. Based on the results fron
pretesting the questionnaire, it became apparent that small scale farm-
ers rarely produced a marketable surplus. This made data corlection
from small scaLe farmers unnecessary. Data were collected from emergent

and commercial farmers in centrar province (r'igure 2, p.10).

Data were based

farm records. A

on

few

the farmer's memory, for most farmers do not keep

commercial farmers kept a list of expenses. Most

-88-
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farmers relied upon their experience and memory.2o Therefore, data coI-
lected refers to average use of inputs (over the years) rather than an

actual amount of expenditures. In some cases, farmers were not able to
recall detailed information, e.g., number of days worked by hired and

family labor " 
21 However, it was possible to recall informatíon on most

expenses (especially major expenditures) for inputs and activities.
Therefore, most of the information gathered consist of expenditures.

5"2 DATA COIIECTED

Information collected included maize production, input purchases,

sales records, inventory records, labor and other input utilization, and

description of all equipment and oxen used to produce maize.

5,2"1 }daize Production and pricinq

The output of maize was measured in 90 kilograms (Kg) bags. Totat

output included the number of bags soId, the number of bags stored for
future consumption, the number of bags already used by the family, and

the number of bags used as gifts to friends and relatives.

Because rnany farmers cannot recal-1 all information needed to estimatecosts of production, the resuLts may be affected. This observation
may be valid on commercial farms where many inputs are used. lf
farmers underestimate costs, profits may be eiaggerated and vice ver-sa. This study assumes that farmers usé experiÃñce to estimate quan-tities of inputs to appLy in a given year and that the ability torecall information is the same across fãrm groups.

under these conditions, questions courd be raised about the applica-bility of econometrics. In this study the focus is on the eftiðlencyof production practices which have beãn developed over a long period.Thus, estimates based on memory could provide the necessury-iiforma-
tion.

20

21
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The price of maize is controlled by the government and a uniform

price is paid to all farmers throughout the country. However, farmers

have to pay for transport costs to the local marketing depot. There-

fore, net price realized for maize may be different for each farmer.

The problem is that most farmers esti.mated transport costs based on gov-

ernment controlled rates, thus only distance to marketing depots varied.

5"2,2 tabor

Labor is a very important input in maize production. In this study

hired labor is measured in adult equivalent days used on the maize

enterprise (table 6). Àdult days are easy to remember and hired workers

are paid based on the number of days worked. However, some key empJ-oy-

ees are kept on the payroli on an annual basis. To lower l-abor costs,
permanent workers are usuafly involved in off season jobsr e.g., machin-

ery overhaul and general maintenance.

Information was obtained on the number of hired workers, days worked,

and wages paid. Where hired labor was used and the estimate of wages

not available' wages paid by nearby farmers or the average for the dis-
trict are used. The wages paid include board and room, where available.

Family labor provides a significant portion of labor and is measured

in adult equivalent days availabre. ÀIthough family rabor has an oppor-

tunity cost, in the short run it can be treated as a fixed input. In

addition, short run alternative uses of family labor are limited. In

this study, family labor is treated as a stock variable. Treating fami-

ly labor as a stock variabLe eliminates the need to value it. It is
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TÀBIE 6

Converting Labor to Adult Equivalent Days

Labor Class Age
Adul t

Equivalent Day

Small child

Big chiJ-d*

ÀduIt

Adul t

Less than 7

7 - 14

15 - 54

65 0r over

0.00

0.50

1 .00

0.50

lFgr.schooI going children, assume that they supply(113) one third of the aduÍt equivat_ent day, wiiLln
the age class.

difficult to obtain an estimate of the time actually worked by farmers

who reported to be full tine, thus this study assumed that farmers work

six days per week. However, information was obtained on sexr â9ê, edu-

cation of family members and number of months spent on the maize enter-

prise. The ages of family members differ. Therefore, family labor is
aggregated using adult equivalents days (table 6).22 the weighLs are

based on the following assumptions: (1) productivity is positively and

later negatively related with age, Q, no difference in the productivity

of adult tlomen and men. An attempt was made to account f or school chil-
dren who contribute only during hoLidays, weekends and after school.

tt tf" weights used to convert labor to adult equivalent days may be
changed r+ithout affecting the results, so long as they do not vary
between the two farm groups. This study assurnes tha-t productivity
labor, within a given class, is the same.
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5 
" 
2,3 Fertilizer

in Zambia, ffiôize fertilizer is sold in 50 kilogram bags and consists

of urea and compound D. Compound D is used as basal dressing and con-

sists of 10% nitrogen (H), Z0% phosphate (pzOs) and 10% potash (K20).

Urea is used as top dressing and consists of. 46% nitrogen. Data were

collected on either the total number of bags per farm or total number of

bags per acre of each type of fertilizer.

The government controls the price of fertilizer and farmers pay a

uniform price for a 50 Kg bag of fertilizer at every depot. However,

farmers have to pay transport costs to the farm. Therefore, the net

price paid for a bag of ferlilizer is different. Since estimates of

the cost of transport were based on government controlled rates, there

is no difference in the rate per kilometer per bag.

5.2.ô' OLher Cash Expenses

Other cash expenses involved in maize production are on seed, chemi-

cals, fuel, repair and maintenance, empty maize bags, and tractor and

oxen hire. Chemicals refer to herbicides and insecticides. The val-ues

of these items are aggregated to produce a total of other cash expenses.

Data on individual expenditures is ¡+eak, thus rnost of the information

refer to cash expenditures.
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5"2"5 tand

in this study, land is measured in acres harvested. Where farmers

were not sure of the area, it was possible to infer size of the field
from the quantity of seed used. In some cases farmers planted maize on

several fields" If so, data from the different fields v¡ere aggregated

(assuming similar conditions exist). Zambian law does noL allow sale of

land (for it is owned by the state) and onry permits sare of improve-

ments, thus valuation of the land is not reliable. Therefore, valuation

of permanent improvements was estimated where possibre.

5,2"6 Non-Land Capilal

Fixed non-rand capital refers to machinery, equipment, buil_dings,

improvements and oxen at the beginning of the lggilg6 season. Emergent

farmers use small quantities of capital. Farm machinery is primariry

used on commercial farms. On emergent farms, machinery use is confined

to hired services because of high initial costs of farm machinery, and

shortage of maintenance and repair facilities. Under such conditions,

machinery use is economically feasible on commercial farms. Àn atternpt

was made to obtain numbers, ages, initial values,. current values and

replacement cost of tools. It r+as easy for farmers to remember the ini-
tial val-ue. Current values could not be relied upon because of the ten-

dency of farm machinery to appreciate and the continualJ-y rising
replacement costs of new machinery.

Livestock was included because of its importance on emergent farms.

Oxen is a source of power, thus it was the livestock class included in
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the survey" Some farners hire oxen for it is cheaper than tractors and

Lractors are noL available everywhere. Trained oxen were valued at, cur-

rent market price. This is because most of Lhe farmers refused to con-

sider the possibiLity of selling their oxen. Àn attempt was made to

deterrnine the type of work performed and the number of oxen days needed

to complete the task. F'arners could not always remember the number of

oxen days, thus only estimates are available"

Most of the inputs classified under non-land capital, provide servi-

ces over a period of time" Seasonal service flow is approximated by the

rental value multiplied by days or units worked. In the absence of

rental rates and data on units worked, the proxy often used is capital

stock (gross or net of depreciation). The problem is that data on net

capital stock are not observable. Yotopoulos [1967] criticized this

practice and suggested an alternative approach. This involves estimat-

ing service flow from the original gross value of the durable asset.

Since farmers could easily remember the initial expenditures on ilurable

asseLs, service flow was used t,o measure non-land capital"

In Zambia, obsolescence is not an important issue because nost farm-

ers reLain their old machinery and equipment, and do everything possible

to keep thern working. This study assumed that asseLs do not deteriorate

and have no salvage value" Therefore, for nachinery and equipment, ser-

vice flow is estimated as follows:

n = ,vori(r-u-tri)
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Many small scale farmers depend on

poulos [1967] suggested a different

from live durable (oxen) assets:

Ric = rvit (vi"*r vir. )

oxen as a source of power. Yoto-

formula for estimating service flow

tr^lhere

R

v
o

Ti

r

Where

R ir
V ir
t
r

constant annual service

present (undepreciated)

life expectancy of the

discount rate

current service flow

current market value

.lm
I ¡ e c o o ¡l

discount rate

flow from Lhe

market value
.rhI ãsset

. .rhfrom the Í---asset

of the ith"rrut

rh
Í asset

.rhot the r asseL

In this study, infornation obLained from the survey could not permit

estimation of the seconC term" Therefore, this sÈudy assumes that ser-

vice flow from a live asset is proportional to capital sLock ( rvrt ).

Discount rates are chosen based on the opporLunity cost. In the

past, the capital market was controlled by the governmenl.23 Therefore,

commercial interest rates did not reflect the opportunity cost. During

23 In 1985, Lhe governmenL stopped controlling interest raLes as one of
the IMF conditions. By 1986, interest rates rose to about 30 per-
cent. In 1987, the government disconLinued the IHF program and reim-
posed interest rale controls.
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the survey period, the government de-regurated interest rates. The

result was that interest rates rose to reflect the opportunity cost of

capital Q5%). tife expectancy of assets is based on the manufacturer's

projection and the farmer's experience. The service flow per acre is

estimated for each asset and the sum of all assets is the durable capi-

tal input.

5,2"'1 InLeresL Rate

capital consists of liquid capital and fixed capital. The sources

major sources of capital are equity and/or credit. The cost of borrow-

ing for commercial farmers was the rate charged by commercial banks

Q5%). This is because most commercial farmers obtain credit from pri-
vate commercial banks. Most emergent farmers obtain credit from the

Agricultural Finance Company (efC), a government organization. There-

fore, emergent farm interest rate was the rate charged by ÀFC e0Ð,

5,2.8 Education

Education is important in the adoption of new technorogy. Appropri-

ate use of new technology, oiher things equal, produces higher yields

and profits. Family members take part in decisions involving maize pro-

duction. Data were collected on the number of years of formal schooling

of each family member involved in maize production. The average number

of years of schooling per family was used as a proxy for education.
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5"2.9 ProfiL

Farmers have several competing goals. za The worrd Bank [19gaa, b]

reported that even though profit maximization is not the on].y goa1, most

farmers consider it to be very important. The literature has several_

definitions of profit: net cash income, i.e., gross income minus cash

costs; net farm income, i.e., net cash income minus depreciation; opera-

tor income, i.e., net farn income minus interesl on investmenL; and

entrepreneurial income, i.e., operator income minus opportunity cost of

operator's management. Opportunity cost is approximated by the market

rate of return. In the long run, profit must be ]arge enough to compen-

sate the fixed factors. In the short run, revenue has to cover all
variable costs of production for a farm to remain in business. For this
study, net cash income is the desired definition of profit. Unless net

cash income is positive, the farmer has to find alternative sources of

funds to continue in business. Positive net cash income is crucial, for
modern farming depends on credit. Most banks require full repayment of

their seasonal loans before a farmer can guaJ-ify for additional credit.

5,2,10 Ðifficulties

Sone difficulties were encountered. À few farmers would not wilJ.ing-

ly release data on profitability. Among emergent farmers, it was diffi-
cult to convince them that information gathered could assist in the for-
mulation of future poJ-icy and that all farmers vroul-d gain from the

24 Collinson [1983, p.21] argued that the major objective of small scale(u.9., emergent) iarms is assured food sufipIy añd thut proiit maximi-
zation becomes . important as the farmer incieases dependency on themarket. In addition, reduction of the fluctuations oi profii or food
supply could be a secondary objeclive.
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survey. This is because other programs or studies usually reward par-

ticipating farmers.2s Even among commerciar farmers, records are noL

kept on individuaL enterprises. Therefore, it was possible to obtain

only estimates.

Government programs and intervention have distorted some of the

available data" in the 1985/86 season, several economic reforms were

initiated. Jansen 11986] reports that producer prices were increased

substantialJ.y. The study found that competition among marketing organi-

zations (HationaI Àgricultural Marketing Board and Cooperatives) encour-

aged early delivery of inputs and collection of maize. In addition, the

rains were good. These factors combined to produce substantiaJ-l-y higher

yierds for all farmers. Therefore, the f indings may not reflect the

usual conditions.

5.3 DÀTA PROCESSING

Results from the cross section farm survey were filed by a program

called Enable. This progrâm consists of data base management, spread

sheet, word processing, graphics and telecommunications. The data base

management option was used to create a data base file. In addition, an

input form was created. The input form consisted of queslions in the

questionnaire. The input form and data base file were joined by farm

numbers of farmers interviewed. Data from the survey were entered on

the input form and then stored in the data base management fil-e.

2s For example, if extension workers conduct fiel-d demonstrations of new
cultivars or fertilizer, they aLLow the host farmer to keep the extra
inputs and products once the project is completed. In addition, some
farmers associated interviews with loan approval.
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The next step involved processing information stored in the data base

file. Reports were designed to generate variables needed for statisti-
cal analysis" Because SAS (Statistical Ànalysis System) accepts only g0

columns, Enable spread sheet file r+as divided into two files. The two

files were then transferred to the main frame computer and used for sta-
tistical analysis as a merged fiIe.

5,3.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 7 summarizes data by computing means and standard deviations of

certain variables for the ful1 sample, emergent and commercial farms.

The full sample consists of 125 observations.26 Based on the source of

farm power, l7 observations were classif ied emergent farms. The sub

sample for commercial farms consisted of 48 observations. The differ-
ence in number of observations between the two sub samples v¡as designed

to partially reflect dominance of emergent farms in maize production,

i.e., in terms of number of farms and the proportion of maize produced.

Às expected, the area of maize farms varies widely. Farm sizes

ranged f rom as low as tvro acres to a high of '1250 acres. The f ull sam-

p1e nean area of maize farms is 99.25 acres. This figure is influenced

by large areas found on commercial farms. The average area of commer-

cial maize farms îs 242.73 acres. There is a very high variation in the

25 Each district was divided into four areas. Then within each area,farmers were randomry intervier¡ed. To minimize traver time, onryfarms within 30 kir.ometer radius were incruded in li,e- ,uÃfr". Inaddition, only farmers who sold maize were interviewed. ÑorñaIly the
sample size should be based on variance within Lhe population. Sinceinformation on poputation variance was not auaiiabre; 

-¿h. 
aboveapproach was employed.
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Number of obsenvatlons

Land (acnes)

Capl tal (K/fanm)

Capl ta¡ (K/acre)

Educatlon (Av. # of yeans)

Labon (days,/cnop)

Labon (oays,/acne)

Cåpltal,/un.|t of tabor

tJage nate (R/daV)

Other cash (K,/acne)

Fentl t lzen (bags /acre)
Product I on ( K,/f anm )

Production (K/acre)

Net nevenue (K)

Net revenue/acrø (X,/acre)

TABLE 7

Descnlptlve Statlstics of the Survey

Ful I Sample

Mean

125

99. 25

11712.63

99.77

6.83

3233,14

I 50. 79

I .63

2.83

I 34 .66

4,27

1 40034 . 40

1028 .49

79134.62

697 .67

Standard
Devlation

233.35

39649.37

315',22

3.15

4841,22

148.20

3.43

1 .54

107.88

2.23

366404.8 I

524 ,42

211921.38

433. 14

Emengent

Mean

77

9.8 r

415.46

40. 3l

5 .47

1273.A6

209 . 07

o. 36

2.22

89.30

3.58

8800. oo

894.78

6456. 02

662. 54

Standard
Devlation

9.32

539 .45

45 .9.1

2.O7

648. s4

157. 10

o.45

o. 67

49.32

1 .38

9226.59

325. 1 1

7006. 79

315.3t

Commerc I a I

Mean

48

242.73

29835. f8

t95. f 5

L02
6376.17

57 .28

3 .68

3.80

207.44

5.39

3sos56 , 25

1242.99

195723.21

754 . 03

Standard
Devlatlon

sso, 74

6002 1 .83

493 .63

3 .35

669 1 .56

59.s1

4 .87

2.OO

134. t3

2.82

529700. 32

69 I .65

309632.76

573 .55

8
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farm sizes of commercial farms. For emergent farmers, the mean area of

maize farms is 9.8ì acres. These areas reflect differences in resource

endowments.

One of the resources needed in production is non-land capital. The

ful] sample average of non-land capital is K99.77 per acre. This value

is strongly infruenced by high leve1s of non-Iand capital (K195.15/acre)

found on commercial farms. on the other hand, average emergent farm

non-land capital is K40.31 per acre, thus it is relatively Iow. The

value of non-land capital per farm reflects the amount of farm power

availabl-e and plays an important part in determining the area of maize

planted, thus emergent farms are generalJ-y smaller than commercial

farms. This may be due to the facl that non-land capital- is mosrJ-y made

up cf machinery and oxen.

In this study, education

of schooling per family.

years of schooling is greater

emergent farms (5.ü years).

children, their average may

few years of schooling.

was measured by the average number of years

Evidence indicates that average number of

on commercial farms (g.OZ years) than on

Because emergent farms tended to have more

have been affected by the younger ones wíth

Labor is a major resource used by emergent farmers. on average,

emergent farms use 209.07 adult equivalent days per acre. Commercial

farms employ about 57.28 adult equivalent days per acre. This is

because commercial farms depend on farm machinery to do most of the cul-
tural practices. Therefore, capital-Iabor ratios (n/aay) on emergent

and commercial farms are 0.36 and 3.68, respectively. This implies that

commercial farms are more capital intensive than emergent farns.
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Hired labor is important on commercial farms. On average, commercial

farmers use 29.63 days of hired labor per acre. Emergent farms employ

13.76 days of hired labor per acre. The amounL of hired labor used

depends on farm size, level of non-land capital, family size, and wage

rates" Except for family size, all other resources are greater on com-

mercial farms. The average wage rates on emergent and commercial farms

are K2.22 and K3.80 per day, respectively. Therefore, commercial farms

have a wage rate disadvantage with respect to hired labor. This is
because they are required to follow government regulations dealing with

minimum wage and benefits. Because of these, commercial farms try to
offset costs by substituting machinery for labor and/or using temporary

workers during peak periods. On the other hand, emergent farms are not

affected by regulations and only use small quantities of hired labor.

The use of variable inputs falling under the other cash expenses cat-

egory varies from group to group. on ernergent farms, the average use of

inputs purchased from other cash expenditures is lor+ (xgg.30/acre).

Other cash expenditures on commercial farms is high 0<zol.44lacre).

This is because commercial farms use large quantities of fue1, lubri-
cants, herbicides and insecticides. The high revels of other cash

expenses are needed to support the large quantities of non-land capital
on commercial farms.

fertilizer provides the nutrients needed for

fertilizer use on emergent farms is 3.58 bags

This level exceeds the recommended minimum number

but falls short (18.63%) of the number of bags

plant growth.

(50 Kg bag)

of 3.20 bags

(4.4) needed

Average

per acre.

per acre,

to obtain
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high yields.27 commercial farmers, on average use 5.39 bags (50 Kg bags)

per acre. This is Q2.5%) greater than the maximum number recommended

(4"4) for high yields. Up to a certain limit, yield increases vrith fer-
tilizer. The smaller quantities of fertilizer used on emergent farms

arises from insufficient cash outlays to make the necessary fertilizer
purchases. Às sho¡vn by the larger quantities of fertilizer on commer-

cial farms, they do not have cash outlay probtems on this input.

Production per acre, as represented by the value of output , varies

between the two farm groups. Àverage production on emergent farms is

K894.78 per acre. on average, commercial farms produce R1242.99 per

acre. These production leve1s like1y reflect resource endowments of the

two farm groups. Despite the Large quantities of non-l-and capital on

commercial farms, production per acre is only 39 percent greater than

emergent farms. Therefore, the increase in resources expands total pro-

duction and only marginally affect output per acre. Unlike other vari-
ab1es, farmers found it easy to estimate the number of bags produced.

Net revenue ruas defined as revenue minus variable costs. When

expressed per acre, net revenue of emergent farms l,l<Sç2.54/acre) is low-

er than that of commercial farms (nZSa.03/acre). Therefore, commercial

farm net revenue is only 14 percent higher than emergent farms. This

implies that the extra resources influence total output rather than out-

put per acre. These levels reflect quantities or values of fixed

27 If correct experimental data was used to determine the maximum recom-
mended quantities of fertilizer, it would suggest that the marginal
physical product-is negative for quantities greãter than 4.4 bagõ per
acre. This study could not locate any information to suggest that
the marginal physical product is negative. Because commerðial farms
marginally exceed the maximum quantity of fertirizer, it suggests
that the point where the marginal physical product becomes negátiveis close.
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resources which have not been accounted for. Because commercial farmers

own higher level-s of fixed resources, except for family Iabor, it is not

surprising to find that commercial farmers have higher net revenues than

emergent farmers.

5"3"2 Yield per Àcre

The result of the interaction of production decisions, culturaJ. prac-

tices, and environmental conditions is the quantity of maize produced.

The yield per acre reflects the characteristics pertaining to each farm

group.

Through trials on different sites (Jonsson 11977l), research has

found that it is possible to obtain two e) to 30 bags of maize per

acre. He noted that exceptional farmers may exceed 30 bags per acre and

that the lower end of the potential yield range is attained by some sub-

sistence farmers. Table I shows the observed yieJ.d frequencies of the

fuI1 sample, emergent and commercial farms.



Yield/Acre
(so Kg bag)

Less than 10

lO to 15

16 to 20

2l to 25

26 to 30

31 to 35

36 to 40

4l and oven

Tota I

Avenage Yleld
pen Acne

TABLE 8

Distnlbutlon of Yletd per Acre

Ful I Sampt e

,v of Fanms % of Fanms

17

36

29

17

't9

5

13 .6

28.8

23.2

13,6

15.2

4.O

o.o

t.6

too.o

Farm Groups

o

2

Emengent

tt
2A

125

14.7

21

'to

7

o

.l4.3

36 .4

27.3

t3.o

9.1

o.o

o.o

o.o

roo. o

# of Farms % of Fanms

o

o

Commerc I a ì

77

16.3

I

7

12.5

16.7

16.7

t4.6

25.O

10.4

o.o

4.2

roo.o

12

5

o

2

48

22.6

o
UI
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According to the class ranges established, 14.3% of. emergent and 12.5

% of commercial farms obtained less than 10 bags of maize per acre.

Most ß6.4%) emergent farms obtained between .10 and 15 bags of maize per

acre. This compares with 16.7 percent of commercial farms which fell
within this range. Àbout half ß0.7%) of emergent farms obtained.l5 or

less bags of maize per acre. 0n the other hand, about 29.2 percent of

commercial farms obtained 15 or less bags per acre. Looking at the

full sample, 42.4 percent of farms obtained less than half of the poten-

tial yield (15 bags per acre) of maize.

0n further examination, 27.3 percent of emergent and 16.7 percent of

commercial farmers obtained between 16 and 20 bags of maize per acre.

This means that 65.6 percent of f arms obtained two thirds Ql3) or less

of the potential yield. The yierd range of. 21 to 25 bags per acre con-

tains 13 percent of emergent and 14.6 percent of commercial farms.

Between 26 and 30 bags per acre, there is 9.1 percent of emergent and 25

percent of the commercial farmers. observed yields above 30 bags per

acre are not common. 0nl-y 14"6 percent of commercial farms attained

yields greater than 30 bags per acre. None of the emergent farms

obtained yield levels greater than 30 bags per care.

To study the distribution of yield, the results in Table I were pre-

sented in the form of bar diagrams. The length of bars are proportionaL

to the class frequencies.
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Figure 4: Full Sample Bar Diagram
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The- fuIl sample (Figure 4) is positively skewed because of the pres-

ence of some relatively high yields that are not offset by correspond-

ingly low ones. Since these high yield values affect the nean, the mean

of the fulI sample is skewed to the right. The median which measures

the center of data and not affected by extreme values, is less than the

mean yield of the full sample" Since most emergent farns had relatively

low yield per acre, the mode is less Lhan the median.
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Figure 5: Emergent Farm Bar Diagram
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Emergent farm yield distribution (nigure 5) is atso positively skewed

because of the dominance of relatively high yields per acre that are not

offset by low ones. Because relatively high yietds affect the mean, the

mean is skewed to the right and the median is less than the nean.

Because there are many emergent farms with relatively tow yield per

acre, the mode is less than the median.
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6) is negatively

per acre. These
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mode are to right

Figure 6: Commercial Farm Bar Diagram
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This section indicates that 79.2 percent of farmers obtained 25 or

less bags per acre. OnIy '15.2 percent of farmers obtained between 26

and 30 bags per acre. Few farmers ß.6%) obtained yields greater than

30 bags per acre. The conclusions to be drawn from these findings are:

Most emergent farms (90.9%) obtain less than the yield potentiaJ.

range Q6 to 30 bags per acre).

About two thirds of commercial farms (60.5%) obtain less than Lhe

yield potential range Q6 to 30 bags per acre).

These imply that either potential yietds have been exaggerated or a

lot has to be done to enable farmers to attain these levels. Because

39.5 percent of comnercial farmers obtain 26 or more bags per acre, the

yield potential has probably not been exaggerated. Since all farmers

used hybrid seed, differences in cultural practices and other resource

endowments could explain differences in yieId. Results from the profit
function may help in isolating some of the causes of yield differences.

5,3.3 Dependence on the Þ{arket

The profit function approach assumes that farmers sell most of their
produce. This implies that farmers use the market. Dependence on the

market is measured by the proportion of total sa1es. Table 9 shows the

degree of dependence on the market of different sizes of farms.

t.

)

The proportion of sales ranged

cent of farmers planted less than

63 percent of maize harvested.

contain 18.4 percent of farmers

f rom 63 to '100 percent. About 41 per-
'10 acres of maize and on average sold

The farm sizes between 10 and 20 acres

and sold 81 percent of total harvest.



Few farms (17 "6%) exceed 100 acres.

their produce (63% Lo 100%). This

degree of dependence on the market.

03"6%) are 50 acres or less. This

farm sizes.

111

The majority of farms setl most of

supports the assumption of a high

Furthermore, most farm sizes

indicates a predominance of smalI

TÀBIE 9

Dependence on the Market

Area Planted
per Farm
(acres)

Proportion
of Total
Sales

Proportion of MaÍze
Retained for

Farm Use

Number of
Fa rms

Less than 1 0

10-20

21-30

31 - 40

41-50

51 - 60

61 - 70

71 - 90

81 - 90

91 - 100

Greater than 1 00

ÊlJI

23

7

6

6

1

1

1

2

22

0. 63

0.81

0.81

0. B7

0. 84

0. 95

0.80

0. 90

1 .00

0.85

0. 90

0. 37

0.'19

0.19

0.'13

0.16

0.0s

0.20

0.10

0.00

0.15

0.10
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Except for family labor, commercial farmers use higher levels of pro-

duction inputs than emergent farmers. The result ís that commercial

farms produce more per acre than emergent farms. Because some fixed

inputs are measured in physical units (i.e., not valued), it is not pos-

sible to determine the net profit of each group. Therefore, descriptive

information cannot be used to conclude that one group is more economic-

efficient than another. The profit function approach will deal with

this issue. However, information from this section describes the key

features of maize production in Zambia.



Chapter VI

EMPiRiCAI ESTIMATES

6.1 TNTRODUCTION

This chapter presents parameter estimates for profit and input demand

functions. Then, the results of hypotheses testing are presented. Lat-

€r, the irnplications of hypotheses tested are discussed and then linked

to the alternative policies to raise maize production in Zambia.

Parameter estimates were obtained through ZelIner's method (seemingly

unrelated regressions). A survey of Zambian farms provided data needed

for estimation. It is important to note that each farm is unlikely to

be using resources and producing crops in the most profitable way. How-

ever, input and output leve1s were assumed to be distributed about the

equilibrium levels. Àssuming that each farm represents movement towards

the equilibrium level, then cross section data displays the rong run

equilibrium. This means that parameter estimates from cross section

data represent long run equilibrium and deviations are due to errors.

The purpose of regression

dependent variable. parameter

their conformity to the a prior

an explanation is presented as

expected sign.

analysis is to explain movements in the

estimates are then evaluated in terms of

i economic expectations. Where possible

to why the variable failed to display the

- 113 -
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6.2 ESTIMATED PAR.EMETERS A}ID STATISTTCÀt VAITÐITY

Under seemingly unrelated regressions (zellner's) method, the comput-

er output consists of estimates from ordinary least squares (OrS) and

joint generalized least squares (.:CrS)" Table '10 presents results from

the two estimation methods.

The first task was to examine how well the estimated equation

accounts for variation in the sample data. The goodness of fit is meas-

ured by the coefficient of determination (n2). Using this measure, the

profit function from the oLS has a higher R2 (0.80) than the JGLS R2

(0.74). This implies that the regression from the OLS method explains

80 percent of the variation in normalized prof it, whereas the JGLS

explains only 74 percent of the variation.

To confirm the findings from the R2 test, OLS and JGLS F-ratios were

used. The F-ratio tests the overall degree of fit of the eguation. The

observed OLS F-ratio Q2.28) is greater than the critical F-ratio
(2.09). This means that some of the explanatory variables influence

profit. The observed JGLS F-ratio (124.47) is greater than the critical
value (2.01). Therefore, the JGLS regression has variables that signif-
icantly influence profit. Because the OtS F-ratio is lower than JGLS,

the study concludes that JGLS provides a better explanati.on of profit
deviations from the mean.

However, R2 and F-ratio

conditions. To examine the

coefficients were tested to

zeYo. The t-slatistic was

tests are only necessary but not sufficient

influence of incl"uded variables, estimated

see if they are significantly different from

used to test the nu}l hypothesis that indi-
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TABTE

Parameter Estimates of

10

the 0riginal Model

Variable Name
Pa ramete r

Symbol
OLS

Est imate
Zellner's
Est imate

PROFIT FUNCTION:

I ntercept

Commercial farm dummy

Hired labor cost

Fertilizer cost

Other cash expenditures

Family Labor

Non-land capitaJ_

Àrea of Maize

Education Proxy

INPUT DEMAND FUNCTIONS:

Hired Labor- Emergent

Commerc ial
Fertilizer- Emergent

Commerc iaI

Other cash- Emergent

Commercial

¡z

ßo

D
D1

nD2

olJ3

ßq

ß5

ßs

D
D7

n
/J8

n
iJ9

ßto

n/J11

ßtz

D/J13

DD14

1 "629(1.758)*
-0,291

(-1.145)
-0.095

( -2. 534 ) **
0.560

(3.127)**
0. 138

( 0.906 )

-0.015
(-0.124)

0.039
(0 .77 6)
0.407

(1.548)
-0.033

(-0.167)

0.654
(1.102)
-0.213

(-1.0s4)
-0.027

G|.12s)
0.311

(2.735)**
0.181

(1.865)*
0.18s

(2.338 )**
0.060

(1.904)*
0.461

(2 .7 65) **
-0.019

(-0.152)

0.379
(1.507)
0.580

(1.852)*
0.474

(2.409)**
0.482

(1.935)*
0.275

Q.07 6) *
0.758

(4.516)**

0.799

0.379
(1.507)
0.580

(1.852)*
0.474

( 2.409 ) **
0.482

(1.93s)*
0.275

Q.07 6)x
0.758

(4.516)**

0.738

Fiqures in parenthesii are computed t vaLues.
^tctL

signif icance | = '1 .645*
significance | = 2.326**

The criticat t-values
5 percent level of
2 percent level of
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vidual parameters equal zero. In addition, the signs preceding estimat-

ed parameters were examined Lo see if they agree with a priori economic

theory.

Most profit function parameters obtained through ordinary least

squares are insignificant. Based on the t-statistic, only hired labor

(nr) is significant at 98 percent level of confidence. Àt this tevel of

confidence, most OLS parameters in the input demand functions are not

significant. In the commercial- farm input demand functions, only other

cash expenses (ßto) parameter is significant at 9g percent confidence

level. For emergent farm input demand functions, the only significant
parameter is fertilizer (ß,, ). When the significance level is lowered

to 95 percenl, then parameters: intercept ( ßo ) , hired labor (ßz) , ferti-
lizer(ßs), commercial hired labor share (ß,0), emergent fertilizer share

(ßt r ) ' commercial fertilizer share (ßrr), emergent other cash expenses

share (ßtr), and commercial other cash expenses share (ß,0) are signifi-
cant. If Lhe significance level is further lowered (90 percent), two

more parameters (maize area (ßz) and emergent hired labor share (nr))

become significant, i.e., in addition to those which are significant at

95 percent confidence 1eve1.

Turning to parameter estimates from the joint generalized 1east

squares (JCLS), some of the parameters which were statistically insig-
nificant under OLS become significant. The JGLS profit function parame-

ters ßs (family labor) and ßz (maize area) are significant at 98 percent

confidence leve1. At this leveI, the JGLS input demand function parame-

ters ß1 1 (emergent fertilizer share), ßtt (emergent other cash expenses

share) and ßr¿ (commercial other cash expenses share) are afso signifi-
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cant" These are the same parameters which r+ere significant in the OLS

input demand functions. Note that the magnitudes of input demand func-

tion parameter estimates, from the oLS and the JGLS, are the same.

If the confidence level is lowered to 95 percent, the JGLS profit
function parameters: fertilizer (ßs), other cash expenses (ßq), family

Iabor (ßs ) , capital (ßs ), and area harvested (nr) are significant. ALso

significant are the JGLS input demand function parameters: commercial

hired labor share (ßto ), emergent fertilizer share (ß,, ), commercial

fertilizer share lßtr), emergent other cash expenses share (ß,, ) and

commercial other cash expenses share (ßr¿). By reducing the confidence

level to 90 percent, all JGLS input demand function parameter estimates

become significant. This r+as also true for parameter estimates of OLS

input demand functions.

Therefore, by using a system method of estimation, there is an

increase in the number of profit function parameters that are signifi-
cantly different frcm zero. This means that they are relevant variables

and should be included in the regression equation.

A further condition has to be satisfied before identifying a desira-

ble estimation method for hypotheses testing. In chapter 4, the a

priori economic theory behind the model were discussed. In the follow-

ing section, parameter estimates from the OLS and JGLS are examined to

see if they conform to the expected signs.
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6,2"1 Economic InterpretaLíon of Estímated parameLers

In the OLS profit function regression, parameters ßr (commercial dum-

mY), ßz (hirea labor), ßs (family labor) and ßs (education), carry neg-

ative signs. The commercial farm dummy variable (ßr) may be negative if
emergent farms have great,er economic efficiency than commercial farms.

I f emergent farms are less economic-efficient than commercial farms,

then ßr may be positive. The hired labor coefficient (ßz) may be posi-

tive if the quantity effect is greater than the wage rate effect. Hired

labor parameter is negative if the wage rate effect is greater than the

quantity effect. Because the estimated parameter (nr) is negative, the

wage rate effect is greater than quantity effect. Even though farm wag-

es are controlJ.ed by the government, they appear to vary from farm to

farm. 0ne reason is that it is difficult to impl-ement government con-

trols on a large number of farms. The positíve coefficients on other

variable inputs suggest that guantity effect dominates the price effect.
The estimated OLS profit function parameters ß5 (family Iabor) and ß6

(education) possess negative signs. Being fixed parameters, they are

expected to be positive because they assist in total yield expansion.

The other OLS parameter estimates: hired labor (ßz), fertilizer (ßs),

other cash inputs (ßa), capital (ße), harvested area (ßz), hired labor

shares (ßs and ßro), fertilizer shares (ßtt and ßr z) and other cash

input shares (ßrs and ßr¿) have the expected signs.

The JGLS parameter estimates have the expected signs, except for edu-

cation (nr). A possible explanation for the wrong sign on ß6 is the

method used to measure education per family. Since the average number

of years of schooling per famiì.y is used, this study assumes that al1
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members of the family take part in farm decisions. This may not be true

in most farm households. However, the education proxy is insignificant

at 90 percent confidence level. It implies that. education, as measured

in this studyr ffiây be an irrelevant variable. Therefore, it is excluded

from the JGLS profit function. Probably the variable should have been

measured by years of schooling of the farm operator. Pudasaini [1981]

used this approach and found that education is positively related to

profit.

Table 11 presents parameter estimates of the profit and input demand

functions when the education proxy is excluded. 'rhere are no signifi-
cant changes in parameter estimates. In addition, there is no change in

the goodness of fit test (n2). This further indicates that education,

as measured, did not significantly contribute to the explanation of the

variation in profit. llith this modified model, aJ.L parameter estinates

conform to the a priori economic theory. Except for ß0, ßt, ß2 and ße,

all parameter estimates are significant at 95 percent confidence ]evel.

The most significant variables are fertilizer and harvested area of

naize. This indicates the strong influence of these variables on prof-

it. Their availability significantly affect profit. Àvailability of

fertilizer and land are directly related to availability of equity and

credit capital. Therefore, non-availability of capital coul-d constrain

profit and maize production. The least significant variable is hired

labor. This shows that it has the least influence on profit. Because

it does not significantly influence profit, hired labor may be in excess
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TABTE

Parameter Estimates of

11

the Modified Model

Variable Name
Pa rame ter

SymboJ.
Pa ramet e r
Estimate

Computed
t-Value

PROFIT FUNCTTON:

I ntercept

Commercial farm dummy

Hired labor

Fertilizer

Other cash expenditures

Family labor

Non-land capital

Area of maize

TNPUT DEMAND

Hired labor -

ßo

ßt

nD2

n
IJ?

DA

n
¡J5

ß6

D
D7

0"610

-0 .218

-0.027

0.310

0.180

0. 187

0.061

0 .450

1 .227

-1 .094

-1 .135

2.751**

1 .866*

2.472x*

1 .922*

2.772*r,

Fertilizer

Other cash

Goodness of f

FUNCTIONS:

Emergent
Commercial

Emergent
Commercial

Emergent
Commerc ial

it

1 .507
1.852*

2.409**
1 .935*

2 .07 6*
4.516**

ßg
ßro

DJ)11

ßtz

ßrs
ßtq

pz

0.379
0.580

0.474
0.482

0.275
0.758

0 .738

Critical t-values at:
5 percent level of
2 percent level of

significance
significance

t-
L-
!-
L-

1 .645*
2.326**
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supply. The other possibLe explanation is that hired labor can be sub-

stituted (not perfect substitution) by non-1and capital. The substitu-

tion is much more pronounced as farm size increases. When substitution

is relatively easy, the marginal contribution to profit is lower than

that of the substituting factor.

6"3 RESÌ'TTS 0F HYPoTHESES IESIIÌ{G

A number of hypotheses were developed in Chapter IV. parameter esti-
mates in Table 11 (p.120) were used to test these hypotheses. The focus

is on hypotheses about individuar and joint parameters. In this study,

the F-stalistic is used to test single and joint linear hypotheses. If
the computed F-statistic is less than the critical F, then the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected. on the other hand, the null hypothesis

is rejected if the computed F-statistic exceeds the critical vaIue.

6.3.1 Eoua1 Econonic Efficiency

Hypothesis number one tests for the equality of economic efficiency.

This is tested through the null hypothesis that the estimated coeffi-
cient (nt) for the commerciaL farm dummy variable in the profit function

equals zero. Table'12 presents results of the test. At the 5 percent

level of significance, computed F-value (1.234) is less than critical
F-value (3.84). Therefore, at the 95 percent level of confidence, the

nuI1 hypothesis of equal economic efficiency cannot be rejected. This

means that commercial farms are as economic-effici.ent as emergent farms.
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TÀBLE

Equal Economic

12

Efficiency

Farm Group
Pa rame te r
Estimate

Nul l
Hypothes i s

Computed
F-vaIue

Profit function
intercept ( no )

Profit function
dummy (nt )

Commercial farm
i ntercept i f
Dz = 1

Emergent farm
intercept i f
Dz = 0

0.610

-0.218

0.392

0.5'10

ßt = Q 1 .234

At the 5 percent level of significance and (1,495) degrees of
freedom, the critical F=3.84.

Since the commercial farm dummy coefficient (n, ) is negative, it
indicates that emergent farms are more economic-efficient than commer-

cial farms but the difference is not statistically significant. There-

fore, the two farm groups are equalLy economic-efficient. By using the

profit function intercept (no) and the dummy variable (ß, ) estimate,

commercial and emergent farm intercepts could be determined. These are

also presented in Table 12. Recall that if the profit function dummy

variable (¡r) is zero, then the profit function intercept is the emer-

gent farm intercept. if the dummy variable (nr) equals one, then com_

mercial farm intercept is the sum of the profit function intercept and

the value of ßt, i.e., i0.gl0 + G0.Z1B)].
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6"3"2 Relative Price Efficiencies of Variable Inputs

Economic efficiency is a function of price and technical efficien-
cies. For the two farm groups to be equally relative price-efficient,
corresponding factor shares have to be equal. To examine the relative
price efficiency of two farm groups, this study compared observed factor

shares of every varíable input. Table 13 presents the results of test-
ing the nul1 hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency with respect

to hired l-abor"

TABLE 1 3

EquaI Rel-ative Price Efficiency of Hired Labor

Fa rm
Group

Var iable
I nput
Symbol

Variable
I nput

Estimate
Null Computed

Hypothesis F-value

Profit function

Emergent farms

Commercial farms

nD2

ßs

ßto

-0.027

0.379

0. s90

ßs = ßro 0.279

Àt the 5 percent
freedom, the crit

Ievel of significance and (1,485) degrees of
ical value of F = 3.84.

Àt the 5 percent

less than critical

leve1 of significance, computed

F-value (3.84). Therefore, ât

F-value (0.279) is

the 95 percent level
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of confidence, the nul1 hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency
for hired labor cannot be rejected. This means that emergent farms uti-
lize hired labor as efficiently as commercial farms.

Emergent farms depend on family labor and use little or no hired

labor. As farm size increases, commercial farms tend to depend more on

farn machinery and less on hired labor. Evidence indicates that the two

farm groups have equal relative price efficiency of hired labor. This

means that the values of marginal products of hired tabor are not sig-

nificantly different among the two farm groups.

Fertilizer is needed to attain the potential yield of maize hybrids.

To examine the degree to which each farm group efficientl-y utilizes fer-
tilizer, the nuI1 hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency was

tested. Tabie 14 shows the results of this test. At the 5 percent lev-

eI of significance, the computed F-value (0.001) is less than the criti-
cal F-value (3.84). This means that at the 95 percent level of confi-
dence, the nul1 hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency of

fertilizer cannot be rejected. Therefore, emergent farms employ ferti-
lizer as efficiently as commercial farms. Note that parameter estimates

for the two fertilizer demand functions are nearly the same. This

implies that the two farm groups have roughly the same vaLue of the mar-

ginal product of fertilizer. This indicates that emergent farms utilize
fertilizer as efficiently as commercial farms.
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TABLE 1 4

Equal Relative Price Efficiency of Fertilizer

Farm
Group

Variable
I nput
Symbol

Var iable
I npuL

Est ima te
NulI Computed

Hypothesis F-value

Prof it function

Emergent farmers

Commercial farmers

ß3

ßtt

ßtz

0.3'10

0.474

0.482

ßtt = ßtz 0"001

At the 5 percent level of significance and (1, 486) degrees of
freedom, the critical value of F = 3.84.

The third variable input is other cash expenditures. To study how

efficiently other cash variable inputs are utilized by the tr+o farm

groups, the nuI1 hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency was test-
ed. The results of this test are presented in Table 15. Àt the 5 per-

cent level of significance, the computed F-value (5.259) is greater than

the critical F-value (3.84). Therefore, at the 95 percent level of con-

fidence, the nul] hypothesis is rejected. However, at a 99 percent lev-

el of confidence, the test fails to reject the null hypothesis. The

problem is that by raising the confidence level, the chances of commit-

ting type iI error are increased, i.e., failing to reject a false

hypothesis. To minimize this probrem, the results at the 95 percent

level of confidence are used. Therefore, there is a significant differ-
ence between the allocative efficiencies of emergent and commercial

farms.
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TABLE 1 5

EquaI Relative Price Efficiency of Other Cash Expenditures

Farm Group

Variable
I nput
Symbol

Variable
I nput

Estimate
Null Computed

Hypothesis F-va1ue

Profit function

Emergent farmers

Commercial farmers

ßts = ßt+ 5.259

At the 5 percent level of significance and (1, 486) degrees of
freedom, the critical value of F = 3.84.

Most commercial farms use high levels of other cash inputs. The

major components of other cash expenditures are herbicides and fuel.

These are not used on emergent farms, thus their major component of.

other cash expenditures is hybrid seed purchase. since the null

hypothesis of equal reLative price efficiency for other cash expendi-

tures was rejected, the values of marginal products of commercial and

emergent farms are.different. This may be due to the difference in

inputs used" Because other cash expenditures is an aggregate of several

inputs, it may have created aggregation bias, thus affecting parameter

estimates. In addition, most of the inputs in other cash expenditures

are used according to manufacturer reconmendations, thus the parameter

estimate is derived from data with little variation. Because of little
variation, the standard error is small and the computed t-varue may be

large, thus lhere is a tendency to reject the null hypothesis. since

D4

n/J13

DiJ14

0.180

0.275

0.758
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this study employs an F-test, the relationship between F and t-statis-
tics {i.e., t = (r)05} could be used to explain the influence of little
variation on the rejection of the nul1 hypothesis. Results indicate

that the variable has a small standard error and high t-value.

For two farm groups to have equal

must simultaneously indicate that alI
utilized to the same degree. Thi s

hypothesis of equal relative price ef

Table 16 presents the results of this

significance, the computed F-value (¿. 137 )

F-value (2.60). Using the 95 percent level

relative price efficiency, they

variable inputs are efficiently
is examined through the joint nulL

ficiency for all variable inputs.

test. At the 5 percent level of

is greater than the critical
of confidence, the joint

TÀBLE

Joint Equal Relative

15

Price Efficiency

Variable input
Name

Joint Null
Hypothes i s

Computed
F-Va I ue

Hired labor

Fert i Lizer

0ther cash expenses

n-nrJg - JJl0

ßtt = ßtz

/r'13 - Iit4

4.137

At the 5 percent
freedom, critical

leveI of significance
F = 2.60.

and (3, 486) degrees of
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hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency for all variable inputs is
rejected. This is not surprising in view of the fact that the single

hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency for other cash inputs was

re j ec ted.

6.3"3 EquaL Technical and Relative price Efficiencies

Failure to reject the joint null hypothesis of equal relative price

efficiency implies that if economic efficiency is compared through the

parameter estimate (n, ) of the profit function dummy variable, it is

onry a test for the equarity of technical efficiency. To do this, the

joint hypothesis of equat economic and relative price efficiencies is

tested. Table 17 shows the results of this test. At the 5 percent lev-

e1 of significance, the computed F-vaIue (3.1 12) is greater than the

critical F-value Q.37). Theref ore, the joint nurr hypothesis of equal

technical and rerative price efficiencies is rejected. This is to be

expected because the joint hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency
has already been rejected. This means that the technical efficiencies

of the two farm groups are different. The problem is thal the farm

group with greater technical efficiency is not known. Before examining

the technical efficiencies of emergent and commercial farms, the abso-

lute efficiency theorem is used to identify the relatively more alloca-

tive-eff icient farm group.

Profit maximization requires that the value of the marginal product

(wp) be equal to the f actor price (marginal f actor cost ) . yotopoulos

and Lau [1973] argued that absolute price efficiency is obtained when
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TABLE 1 7

Joint Equal Technical and Relative Price Efficiency

Variable
Name

Joint Nul1
Hypothes i s

Computed
F-va I ue

Profit function dummy

Hired labor

Fertilizer

Other cash expenses

ß1 - o

ßs = ßto

ßtt = ßtz

ßtz = ßtt

3"112

At the 5 percent level of significance and (4,486) degrees of
freedom, the critical val_ue is 2.31

the corresponding parameter estimates of variable inputs in the profit
and input demand functions are equal. If this hoLds, then Lhe farm

group maximizes profit and equates the value of the marginai product

(wp) to the marginal f actor cost. Tab1e '18 presents the results of

testing the nuII hypothesis of absolute price effici.ency. since the

computed F-values are greater than critical values, the two farm groups

are not absolute efficient. The high computed F-values suggest that

data may have little variation.

It is difficult to test for the profit maximization condition if data

consist of expenditures rather than prices of different inputs.28 There-

fore, not much weight is given to these results. In addition, farmers

28 Garcia et a1. [1
testing relative
farmers maximize
tion.

98?) argued that expenditure data is appropriate forefficiencies. In addition, this sLudy- aslumed thatprofit, thus it is not necessary to teãt the assump-
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TÀBLE 1 8

Absolute Efficiency

Var iable
Name

Nul l
Hypothes i s

Computed
F-value

Emergent:
Hired labor
Fertilizer
Other cash

Commercial:
Hired labor
Fertilizer
0ther cash

n
iJ9

ßt t

ßts

iJ10
nÐ12
nD14

ßz
lJ3
nD4

= ßz

= R-t¿3

-n- D4

'107.96s

256.890

At the 5 percent significance leve1 and (3,486) degrees of
freedom, the critical F = 2.60.

may consider other factorsr ê.9. r risk and uncertainty, when pursuing

the profit maximization objective. For commercial farmers, access to

subsidized inputs may also encourage less than efficient management.

Because emergent farms (on average) use less than recommended quantities

of inputs per acre, this may explain why they are not absolutely price-

efficient.

Because the joint null- hypothesis of absolute price efficiency was

rejected, this study used another criteria (based on absolute price

efficiency) to infer the farm group with greater relative price effi-
ciency. Following 0'Connor and Hammonds [1975], a ranking technique was

employed. The ranking is based on the hypothesis that absolute price



efficiency occurs when parameter estimates of

profit and input demand function are equaI.

absolute price-efficient, then the group with

the corresponding parameter estimates, of the

functions, is relatively more efficient. Table

parameter estimates of input demand functions.
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variable inputs in the

If farm groups are not

the least deviations of

profit and input demand

'1 9 provides a rank ing of

TÀBIE 1 9

Relative Price Efficiency Ranking

Ranking of Corresponding
VariabLe Input Parameters

Source of
Parameter Estimate ßan

¡J3ß2

Profit function
paramster estimates

Input demand functions for:

Emergent farms

Commercial farms

-0 "027 0.310

0.379

0.s80

0.474

0.482

0.180

0.275

0.758

Farm groups are ranked from the most to the least relative efficient.
For all three variable inputs, emergent farms have the least deviations

from the corresponding profit function parameters. Therefore, emergent

farms are reLatively more price-efficient than commercial farms. This
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result may be explained by the fact that emergent farmers own small

guantities of resources. Because emergent farmers retain a portion of

the produce for family consumption, they associate survival with maize

production, thus it is given maximuln attention. In addition, emergent

farmers plant small areas, thus they pay closer attention to the utili-
zation of resources than commercial farmers who l-ook after large areas.

Another reason is that commercial farmer access to subsidized inputs may

have encouraged inefficient allocation of resources. If emergent farms

are more relative price-efficient and the two farm groups have the same

economic efficiency, it is possible to identify the group with greater

technical efficiency.

Technical efficiency is output per unit of inputs. A joint test for

equaJ- relative economic and price efficiencies is a test for technical

efficiency. Since this test was rejected, the two farm groups have dif-
ferent technical efficiencies. To infer the farm group with greater

technical efficiency, the relationship between economic, price and tech-

nical efficiencies was used. Economic efficiency is defined as follows

(Farrell [1957], Seitz [1970], Hall and LeVeen [1979], Ki.lmer and Àrm-

bruster [1984]):2e

EE = (tn) (pn)

Where

EE = economic efficiency

TE = technical efficiency

PE = price efficiency

29 The relationship of
production function

economic efficiency is multiplicative because the
behind the profit function is multiplicative.
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economic efficiency of production. Therefore, technical efficiency

the ratio of economic and price efficiencies.

TE = EE/PE
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the

is

Because the ranking technique

tively more price-ef f icient,

signif icant dif ference between

efficiency of commercial farms

indicated that emergent farms are rela-

and the economic efficiency test found no

the two farm groups, then the technical

is greater than emergent farms.

Commercial

Economic efficiency

Emergent

Economic efficiencyTechn i cal

efficiency Price efficiency Price efficiency

Where

¡ = greater than

This hclds onJ-y if the price efficiency of emergent farms is greater

than that of commercial farms and the two farm groups have equaÌ econom-

ic ef f ic iency.

6,3.4 Testinq for Econonies of Scale

To examine the output implications of proportionately increasing all
inputs, this study examined the concept of economies of scale. The nuII

hypothesis consists of a linear combination of the coefficients of fami-

ly labor, non-land capital and harvested area of maize. To establish

the existence of constant returns to scale, the sum of the three coeffi-
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cients should not be significantly different from one.30 The appropriate

test is the F-statistic. Table 20 shows the results of testing for the

existence of economies of scale.31 At the 5 percent leveL of signifi-
cance, the computed F-st.atistic (3.085) is less than the critical F-va1-

ue (3.84) " Therefore, at the 95 percent level of confidence, the test

fairs to reject the nulI hypothesis, thus the two farm groups operate

under constant returns to scale. This means that if all inputs were

increased by the same proportion, then output would increase by the same

proportion.

TABLE 20

Constant Returns to Scale Test

Var iable
Name

Pa rame ter
Symbol

Parameter
Est imate

Null
Hypothes i s

Computed
F-VaIue

Family labor

Non-land capital

Àcres harvested

nlJ5

n/J6

tJ7

0.187

0.061

0.460

ß5+ßs+lJr=l 3.085

Àt the 5 percent
freedom, critical

leveL of significance and (1, 486) degrees of
F = 3.84.

JU

31

I f the sum of fixed inpuL coefficients is significantly greater than
one, then increasing returns to scale exist. If the sum is less than
one, then decreasing returns to scale exist.

The study jointly tests for constant returns to scale because theprofit function approach accounts for differences in the quantities
of inputs used, thus the same results would be obtained if the two
farm groups r.lere tested separately.
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6"4 ST'MMARY OF THE RESUTTS OF TESTED HSPOTHESES

If critical values are determined at the 5 percent signíficance lev-

el, then the following results are obtained:

1. Emergent and commercial farmers have equal relative economic

ef f ic iency.

2. Emergent and commercial farmers have equal relative price effi-
ciency for hired labor and fertilizer. However, they do not have

equal relative price efficiency with respect to other cash

inputs.

3. À joint test for equaL economic and price efficiencies was

rejected, thus indicating that the two farm groups have different

technical ef f iciencies.

4. Based on the ranking technique, it appears Lhat emergent farmers

are relatively more allocative-efficient than commerciaL farmers.

5. using the economic efficiency identity, it is possibJ.e to con-

clude that commercial farmers are more technical efficient than

emergent farmers.

6. Both commercial and emergent farmers operate under constant

returns to scaIe.

ChapLer VI presented parameter estimates and the results of testing

different hypotheses. Chapter VII examines the policy implications of

parameter estimates and results from the tested hypotheses.



ChapLer VIi

ANATYSTS OF RESUITS

7.1 ANAIYSIS OF EIASTTCITIES

7 "1 "1 Introduction

Maize is the staple food of Zambia, thus most people are convinced

that raising maize production is a desirable objective of public policy.

This in itself is sufficient reason to examine the adequacy of some

alternative poJ-icies to raise maize production. Many policy makers

believe that policies they inact could increase maize suppJ.y. Howevei-,

it is not known by how much. This information is necessary in setting

production incentives and pranning for imports of inputs and maize.

Erasticíty measures the degree to which a function responds to a

change in one of the factors that influence it. Using elasticity esti-
mates, it is possible to predict implications for factor use, output

supply and returns to fixed factors. Therefore, the objective of this

section is to estimate elasticities of input demand and maize supply

functions. Lau['197'1] and yotopoulos [19i5] argued that profit function

elasticities are appropriate for assessing the response of output supply

and profit to alternative policies for they measure total (direct and

indirect effects) rather than partial influence. For the profit func-

tion, elasticity is given by the percentage change in profit reLative to

the percentage change of one of the profit determinants, when other

variables are constant, i. e. ,

- 136 -
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E = %Change in profitl%Change in Input

t{here

E = elasticity

Therefore, it is a ratio with no units.

In this study, profit is a function of variable input expenditures

and quantities of fixed inputs. The associated input demand functions

indicate profit maximizing amounts of variable factors. The four equa-

tions (#s l7 to 20, p"77) were jointly estimated to obtain parameter

estimates in Table 11 (p.120). These parameters are used to specify the

following equations:

Profit function

NR= 0.610 - 0.218Ð2 - 0.027Hr+ 0.310r + 0.0180c8 + 0.187FL

+ 0.061K + 0.460À ...(21)

Input demand functions32

HL/NR - -0.379D1 - 0.590D2

F/Un = -0.474Dr - 0,492D2

CE/NR = -Q.275D1 - 0.759D2

Where

...Q2)

. ". (23)

"""Q4)

NR = net revenue

Dz = commercial farm dummy variable (D, = 1 if commercialr 0 if not)

D1 = emergent farm dummy variable (¡, - 1 if emergent, 0 if not)

HL = hired labor expenditure

" T!" dependent variables of input demand functions (equation #s 1B to
20, Þ:77) are negative. To make dependent variabres positive, each
equation is multiplied by minus one (-1 ).
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F = fertilizer expenditure (n)

CE = other cash expenditures (n)

FL = family labor (adult equivalent days)

K = non-land capital (n)

À, = area harvested

HL/NR = hired labor-net revenue ratio

F/¡¡n = fertilizer-net revenue ratio

CE/NR = other cash expenses-net revenue ratio

7.1.2 Own and Cross Price ElasticiLies

variables on the left hand side of equations (#s.1 to 4 in section

7.1.1 ) are dependent variables and those on the right are independent

variables. Independent variables reflect some of the policy instruments

available to policy makers.3 3 Before enacting any policy, decision mak-

ers want to know the maize output response to alternaLive policies.

Elasticity estimates measure the influence of alternaLive poticies.

using parameter estimates in the four equations (#s 2j Lo 24, p.137) and

elasticity relationships in Àppendix c (p.'l98), it is possible to derive

variable input demand and maize supply elasticities, with respect to

change in variable input price and quantities of fixed factors of pro-

duction. The values of variable input elasticities are presented in

Table 21.34 For purposes of interpretation, elasticities are better

in the short run, policy instruments are hired labor, fertilizer and
other cash expenses. In the long run, policy instruments expand to
include family labor, non-land capital and harvested area.

The elasticities on each row are similar because an increase in the
use of one variable alters the optimal conditions and thus other
variables adjust to restore optimality. The change in other vari-
ables is oetermined by the parameter estimate of the variable which

IJ

J4
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TABLE 2'I

Variable Input Own and Cross price Elasticities

Variable Respon se

Variable
Changed

Hi red
Labor Fertilizer

Other Cash Maize
Expenses Supply

Hired Labor

Fertilizer

Other Cash Expenses

1 "027

0.310

0. 180

0,027

1.310

0. 180

0.027

0.310

1.180

0 "027

0.310

0.180

expressed in absolute values.

Each column indicates percentage change of the quantity of the vari-
able input per one percent change of the price of the variable on each

roþ¡. Thus by varying the marginar factor cost of a variabre input, it
is possible to determine the change in the quantity demanded of the

variable input.

Own elasticity measures the direct impact on the quantity of the

variabre input demanded per unit change of the variable input price.

The own elasticity estimates for hired Iabor, fertilizer and other cash

expenses are 1.02'1, 1.3'10 and 1.180, respectively. Because own elastic-
ity estimates are greater than one, they indicate elastic response.

Àccording to own elasticity estimares in Tab1e 21, hired labor is the

least elastic while fertilizer is the most elastic. These direct chang-

es in quantities of inputs affect maize output.

induced the adjustment. See Appendix C, (p.199 to 201).
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The productivity of a given input is nol independent of the level of

other inputs used in production. The cross price elasticity of a vari-

able input indicates the change in the quantity demanded of a given

input per unit change of the price of another input. Therefore, cross

elasticity measures the indirect impact of a change in a given factor on

the use of other factors. The computed cross elasticities in Table 21

are less than one (1), i.u., they are inelastic. The change in the

quantity of other factors in turn affect the output. These results

indicate that cross elasticities are the parameter estimates of the

changing variable.

Maize output is a function of inputs. Because the quantities of

variable inputs demanded change as prices change, maize output also

changes. To measure maize supply response to variable input price

change, elasticity estimates are derived (rabte Zl). These indicate that

maize supply is inelastic to variable input price changes.

The wage effect of hired labor is greater than the quantity effect,
thus the hired l-abor parameter estimate (nr) is negative. À 10 percent

decrease in the wage rate would increase quantity of labor demanded by

10.27 percent (tabre 2i), This would alter optimal conditions, thus

other factors adjust to restore optimality. The magnitude of these sec-

ondary adjustments is measured by cross elasticities. Cross elastici-
ties indicate that a.10 percent decrease in the wage rate would increase

the quantities of fertilizer and other cash inputs by 0.27 percent.

Since a wage rate decrease increases the quantity demanded of hired

labor, fertilizer and other cash inputs, it also changes maize supply.

indicates that if hired labor wage rate decreased by 10 per-

would increase maize supply by 0.27 percent.

Table

cent,

21

ir
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An increase in the wage rate would decrease profit and maize produc-

tion. This implies that government actions designed to enforce higher

wage rates in the maize industry r,¡ould not be helpful in raising maize

production. 0n the other hand, a 10 percent decrease in the wage rate

would increase profit by 0.27 percent. Since the farmer's objective is
profit maximization, maize production would also expand by 0.27 percent.

Therefore, a 10.27 percent increase of hired labor would increase the

quantity of maize supply by 0.27 percent. This implies that a decrease

in the wage rate rvould contribute to increased maize production and

employment. if wage rates decrease by 10 percent, the net incomes of

farm workers would be 10 percent lower than current incomes. It is
possible that some people could withdraw their labor because of reduced

incomes. However, limited job opportunities in other sectors of the

economy would ensure adequate supply of 1abor. Therefore, policy makers

have to weigh the loss in net income against the gain in employment.

in Zambia, all farmers pay the same price per bag of fertilizer.
However, different farms employ different quantities of fertilizer.
Thus, differences in fertilizer expenditure is due to the quantity of

fertilizer used. Up to a certain level r äD increase in fertilizer
increases total yield and revenue. Therefore, the parameter estimate

for fertilizer (nr) is positive. If the price of fertilizer dominates

the quantity effect, ß3 wouLd be negatåve. Table 21 indicates that a'10

percent decrease in the price of fertilizer would increase the quantity

demanded of fertilizer by 1 3. 1 0 percent. The cross price elasticities
indicate that quantity demanded of hired labor and other cash inputs

would expand by 3.10 percent. The result is that maize supply and prof-
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it would increase by 3.'10 percent. Because most commercial farms use

more fertilizer than recommended quantities per acre, additional quanti-

ties may be most useful to emergent farms.

The quantity effect of other cash inputs is greater than the price

effect, thus the parameter estimate ßa is positive" A price decrease

increases the quantity demanded of the inputs in this class. A 10 per-

cent decrease in the price of other cash inputs would increase the quan-

tity demanded by 11.80 percent (table Zl). The cross price elasticities
of other cash inputs indicate that the quantity demanded of hired labor

and fertilizer would each increase by 1.8 percent. These variable input

changes would increase maize supply by 1.8 percent. on the other hand,

a 10 percent increase in the price of other cash inputs would decrease

production and profit by 1.8 percent.

For commercial farmers, other cash inputs is an aggregate of several

inputs, thus it is difficult to know the individual influence. However,

other cash expenses for emergent farmers consist of seed maize, thus it
is easy to assess the influence of a price change.

7.1,3 Fixed InpuL Elasticities

In the long run, quantities of fixed factors may be changed. The

elasticities of fixed inputs measure the influence of a specified change

in the fixed factor. Lau and Yotopoulos L19721 argued Lhat an increase

in a fixed factor shifts the marginal product curves of all variable

inputs. since the prices of output and inputs are constant, a change in

the quantity of the fixed input shifts the marginal productivity curves
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of all inputs. To maintain optimality, more inputs are employed. In

the long run aLl inputs are variable, thus the cross price elasticities
of short run variable inputs come from parameter estimates of family

labor, non-land capital and harvested area (rabte ZZ). The cross elas-

ticities of the quantity demanded of variable i.nputs with respect to

family labor, non-rand capital and harvested area are 0.187, 0.061 and

0.46' respectively. These elasticities indicate that they are inelas-

tic. Because variable inputs are allowed to adjust, the impact is

greater than would be the case.

TABLE 22

Fixed Inpui Elasticities

Variable Response

Variable
Changed

Hi red
Labor

Other Cash Maize
Fertilizer Inputs Supply

Family labor

Non-land capital

Harvested area

0. 187

0.061

0.460

0. 187

0.061

0.460

0.187

0.061

0 .460

0.'187

0.061

0.460

I f f amily J-abor is increased by '10 percent, the quantities demanded

of hired labor, fertilizer and other cash inputs would each increase by

1.87 percent. Because the quantities of variable inputs increase, the

quantity of maize supplied would increase by 1.87 percent per 10
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increase of family labor. Natural limitations to expansion of family

labor r¡ould make this interpretation unrealistic.

Non-Iand capital has the least fixed input elasticity. Many commer-

cial farms orvn large quantities of non-land capital, thus the low elas-

ticity may indicate some degree of under utilization. Where multipte

enterprises existed, it rlas difficult to imput.e service flow to each

enterprise. If service flow was wrongly imputed to maize, it may not

reflect the fuII productivity. Table 22 indicates that a '10 percent

change in non-land capital would increase quantity demanded of each

variable input by 0.61 percent" This would raise the quantity of maize

supply by 0.51 percent.

Maize area has the highest fixed input elasiicity. À 10 percent

change in maize area would increase the quantity demanded of each vari-

able input by 4.60 percent. This would increase the quantity of maize

supply by 4.60 percent. Even though harvested area has the most signif-
icant response, non-land capital constraints could make this policy less

responsíve.

7.1,4 Sumnarv of Elasticitv Ànalvsis

In reality several variables nay change at the same time. To measure

overall influence, cross and own elasticities of variables are aggregat-

ed. For example, a change in the quantities of fertilizer could also

expand the quantities of other variable inputs. To determine the influ-
ence of a variable change on maize supply, individual elasticities have

to be aggregated.
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In the short run, fertilizer has the highest maize supply response

(0.310). Other cash expenses has the next highest maize supply response

(0.180). Hired labor has the least response (0.027) . This indicates

that hired labor has a low marginal physical product. Therefore, this

suggests that hired labor may be in excess suppLy. Because agriculture

has arso been called upon to create jobs, it implies that attempts to

enforce minimum ïrages higher than current wages may reduce maize suppry,

profit and farn employment. In addition, high minimum v¡ages could

encourage substitution of machinery for hired labor.

Therefore, it appears that raising maize production wilJ. depend on

the rate at which fertilizer use increases. As fertilizer use is
increased by 10 percent, the quantities demanded of hired labor and oth-

er cash expenses would each expand by 3.10 percent. Because more hired

labor and other cash expenses are employedr ffiâize supply may expand by

3.74 percent {i.e., 3.10 + 3.10(0.027) + 3.10(0.180)}. Beyond a certain

limit, fertilizer is toxic to the maize p1ant. Because commercial farms

arready apply rarge quantities of fertilizer, this resurt may be more

applicable to small farms.

In the long run, harvested area expansion has the biggest influence

on maize supply. This policy option is constrained by the need to sub-

stitute machinery for labor as farm size increases, especially under the

current foreign exchange problems the country is facing. FamiIy 1abor

is the next most important input in raising maize supply. This alterna-

tive is inportant in view of the prevalence of small farms and their

dependence on family labor. Family labor cannot be changed easily

because of the existence of the natural limit (ability to bear and raise
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children to maturity) to family size expansion. Non-land capibal has

the least influence. capital as measured, in this study, may not

reflect its total productive value. Because many farms produced several

crops, the allocation of non-rand capital may have been faurty. The

existence of constraints to family labor, non-Iand capital and harvested

area expansion implies that increased maize production has to come from

intensive use of existing areas.

An increase in the quantity of purchased inputs could arise from a

price decrease or an increase in the farmer's budget. Usually prices do

not decrease and the quantity increase arises from an increase in the

farm budget. Input budget consist of equity and credit capital. Most

farmers do not have the extra cash to meet the additional input costs.

Therefore, an increase in the suppJ-y of and access to credit would

facilitate the purchase of additional inputs. Low capital-Iand ratios

on emergent farms indicate that the capital constraint is critical. In

addition, the history of the maize industry indicates that most emergent

farmers have limited access to borrowing. This is related to the lack

of collateral to secure a loan. This suggests that there is need to

examine v¡ays of increasing the supply of loanable funds and to eliminate

constraints which prevent emergent farms from having access to credit.
Àny attempts to raise maize production would lead to increased demand

for foreign exchange to finance imported inputs. I ntensive use of

existing areas could lead to the least demands on imported inputs. In

addition, expansion of the fertilizer plant in Zambia could further

reduce the demands on foreign exchange.
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This study assumed that the influence of excluded variables is insig-

nificant. However, extension services could assist farmers in following

proper practices. The next section examines the policy implications of

observed economic, price and technical efficiencies.

7.2 IMPIICATIONS OF OBSERVED EFFICIENCIES

Maize production may be increased bhrough better use of existing

resources' applying more variable inputs and adoption of more productive

technologies. These actions increase the economic efficiency of maize

production. Before embarking on any policy to encourage one farm group

to increase maize production, there is need to determine the farm group

with greater economic efficiency. A farm is more economic-efficient if
it minimizes cost or maximizes profit per unit of output.

Chapter VI empirically examined

and commercial farms. This section

ferent hypotheses. The objective

better input use and to indicate

resulting from encouraging one farm

the economic efficiencies of emergent

analyzes the results of testing dif-
is to identify the farm group with

the economic efficiency loss or gain

group to raise maize production.

The results of hypotheses tested in Chapter VI are summarized in

Table 23. These results were obtained at the five percent level of sig-

nificance and are the basis of the analysis in this section.
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TABLE 23

Summary of Hypotheses Tested Based on the F-Statistic

Degrees
Null of ComputedHypotheses Hypothesis Freedom f-value

Equal economic
efficiency ßt =Q (1,486) l.Zlq
Equal allocative
ef f ic iency for :

Hired labor ßs = ßto (j, 486) O.Zlg

Fertilizer ßtt = ßtz (1, 485) 0.001

Other cash expenses ßtt = ßta (1, 486) S.ZSS

Joint equal ßs = ßto
price ßtt = ßtz (3, 486) ¿.1¡g
efficiency ßt t = ßt t

Equal ßt - 0
technical ßs = ßro (4, 486) S.llZefficiency ßt t = ßt zo - ßtq

Con s tan t
returns to scale ß5+ß6+fir=l (1, 486) 3.095

Note: ßt = parameter estimate for commercial farm dummy (02)
ßs = ê[ìBrgent farm hired labor share
ßro = commercial farm hired labor share
ßtt = emergent farm fertilizer share
ßtz = commercial farm fertilizer share
ßl¡ = emergent farm other cash expenses share
ßtq = commercial farm other cash expenses share

Àt the 5 percent significance level and the following degrees of freedomcritical F-values are:
F(lr¿ae) = 3.84
F(¡rqao) = 2.60
F (¿r¿ee) = 2.37
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7 "2"1 Economic Ef f iciencv

If farmers maximize profit, then more economíc-efficient farms make

greater profit than others. A farm is economic-efficient if it mini-

mizes costs of production. Using the profit function, the difference in

the economic efficiency of the two farm groups r+as measured through the

profit function dummy parameter (n, ). This study found that emergent

farms are marginally more economic-efficient than commercial farms by

about 22 percent Q2%), i.e., emergent farms have marginal profit advan-

tage. However, this difference is not statistically significant.

Therefore, profit is virtually the same over a wide range of farm sizes.

It means that under current conditions, emergent farms are as economic-

efficient as commercial farms. Similar studies (Sidhu and Baanante

[1979], Ha]l- and LeVeen [1978], and Garcia et al. [1982] ) have reached

the same conclusion.

I f economic efficiency is the major consideration, then there is no

need for policy to encourage one farm group over another. Therefore,

increased maize production could come from the two farm groups. Most

arguments (World Bank [1975], and EEC [1980] ) for broad based maize pro-

duction focus on equity rather than economic efficiency. Thi s study

indicates that there is no conflict between economic efficiency and

equity arguments to increase maize production. If equity considerations

are important, resource allocation could be biased towards emergent

farmers without loss in economic efficiency. This wourd just be an

income transfer.
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The world Bank [1984a] concluded that in terms of domestic resource

user emergent farmers are more efficient producers of maize than commer-

cial farmers. Because Zambia has insufficient foreign exchange to

finance imports (u.g., machinery and oil), emergent farmers ought to be

encouraged to produce more maize. Since this study indicates that emer-

gent farmers are as economic-efficient as commercial farmers, increasing

maize production through emergent farmers cannot lead to economic effi-
ciency loss. Therefore, the findings of this study reenforce the World

Bank conclusion.

7,2"2 Allocative and TechnÍcal Efficiencies

Economic efficiency is a function of price (allocative) and technical

efficiencies. By examining these components it is possible to explain

the observed economic efficiency. To study the relative price efficien-

cy of the two farn groups, the variable input factor shares were com-

pared. Àbsolute efficiency occurs when profit is maximized. This is

attained when the value of marginal products of variable inputs in the

profit and input demand functions are equal. This study rejected abso-

lute efficiency for the two farm groups. This means that inputs are

not earning their opportunity cost. To encourage farmers to maximize

profit, it may be necessary to offer input and output prices which

reflect opportunity cost, reduce risk, and increase emergent farm access

to additional inputs. Risk may be reduced through timely availability
of inputs and early announcement of producer prices. In addition,

improved extension and informalion services could help raise the a1lo-

cative efficiency.
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Since absolute efficiency was rejected, the study examined the rela-

tive allocative efficiency of the two farm groups. Results indicate

that the two farm groups are equally relative price-efficient with

respect to hired labor and fertilizer. This means that the values of

marginal- products are not significantly different. I f true, then

reports {nnC [1980], WorId Bank [1984b] ] of emergent farms spreading

their resources too thin may be unfounded. The ranking technique found

emergent farms to be nore relative allocative-efficient. ShuItz 1196al

and Collinson [1983] argued that there are insignificant inefficiencies

in the allocation of resources in the traditional agriculture. This

study agrees r+ith the conclusion in as far as the relative allocative

efficiency is concerned. Theretore, any attempts to improve the manage-

ment abiJ-ity of emergent farmers may be an ineffective way of raising

maize production. On the other hand, commercial farmers may gain more

than emergent farmers from programs designed to improve allocative effi-
ciency. This implies thal trained extension workers are needed to show

commercial farmers how to better utilize the available resources. Since

emergent farms have greater price efficiency than commercial farms,

their marginal return to additional resoures is higher. Therefore,

additional resources ought to be directed at emergent farms.

À test for joint equal relative economic and price efficiencies was

rejected because the two farm groups have different factor shares for

other cash inputs. This impJ-ies that emergent and commercial farms have

different technical efficiencies, thus output per unit of inputs may be

greater on commercial farms. Commercial farms may be more technical-ef-

ficient because of easier access to inputs. This has enabled commercial
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farms to utilize the fuII production potential of the naize hybrids. It
implies that increased access to inputs could increase the output per

unit of inputs of emergent farmers. Shultz [1964] suggested that policy

and institutions could make this opportunity avaiLable.

7,2,3 Constant Returns to Scale

This study found that the two farm groups operate under constant

returns to scale. This means that the change in output is equal to a

proportionate change in all inputs. This concept has probtems in agri-

cultural applications because input proportions from different optimal

combinations vary with the level of outpul. in addition, some inputs

(..g., tractors) increase in discrete amounts onJ-y, thus proportional

increase in all inputs is difficult to achieve. However, it is useful

to examine this concept for it indicates that efficient farms could

exist in a wide range of sizes, and thus supports the equal economic

efficiency conclusion. This means that both farm groups could be

encouraged to produce maize. If equity and domestic resource use cri-
teria are employed as the basis for decision, constanl returns to scale

indicates that allocating more resources to emergent farmers cannot lead

to a loss in maize output. since commercial farmsr oD average, use

input quantities greater than recommended, a policy designed to transfer

some of the inputs to emergent farms cannot reduce overall production.



7.2.& Sunmary of Economic Efficiencv Implications

t5J

farms are as economic-efficient as

that emergent farms more nearly

i.e., more relative allocative-

are more technical-efficient. In

under constant returns to scale.

could exist in a wide range of

This study indicates that emergent

commercial farms" It also indicates

maximize profit than commercial farms,

eff ic ient. However, commerc ial farms

addition, the two farm groups operate

This indicates that efficient farms

sizes.

Economic efficiency requires that resources be directed aL the farm

group with greater relative economic efficiency. Since emergenc and

commercial farms have equal- relative economic efficiency, both groups

ought to be encouraged to increase naize production. Therefore, the

results indicate thal large farm sizes do not result in econonic effi-
ciency gains. This suggests that focusing on large farm size onry

results in additional income for the farmer. Because most of the pur-

chased inputs are subsidized, with a view to helping small scale farms,

and commerciaL farms use a big proportion of those inputs, it may be a

mis-allocation of the resources. It is possible that the past dominance

of conmercial farms may have been infl-uenced by marketing costs, credit

constraints and technology than short run productive efficiency.



ChapÈer VIII

stHMÀRY, coNctusloNs ÀND succEsTloNs

8.1 ST'MMARY

A large percentage of the population in Zambia depends on maize for

food, income and ernployment. This study jointly estimated the profit
and variable input demand functions, using 1985/86 cross section farm

data. The results were then used to compare economic, technical and

allocative efficiencies of emergent and commercial farmers. The find-

ings were used to comment on alternative policies to promote maize pro-

duction.

If farmers maximize profit, then increasing profit would lead to

increased maize production. Àny other actions to de-control maize pric-

es and exchange rate adjustment may contribute to increased profits.

This could occur through increased revenues and the timely availabiJ.ity

of imported inputs. Other policies that raise production directly or

indirectly would help improve profits of maize producers, if costs of

production and price of maize do not change proportionally. under pre-

vailing production conditions, the results indicaÞe that profit increas-

es as fertilizer and other cash inputs increase. Profit decreases as

the wage rate for hired labor increases and increases with all fixed

factors, except for the education proxy which failed to display its
expected influence. Most of the parameters of input demand functions

were significant.

- t54 -
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Despite the high level of capíta1 found on commercial farms, there is

no significant difference in the economic efficiency of the two farm

groups. This means that the two farm groups maximize profit or minimize

costs to the same degree. Therefore, commercial farms may be just

duplicating the optimum input levels to many acres. Economic efficiency

requires that limited resources be directed at the farm group with the

most favourable return per unit of inputs, thus the two farm groups

should be encouraged to increase maize production. The two farm groups

were equal).y relative price-efficient with respect to hired labor and

fertilizer. However, commercial and emergent farms are not equally reI-

ative allocative-efficient with respect to other cash inputs. À joint

lest for equal economic and relative price efficiencies was rejected,

thus the two farm groups do not have the same technical efficiency.

Using the ranking technigue, it is possible to conclude that conmercial

farms are less relative allocative-efficient than emergent farms. If
this result and the economic efficiency definition are used, it is pos-

sible to infer that commercial farms are more technical-efficient.

Finally, evidence indicates lhat the two farm groups are not absolute-

efficient and operate under constant returns to scale.

Most policy recommendations are based upon a belief that emergent

farmers are l-ess economicarly efficientr ê.9., the i.lorld Bank [1986]

program to improve emergent farm extension services. The main arguments

put forward rely upon the existence of deficiencies in emergent farm

management and technical efficiency. The results of this study indicate

that because the two farm groups have equal economic efficiency, there

is a possibility of focusing on the wrong constraints. Results from the
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ranking technique indicate that emergent farms are more allocative-effi-

cient than commercial farms" This means that policies designed to

improve the management of emergent farmers may be ineffective. Because

commercial farms are less allocative-efficient, they may be targeted for

management improvement.

Improving extension services is needed but not as an answer to the

low level of output on emergent farms. very few farmers wouLd pay

attention to extension workers if they do not have the necessary

resources to purchase recommended inputs. Since the two farm groups are

equally economic-efficient and operate under constant returns to scale,

their ability to utilize additional inputs is the same. Because emer-

gent and commercial farmers are not absolute price-efficient, improved

extension services could make a significant contribution. It would

assist both farm groups in getting input demand function parameters

closer to the corresponding parameters in the profit function.

The history of the maize industry indicated that emergent farmers

face different constraints in the capital market than commercial farm-

ers. Lack of assets to secure loans increase the risks associated with

loan recovery. Since the government controls interest ratesr private

banks cannot increase interest rates on agricultural loans to offset the

risks of unsecured loans. This may have discouraged private banks from

extending loans to most emergent farms. This feeling has been partiall-y

fueled by insecure land tenure based on communal ownership. Because

most emergent farms are on communal land, land cannot be used as securi-

ty' thus they are often excluded from bank loans. If economic efficien-

cy is used as the basis for the allocation of resources, then results
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from this study indicate that both farm groups should have equal access

to loans. This impries that it may be necessary to explore ways of

eliminating controls on interest rates r so that private banks could

charge the full cost of credit. This woutd help increase the pool of

loanabLe funds, thus enable many more farmers to obtain loans. Alterna-

tively, laws may be changed to permit land ownership, so that it courd

be used as security on loans. Since there is bound to be some resis-

tance to changes in land ownership, traditional leaders have to be

involved in draftíng laws. If land ownership laws and interest rate

reforms are implemented simultaneously, they would moderate the rise in
interest rates.

Research has produced maize cultivars suitable for different micro-

climatic conditions, thus making it possible to gror+ maize in many areas

of Zambia. The problem is access to these cultivars and the complemen-

tary inputs. This study indicates that commercial farms may be more

technical-efficient than emergent farms. Since most farmers do not have

cash to meet additional costs, credit may be a major constraint. This

is related to the areas that can be planted and the leve1s of the dif-
ferent inputs to be used. In addition to the availability of credit,

different inputs have to be available in areas where farms are located

and farmers must earn a good return from their produce.

Lack of sufficient equity and credit capital irnplies that emergent

farms are smaller than commercial farms. This r+as confirmed by the

descriptive statistics. Both commercial and emergent farms operate

under constant returns to scale. This means that efficient farms could

occur in a wide rânge of sizes. The farms having access to credit capi-
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tal are generally larger than those with no credit. Constant returns to

scale and equal economic efficiency may invalidate the arguments for

large farms (".g., state and cooperative farms). Because commercial and

emergent farms are equally economic-efficient, focusing on emergent

farms to increase maize production cannot result in economic efficiency

loss. However, such a policy could help in the redistribution of

income. Commercial farmers are well established and should be encour-

aged to obtain credit and other resources vrithout government assistance.

Fertilizer appears to be most important in determining short run

profitability. If fertilizer is increased by 10 percent, maize output

and prof it may expand by 3.1 percenl ß.1%). The next important vari-

abl-e is other cash expenditures. A 10 percent increase in other cash

expenditures would increase maize supply and profit by 1 .8 percent

(1.8%). flired labor is the least significant variable and is negatively

related to profit. A 10 percent increase in the quantity of hired labor

would expand maize output and profit by 0.27 percent (0.27%). Among

fixed inputs, harvested area is the most influential in expanding maize

supply and profil (4.6 percent per 10% change). If area expansion is

used to expand maize supply, it would require an increase in the quanti-

ties of non-Iand capital and variable inputs. However, scarcity of non-

land capital may limit area expansion. Since commercial farms depend on

non-land capital more than emergent farms, their ability to increase

maize supply is constrained. A '10 percent increase in family labor

could expand profit and maize supply by '1.9 percent. Because family

labor is the major resource on most emergent farms, it could be a cru-

cial input if emergent farms became the focus of increased maize produc-
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tion. Reliance on emergent farms could eliminate the need for expensive

machinery. Therefore, any policy to raise maize production could lead

to increased use of inputs. Because more variable inputs would be need-

ed, imports of inputs which are not produced in Zambia may increase.

The descriptive analysis of maize produclion indicated that emergent

farms use smaller quantities of inputs per acre. Às a resurt of this,
much of the potential of maize hybrids (for raising production and

incomes) has remained largely unexploited. The yields are directly

related to the level of inputs used. When snaller than recommended

quantities of inputs are used, ffiâize suppl-y could decrease by 3.10% f.or

fertilizer, 1,80% f.or other cash, and 0,27% for hired labor, per l0%

change in the respective input. Since smal-l quantities of inputs reduce

yieLd per acre, farmers offset some of the loss by paying increased

attention to other cultural- practices. If the full potential of maize

hybrids is to be exploited, then Lhe farmer has to meet increased cash

costs. Once excluded from credit capital, emergent farmers turn to the

traditional means of production and/or use small quantities of purchased

inputs. without a good return over what they produce, farmers may

decide not to buy inputs to increase production or take steps to pre-

serve the soil fertility.

Because the private sector and past policies have helped establish

commercial farmers, government policy may focus on channelling adequate

equipment (oxen), credit, and inputs to emergent farmers. Emergent

farmers depend on family labor to perform all cultural practices while

commercial farmers depend on non-Iand capital. Capital intensive tech-

niques expand employment less rapidJ-y. This means that by encouraging
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emergent farmers to raise production, a large proportion of the labor

force could be absorbed. Therefore, based on equity, domestic resource

user economic efficiency and constant returns to scale arguments, the

policy of encouraging emergent farmers may be proper. Commercial farms

need herp to improve their allocative efficiency, i.e., determining

optimum input mix.

8,2 coNctusIoNs

Low maize prices and inadequate access to some inputs may be partly

responsible for the failure to raise maize production (ruC [1980], WorId

Bank [1984a, b] ). High maize prices are needed to encourage use of

improved seeds, purchased inputs and improved cultural practices (Brown

[1978] ). These help to increase the efficiency of resource use. An

efficient capital market is needed to provide credit to finance pur-

chased farm inputs.

0ne way of increasing maize production is through better use of

existing inputs. This study indicates that emergent and commercial

farms are not absolute price-efficient, thus policies to improve manage-

ment could enable farmers to maximize profit. Because all farms receive

the same price per bag of maize and emergent farms are relatively more

price-efficient than commercial farms, the marginal physicaJ. products of

emergent farms may be greater than commercial farms. Therefore, returns

to additional resources is greater on emergent farms. This implies that

extension programs designed to improve emergent farm management may be

ineffective for they already utilize resources better than commercial

farms.
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Another way of increasing maize production is through employing more

variable inputs. Since the technical efficiency of emergent farms was

less than that of commercial farms, it may be targeted for improvement.

This study indicated that emergent farms use less than recommended quan-

tities of inputs, thus it is necessary to ensure that additional

resources are available. This would enable emergent farms to utilize
the production potential of hybrid seed. Because many farms do not have

cash to meet the additional costs of hybrid maize production, there is

need to evaluaLe ways of increasing the pool of loanable funds.

Maize production could be increased through development and use of

more productive cultivars of maize. The number of cultivars available

for different micro-climatic conditions suggest that technoJ-ogy to

increase maize production is available. The problem is that onJ.y a few

farms have fuIl access to this technology. Other farmers either have

partial or no access to hybrid seed and the complementary inputs. This

implies that there is need to ensure local availability of all inputs

and improve access to credit.

in order to achieve the above suggestions, it may be necessary to

introduce changes in institutions which set policy and provide services

to farmers. These changes ought to ensure that proper incentives (".g.,

high prices of maize) and services (..g., marketing) are available at

the right time. The Wor1d Bank [1984b] and EEC [1980] concluded thar

institutional changes are crucial to increased maize production. From

this study, it is clear that much of the potential for output growth and

the resulting income benefits have not yet been realized from maize

hybrids. While many emergent farmers have adopted maize hybrids, their
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full utilization has not been attained. By apprying Iarger quantities

of fertilizer, emergent farmers could increase maize supply by 3.11 per-

cent for each .10% increase in fertilizer. This would bring the rate of

growth of maize supply in line with the growth of the population (about

3.1% per year, CSO t19851 ). The low levels of fertilizer application

indicate a shortage of equity and credit capitat

Emergent farmers produce 60 percent of marketed maize but only use a

small fraction of the subsidized inputs. Because emergent farmers are

relatively poorer than most consumers, it an inequitable income trans-
fer. To address the disparities in the distribution of benefits from

past policies, institutions have to be encouraged to deliver services

efficiently. This may mean institutional reformsr e.g.r encouraging

competition in the marketing of inputs and maize. Because of what could

be gained, the government can contribute through direct (u.g., providing

loans in areas where private banks do not operate) and indirect (".g.,
tax incentives on loans to agriculture) intervention with a view to

improving services to emergent farmers. certain sectors (".g., capital
market) have not benefited from government intervention, thus it is nec-

essary to examine ways of improving the performance of such areas. Even

though this study did not examine ways of improving the capital market,

the suggestions put forward by Dale and Graham l19g1l to inrprove the

performance of agricultural lending institutions are a good starting
point. They argued that lending institutions need: stable and positive

real interest rates ' programs to mobilize rural savings, incentives to

encourage them to increase funds for agriculLural loans, and macro poli-
cies which do not contradict saving incentives. In addilion, they
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argued that farmers need freedom to use debt capital in any agricultural

enterprise they find profitable (rather than linking it to a specific

crop). They conclude that these are not a cure to all problems, but the

reforms could lead to significant gains in resource allocation and dis-

tribution of loanable funds.

The overall solution requires evolving poticies (u.g., encouraging

some competition in marketing to improve delivery of services) and

institutions to effectively ensure the availability of inputs and credit

to emergent farmers on reasonable terms. Some institutions which serve

farmers (especially emergent farmers) have Lagged behind (u.g., ÀFc) and

thus need improvement so that they could respond to the changing produc-

tion environment (World Bank [1984a]). Many studies (World Bank [1984a,

bl, EEC [1980], and Jansen [1985] ) have found that some government

institutions are inefficient (..g., their services are either Iate or

inadequate). They recommend reducLion of deLays and management improve-

ment.

In terms of the previous studies, results from the current work sup-

port those which have reported equal economic efficiency and conclude

that increased maize production ought to come from emergent and commer-

cial farms. Therefore, differences in resource endowments do not influ-
ence economic efficiency. The need to increase food production will
continue to be important. Evidence from this study indicates that sup-

port for both farm groups is appropriate. Because commercial farms are

relatively less price efficient, extension r+orkers may target them for

management improvement. Since emergent farms are less technical effi-
cienl, access to additional inputs could enable them to utilize the
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potential of hybrid maize. This could imply increased access to credit

and adoption of measures that affect the profitability of the maize

enterprise (".g., producer prices which reflect opportunity cost)

Às pointed out' current world market conditions do not favor maize

exports from Zambia. This is because of competition from the USÀ and

other producers, rapid rise in the world maize area, and the fact that

Zambia appears to be a high cost producer of maize (t,¡or1d Bank [19B a]).
Another factor is that almost all exporters of maize subsidize their
maize exports. The other problem is that some of the neighboring coun-

lries (l¡aLar+i and Zimbabwe) produce surplus maize, further affecting the

market in the region. However, the ner+ hybrids could change the poten-

tial for export, i.e., new low cost cultivars could emerge and change

the comparative advantage. untir then, policy should focus on being

self-sufficient in maize and ensuring that there are adequate stocks to

offset any shortfall in maize production.

The objective of government policy is to increase maize production.

Raising the incomes and profits of farmers may creale incentives to
produce more. Besides the price of rnaize, the other crucial factors are

increased fertilizer application and the spread of hybrid seeds. Thus,

the fertilizer industry has a crucial role to play. The local fertiliz-
er plant does not mee! existing demand. Therefore, fertilizer is

irnported to meet the shortfall. Transportation problems delay arrival
of imported fertilizer. if fertilizer is not used at the right time,

yields tend to be low. This implies that there is need to explore poli-
cies to expand domestic production of fertilizer.
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Because land is not scarce, expansion of the farm area may appear to

be a feasible option. The probJ-em is that expansion of the farm size

requires substitution of capital for labor.35 Even though there is no

shortage of labor, the problems associated r¿ith managing a large 1abor

force and timeliness cf cultural practices could encourage large farms

to substitute capital for labor. On smaller sizes of farms, this is not

Iikely to be a big problem, thus they could be more labor intensive.

Foreign exchange constraints, the need to create jobs on many small

farms and the possibility of widely raising farm incomes could block the

area expansion option. Even if farm areas expand, there is need for

increased fertilizer to maintain or improve soir fertility.

Considering all existing constraints, the most feasibl-e way of rais-
ing maize production in Zambia is through more intensive use of the land

under cultivation. under this approach, increased production is

achieved through use of hybrid seed, proper cultural practices, ferti-
Iízer, herbicides and insecticides. Even though there is bound to be an

increase in foreign exchange requirements to import some of these

inputs, reduced reliance on imported machinery would make intensive

approach cheaper than the extensive alternative.

Efforts nust be made to lower the non-land capital requirements.

This is because of the foreign exchange problems and the decJ-ining

exchange rates which make imported inputs expensive. policy should

encourage relatively low demands for imported inputs, offer maize prices

3 5 Jonsson I
less than
between f
use lvas
i nc rea sed

19771 reported that hand tools are adequate for farm sizesfive acres. He found that oxen use wás adequate for areas
ive and 50 acres. For areas greater than b0 acres, tractor
recommended. Thereforer âs farm size increases Èhere is
reliance on capital inputs.
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which reflect opportunity cost, provide relatively cheap fertilizer,
improve credit and marketing institutions, and improve extension servi-
ôôc

This study has raised questions about some of the current policies.

There is some distance before full exploitation of the potential of

maize hybrids. Institutional reforms have not kept pace with the tech-

nology of maize hybrids. yet the results indicate that given proper

policy, it is possible to increase maize production. In the following

section, areas in which further research might be helpful are identi-
fied.

8.3 SUGGESTIONS

Many studies have recommended that the price of maize be increased to

attract investment. There is need to study how to phase out distortions

in the input, output and capital markets. Because some consumers may be

adversely affected, studies are needed to determine how the poorest con-

sumers could be directly assisted.

It is necessary to specify the institutional biases which determine

access to credit capital. This requires a careful analysis of the inci-
dence of benefits from institutionat reform and pin pointing why current

institutions have failed. in addition, there is need to identify effi-
cient ways of delivering credit to farmers.

Research is needed to establish the cost functions and the production

process for maize. This means that data have to be collected and ana-

1yzed. Data mus! be presented in budget form, covering as many micro-
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climatic regions as possible rather than for farm groups. Such informa-

tion could assist reformed lending institutions in loan evaluation. The

problem is that records are not kept. This means that the farmer's mem-

ory will continue to be the major source of information. Information

obtained this way may be suspected. I.ihere possible, efforts have to be

made to encourage record keeping.

The education variable failed to display the expected influence on

profit. In future, it may be appropriate to use years of schooling of

Lhe farm operator as a proxy for education. Finally, it nray be useful

to estimate cross section equations every few years (e.g., 5 years

apart ) . The estimated coefficients from one cross section to another

could indicate whether the period under consideration is stable or in
transition. This is appropriate for evaluating the influence of new

technology and policies.
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AcneagêProductlonYleldManketedPnlce(K)surplus
YeaF Planted (,ooo)* Pen Acne* Pnoductlon* pen Bag (,ooo)* Deflclt*

1964 92 159 2 13s
1s6s 1275s4 2AO4 is 'iz 24s2 3 '45 62o- o

1966 177r)72 4163 ie. ig 2857 s 's2 lso l o

1967 1394OO 4131 20.39 282A 3'1O 1583 o

1e68 87858 274A ié.zg 1733 2'so o 18O

1969 83 IOO 2791 19'61 1630 3'20 0 408

1970 1O52OO 1371 ri.ee 1230 3'5O o 2436

1971 1A72A4 4109 21 's4 2878 4'OO 265 o

1s72 188600 685 I it .sa 4120 4 ' 30 2s92 c

1973 1912OO n.a' 15'44 2953 4'3O n'a' n'a'

TABLE 24

Total Market€d Pnoductlon of Malze '1'964/73

Note: *Malze ls measur€d in 90 Kg bags

n'a' means that data was not available'

source: FAO Report; Agnlculture Manketlng and Pnlclng Pollcles' Edlted by D' R' N' Bnown'

MAWD, Lusaka ( 1973) P1O'

\¡
À



Year

I 970
1971
1972
1 973
197 4
I 975
976
977
978
979
980
981

TABLE 25

Malze Imponts and Export s 1g7,/g2

I mpon ts
90 Kg Bag
('ooo)

I 982

Note: *The figunes ln brackets ane negatlve, I

Source: l¡lorld Bank Repont: Pol lcy options
AgFlcultunal cnowth, June (1984a),

433.33
277 .78

4456.22
244 ,44
788 .89

2634.22
1089.33
2444.56

Expont s
90 Kg Bag

('ooo)

o.fl
89.56
12. 11

555.67
1222.67
178.44
89.78

274 .44
667.67

o. oo
o. oo
o. oo
o. oo

and
P77 ,

.e., thê amount was lmported to meet domestlc demand.

Stnat€gles fon

Net Impont Exponts
SO Kg Bag

('ooo)

o.l I
89.56
12. 11

555 .67
1222.67
(2ez. lt)*
( 178.O0)

(4177.78)
423.22

( 788 .8s )
(2634.22)
( 1O8e .33 )
(2444.s6)

-.¡
ut



Yean

I 973
1974
I 975
1 976
1977
1 978
1979
1 980
1981
1982
1 983
1 984
1 985
1 986

Zalne

o. so
o.47
o.18

o. os
o.45

TABLE 26

Malze Exponts Fnom Zambla

90 Kg Bags ('OOO,OOO)

EXPORTS

Tanzan I a

Souncê: Mlnsten Agnlcultune Llmlted: EEC-Zambla Project, Deveìopment of Malze Pnoductlon
ln Kabwe Rural and M'kushl Dlstrlcts, Vol. I, July, 198O.

o.77

TO

Ango I a

o. 20
o.24

Mozamb I que
TOTAL

EXPORTS

o. so
1.24
o. 18

o.25
o.69

*l
o



Malze
Wheat
Paddy Rlce
Songhum
Ml I ¡et
Ban I ey
Cassava

L

OTL EXPRESSING SEEDS
Soy Bean 90 Kg
Sunflower 50 Kõ
croundnuts (shetled) 80 Ké
Seed Cotton f KSVlnglnla Tobacco r Ké
Sugancane MT
Fresh Mllk I tn

BEEF CATTLE head

TABLE 27

Zambla - Agrlcuttural pnoduce prlces

( Kwacha )

90 Kg
90 Kg
80 Kg
90 Kg
90 Kg
90 Kg

1Kg

3.50 4.30 5.OO
t6.oo

- 12.OO 12.OO
4.70 5.OO 6.OO

sourc€: t.lonrd Bank, por lcy optlons and strategres fon agnrcurtunar

3.20 13.20 13.20
2.45 8.95 9.40

10.20 l7.oo 17.oo
o.08 0.25 0.30
o.63 0.99 0.8 I
6.60 8.40 8.90
o.o8 0.10 0.11

83.97 n.a, n.a.

6.30 6.30 6.80
16.0O 16.OO 20.oo
14.40 14,40 14.40
6.OO 6.OO 6.OO

17.OO t7.oo 2l.solo.oo to.oo 12.5025.OO 25.OO 28.60o.40 0.40 0.461.OO o.98 L2910,90 lo.90 12.30
o. 1s o. t5 0.21

n.a. n,a. n.a.

LOO II.70 13.5020.oo 20.oo 26. OO
16. oo 18. oo .t8.60
6.OO 6.OO 9.OO

25. OO 32. OO 36.30
13.70 16.40 17.60
32 . OO 35 . OO 42.70
o.46 0.46 0.46f.sl 1.57 1.6513.47 18.OO n.a.o.24 0. 23 0. 28

n.a. n.a. 25l.OO

t6.OO
32. OO
28.OO

9. OO

Gnowth ln Zambla, l984a, p. lOl.

18.30 24.50
35. 75 42.50
40.oo 40.oo
16.OO 18.OO
29.OO 29.60
35. 75 42.50
o. ts o.20

45.30 52.50
21.50 21.50
s2.oo 65,OO
o.52 0.58
2.70 2 .80

n. a. n. a.
o.47 0. s2

n, a. n. a.

42 .31
20.75
48.OO

o .47
2.40

n. a.
o,43

273.OO

*¡
*t



t?13"" .?1.Í .::.9 8::.: 47?.g 6qg.g i,s7.7 8s7.7 8s7.2 a72.4 83s.7Zlnc r{ ^ 
-;;'; -;:'; ves'e o¿t ' t ért ' I övt 'z 472.4 835.7 856.0Lead t.1.3 ,2,1 22.? 29.: 2g.g 17.s 17.6 27.1 1s.6 22.s 25.o¡:å:'_ I: it -Ii -1.;. .i.! ';í 'á:å ,¿.i 'B:E ,2.", ,iBi:3å::" I : j z r:g 1.i ,Ë:e ,,ö.; .Ë:ï ,,5:J ,i:3 ,3:åil:?::"" ,:, 1.t ::: i:ö i:i 'å:ã "ã:é ''i:Ë "1..7 'i:B .3:B

toiÄil"i*F;Ëiì ",:': ",:'1 .^:'l ..:'9 -,7.1 -1?.? 9.i 24.r 34.6 22.a so.o
OtheF Goods

TABLE 28
Zambla - Exponts of pnlnclpal Commodltles, l97O _ i982

(¡¡ltlfons of Cunrent Kwacha and Thousands of Tons)

Va
ln Stocks Held Âbnoad

uatlon AdJustments

Fnelght & Insurance on Metal
Exports to Zamblan Border

Exponts F.0.8. (B.O.p. )

Copper
Zlnc
Lead
Coba I t
Tobacco
Malze

AN OF

715.o 742.o eoo.4 518.o 748.8 706.4 685.3 r,oei.å r,oãä.ã n;6.2 
"i3:3

Source: l,/onìd Bank,

nge

-46'4 -12.s -6.s -4,s -s.s -7.2 -21.7 ze.ã trÉ.3 -rå.ì -rå:3

673.2 733.5 898.2

684.O
so. 3
22.1

1.8
4.O
o.1

Issues and optlons fon Economlc Dlvenslflcation

670. o 673.4
5l.o 50.2
20.o 18.8
1.1 1.9
5. O 4.9

50.1 111.2

- -26.4 -15.8

- 16.9
516.2 742-4

641 .2 745.7
41 .3 5't .2
19.4 14 .8

1 .3 2.3
5,3 4.6

f 6.6 8.8

8.6
700. I

-36.7 11.6 .t10.3 -84.6 _91.O

666.6 589.2
36. s 35,4
't1.7 6.6
1.7 1.8
3.4 1.6

25.6 61 . O

l5.O ts.o 15.2 14.s665.1 1,117.6 1,152.O 866.3

ln Zambla, 1994b, p.Zg.

651 .8
42. 1

8.5
3.1
1,6

621 ,7 551 .8
30.8
8.7
1 .9 2.2,'-" :

14.O
877 .O

*¡
@



Malze (,OoO)
tlheat
Paddy- n I ce

OIL EXPRESSING SEEDS
Soy Bean
Sunflower (,OOO¡
cnoundnuts (shel led)

Seed Cotton (,OOO)
Sugar Cane (,OOO)
Vlrglnia Tobacco (,OOO)
Banley Tobacco
Roasted Coffee
Tea Leaves
Fresh Mllk (,ooo)

BEEF CATTLE (Head, OOO,s)Total Slaughtenlngs
of whlch

Cold Stonage Boand
Plg SlaughtêFlngs

Malze

TÂBLE 29

Zambla - Manketed Agrlcuttural productton

Metrlc Tones

_'t 
32

oâ

:
3,601

5.4
321
4.8
388

45

68.4

_588
357

Sounce: 1Á,orld Bank, Pollcy options and stnategles fon Agnlcultunal Gnovrth ln zambla, 1984a, p.to2.

Malze data has been updated wlth lnfonmatlon from Agnlcultunal statlstlcat Bulletln, septemben,lg's.

559
934

I,OO9

37 367
4 8.2

3,626 6,499

2.2 2.6
570 768
6.3 6.5
501 502

_11 24

49.5 50

80. f 71.7

750
3,948
2, 093

696
5,324
1 ,860

604 1,274 l, .t87
t6 13.3 7.6

9,467 7,462 2,234

3.9 8.9 8.4
780 691 775
6.3 5.6 3 .7
212 311 264
33 44 77
10 81 144
4A 48 50.2

77,6 71.5 67.7
35.9 28.O 1A.2 1A.7 23.9 18.9 19.7 15.9 13.831.9 44.3 s5.5 5C^.2 3s.8 qà.a 48.4 47.g s7.7

582
5, 25.1
2,925

336 382 693
6,528 9,584 11,478
I ,852 2,213 2,673

1 , 295 3, 53.t 3 , 673
't 1.9 17,2 19.2

2,737 2,O28 1 ,s20
14.9 22.9 16.7
888 920 893
4.6 4.1 2.3
381 5s4 665
24 2A 40

249 314 n, a.
53.2 53.7 55.3

88.6 92.4 loo.1

508 s3 I 57.t I 18
n. a.
n. a,

n, a,
20. 3
704

12.8
1,O10

1.9
704

n, a,
n. a,
n. a.

n, a,

n. a.
n. a,

-¡(o



Yean

TABLE 30

zambla, commltnrents, Dlsbunsements and servlce payments on External
Pubt lc Oebt

(fn Uttllons of U.S. Dotlars)

1 970
197 1

1972
t 973
197 4
1 975
I 976
1977
1978
I 979
I 980
lSB l
I 982
1 983
1 984

Debt Outstandlng At
Beglnnlng of Penlod

D I sbursed
0nl y

326. 1

622.5
632.8
676.3
703.7
8t5.9

1,155.7
I ,305.8
1 ,406. s
1 ,470.1
1 ,848.2
2,205.',|
2,254 .6
2,394 . 1

2,635. 3

Includlng
Und I sbursed

433.6
931.6
91o. 8
982.5

1,163.9
1 ,377 .7
't ,61 f .8
1,741.5
1,819.7
2,1',tg .7
2,657.4
3,O24,2
3,021 .2
3, 155 .6
3, 300. 5

1 984
1 985
'1986
1 987
I 988
1 989
1 990

Comml tments

Transactlon Dunlng Perlod

2,635.3
2,363.5
2,245.4
2,076 .3
1,890.5
1 ,709.7
1,s67.8

555.3
9.4

'146 . O
427 .1
279,3
346.3
209.7
149.6
420.4
695 .9
667.4
412.5
431 .9
117.3

Note: Flgures for each year are based on exchange rat6 pnevalllng at thê end of each year, respectively.
Changes {n amot¡nts outstandlng and d{sbunaed are affected by fluctuatlons ln exchange rates and by
cancellatlons and, thenefore, do not equal dlsbursement mlnus nepayments.

Sounce: l,lonld Bank, fssues and Optlons fon Economlc Dlvenslflcatlon ln Zambla, 1984b, p.87.

D I sbunsements

3. 300. 5
2,790.3
2,508. O
2,230.9
1 .978. I
1 ,756.6
I ,592.9

The Followlng F{gunes are PnoJected

350.6
41 .8

13t.8
293.9
172.3
432.O
228.9
182.O
154,5
535.5
623.9
402.3
349.2
157 .7

SeFV
Prlncipal

32.7
43 .4
75.8

277 .A
67. r

49 .2
60. o

r30.2
165.4
174.9
185.5
190. 4
101 .7
46.9

lce Payments
Intenest Total

234 .4
't64,2
108.O
67.O
40.6
21 .8
13 .6

26.3
34.7
36.7
90.8
47 .3
62 .4
62 .4
66.O
76.5
82.3

107 .7
94.4
86.6
79.3

59. O
7A.1

112.5
368.6
1.14.4
96 .9

122 .4
196.3
241 .9
257.2
293.2
284 .7
190. 2
't26.2

245.7
282.3
277 .1
252.7
221.4
163.7
'140 . 'l

.l35.4
122.6
t07.9
92. O
76.1
64 .3
55 .2

421 .1
4Q4.9
385.O
344.8
297. 5
228.1
195.4

@o



Yean

t964 - 1965
't965 -
1966 -
1967 -
1968 -
1969 -
1970 -
1971 -
1972 -
1973 -
1974 -
1975 -
1976 -
1977 -
'1978 -
1979 -
1980 -
198 1 -
1982 -
1983 -
1984 -
1985 -

TABLE 3f

Guaranteed Pnlces and Manketed Malze

't966
1967
1 968
'1969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976

Guaranteed

1977
1978
I 979
I 980

Malze Pnlce (K)

3.45
3.72
3.32
3. 10
2.90
3.20
3 .50
4.OO
4. 30
4.30
4.30
5.OO
6.30
6.30
6.80
9.OO

11.70
16.OO
18.30
24.50
28.32
55. OO

981
982
983
984
985
986

Sounce: rJansen D. J., A Comparatlve Study of the Poìltlcal Economy of Agnlcultunal Pnlcing
Pollc.les ln Zambla, 1986,

Data has be€n updated wlth lnfonmatlon f!"om MAWD data, 1986,

Bags Marketed - 90 Kg bag

2,202,360
2,864,493
4 , 300, 256
4,233,A77
2 ,856 ,482
2 , 930, 730
1 ,468 ,972
4 .265 ,492
6,539,157
4,435,O19
6, 534 , 333
6,216,455
8 , 333, O22
7 ,738,347
6 , 462 ,847
3, 732 ,879
4,247,404
5, 705, s78
5,901 ,824
6,347 ,637
7 , 069, 637

10,200,ooo

@



TABLE 32

Zambla Wholesale prlce Indlces

-----l tem-

( 1966 = ioo)

I. BY END USE
All Domestlcalty Used coods

Consumer goods
Goods fon FIX. cAP, FoRMAT
Goods for further pnocess

Expont Goods
Al I Goods

2. BY INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY
AgFlcul tune A2Mlnlng 459

Copper m I n'l ng 428
ManufactuF I ng 44gElêctrlclty 16Total non-coppen 572
Âl I commodltles f,OOO

3. P. lndex of bulldlng matenlaìs
( rsTa = loo)

Sounce: World Bank, pollcy Optlons and Stnategles

535
263
133
139
465

1,OOO

I 16.4
122 .4
l09. o

12 .2
13.O
14.7

161 .7 t88.6
166.4 t91.9
156.9 t90.8
157.4 .t80.4
l5t.I 99.2
f56.8 147 ,O

'140.6 164.1
15l. t 97.6'r43.6 90.o
169.3 197.3
85.6 84.O

f66.6 189.7
'r 56.8 147 .O

loo.o 104.2

13.9
13.2

112.8
117.2
95.7

't'16.2
1 14.7

221 .6 276 .2 330. 2
211 .9 251 .8 283 ,6
253,4 320.6 413.6
209.9 279 .8 338. 5
122.9 137.3 149.9
175 .7 21 1 .6 246 .4

'I 76.5 204.3
122 .1 1 35 .9
1 13.5 124 .3
234.4 296.O
86.9 83 .5

222.3 276.9
175 .7 21 1 .6

125.3 14t.5

fon Agnlcultunal cnowth in Zambla, 1984a, p.lli.

381 .9 424 .2 475 .9 542.8 663. O309.7 356. I 393. I 455.7 558. s
487 .3 544 .8 599 .5 688. 1 834 .6
4't7 .7 437 .7 514.2 s68.5 696.6
219 .2 230.9 2c9 .7 183 , O 229 .S306.2 334.3 352. I 375.5 458.8

245 .2 27u..G
152.O 216.6
129.8 182.8
350. 5 414 .O
79.7 79 . I

333. 7 398.6
246.4 306.2

165.3 188.8

3r6.o 409.6
227 .O 202.8
194 .2 171 . I
454.2 493.5

77 .4 78.1
439.2 487 .5
334.3 352. I

205. 5 230 .7

472.9 580.O
174.3 221.8
'I 53.2 203.7
576.6 695. 7
80,2

541.9
375.5 458.8

ø
ñ)



I tems

Cnop Inputs

Dairy Cattle

Beef Cattle

Plgs

Poul try
othen Llvestock

Agnlc. Machlneny
(purchase & nepaln)

Land (purchase &
I mprovement )

Fanm Infna-structure
(new & lmprovement)

Other

TOTAL

TABLE 33

Pencentage of Loan Dlsbunsements to Fanmens by End Use

1975/76

77 .O

2.G

6.5

o.8

1.4

o.1

7.2

3.4

o.8

o.2

100. o

1976/77 1977 /78al ô,lo lo

74.1

1.5

4.7

1.4

1.8

o.l

8.O

2.9

o,7

4.8

100. o

Note: * Data fon the 1991/g2 season is not available** Pencentage for cnops decneased so that more resounces could be alìocated to the repìacement andnepaln of machlneny,

Sounce: Wonld Bank Ij9g4a], p.2gB.
Data has been updated wrth rnfonmatlon fnom MAWD [1986], p,40,

73.9

o.9

4.9

o.7

2.O

f.5

6.2

't.2

o.5

8.2

100. o

1978/79

67.O

1.8

7.9

o.8

2,1

o.2

7.1

1.6

1.9

9.6

100. o

1s79/80

61.5

2.8

8.5

o.9

1.6

o.2

12.9

3.2

1.2

7.2

100. o

r980,/8 I *

58.3

3.9

11.8

2.O

1.9

o.7

l3.O

2.6

1.6

4.2

roo. o

1982/83 1583/84
%** %

45.29

2.24

3. 54

o.4 5

I .85

o.85

31 .21

1.51

I .89

I t.l8

loo. oo

a2.73

o.41

4.96

o.24

o.82

o.14

5. 30

1.O4

o.40

3.95

roo. oo

co
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CIttEsTroNNArRE USED IN THE 1986 CRoSS SECTToN StAVEy

The pages which follow contain questions about farming practices.

The information provided will be kept confidential and l¡i1l be combined

with other farms so that it is impossible to know your ans$,er. This

data is important in gaining a better understanding of maize production.

Farmer's Name:

Farm Number:

Location of farm:

Date:

I n+-ervi et+er :

Total number of acres planted vrith all crops:

Total area cleared:

Total value of impr

Land clearing:

ovement on the maize fields:

Fenc i ng :

Grain building:



186

FAMILY AND RELATTVES WORKING ON THE FARM

No" of Tasks

Name of Years Spent Performed Days Spent on

Person Sex Age in School on the Farm the maize farm



187

TABOR PROFILE FOR MÀIZE

Mi n imum
Number of Number Payment to
Family members Relatives Induce farmer to

Task involved involved work for others

Tractor ploughing

Disc harrowing

Cultivating

Basal dressing

Plant ing

Top dressing

Spraying chemical(s)

Harvesting maize

Transporting inputs

Transporting maize

Non-farm job
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HIRED LABOR PROFILE T'OR MÀIZE

Total Payment

Number of Rate Days Money Food Room
Task Workers per Task Hired (n) (nags) (Rent K)
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INVENTORY OF MÀCHINERY

Number of Oxen:

Number of Ox-ploughs:

Number of Ox-planters: ..

Number of Ox-cultivators:

Number of 0x-harrow:

Number of Scotch carts:

Number of hand shellers:

Number of Ox-ridgers: ..

Number of tractors:

Number of ploughs:

Nunber of disc harroivs:

Number of fertilizer spreaders:

Number of planters:

NUmber of trailers:

Number of sprayers:

Number of shellers:

Number of combine harvesters:

Number of trucks:

Number of hammer milLs:

Other equipment:
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OWNED MACHINERY DESCRIPTION
( for l"taize Enterprise)

Name of Machinery Àge Year Purchased Size Purchase Price
(n)

Total machinery insurance costs

Total fuel and lubricant costs:
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RENTED OR BORROWED MACHINERY (SERVICES)

Cost

Name of Money Food Labor Days
Machinery Task Days (X) (bags) Exchanged

(or service) Size Performed Used for seivice

Rented:

Borrowed:
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MAIZE CROP PRACTICES

1. Maize field number ( e) :

Z" Insurance
Crop insurance premiums(n/acre)
Expected insurance claims(n/acres)

3.. Location
Distance from field to farm
storage (nm)
Distance from farm storage to the
nearest markeL (nm)

!-" Size
Number of acres planted

5. Yield
fielãiE-maize ( bags/acres )

TotaI yield of maize (bags/field)
Total bags sold
Price per bag received (n)
Total bags stored
Total bags eaten (or used as feed)
Total bags used as gifts

6.. Seed C1ass
Local, or Hybrid (lß,t 752, MM 504,
MM 60'1 , MM 603, MM 504, MM 606,
SR 52) or part of hybrid maize
harvest kept as seed

Cost of seed (n)

Seeding rate (planis per acre or
bags per acre

When did you plant (¡ate)

Number of crops inter-cropped on

Maize Maize Maize
No. 'l No. 2 No. 3
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Maize Maize Maize
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

1_. Fertilizer
Number of bags used in basal dressing
Total cost of basal dressing
Number of bags used in top dressing
Total cost of top dressing

9_. Chemicals
Name of herbicide used
Amount of herbicide used (ttg bag)
Cost per bag (unit) (n)
Portion of field sprayed (%)

Name of insecticide used
Ànount of insecticide used (ng)
Cost per bag (unit) (n)
PorLion of the field sprayed (%)

Name of funEicides used in storage
Amount of fungicide used (xg)
Cost per bag (unit) (n)
Portíon of field sprayed (%)

2. Tractor or Equipment davs required
Days needed to plough
Days needed to disc harrow
Days needed to cultivate
Days needed to ridge
Days needed to spread fertilizer top
Days needed to plant and basal
Days needed to combine harvest maize
Trips needed to transport maize



GENERAL

1. Do you Iike farming?

If yes, why?

Àns : Prof itable

Grow my own food

Work as I like

Custom (or way of life) and business

No alternative

2. If no, why?

Ans: Hard work

Unprof i table

Ðislike living in rural areas

3. Other businesses or jobs besides the farm

Àns: Shop

Fish trading

Transportat i on

Employment

194

Agree Disaqree
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Aqree Disaqree

4, Indicate the one you prefer most (only one)

Ans: Farming

Shop

Fish trading

Transportation

Empl oymen t

5. Why do you prefer the above?

Ans: More profitable

Income is steadier

Can grow own food

Work as i like

6. What are the factors that prevent you from

making more money in farming?

Ans: Low maize yieì.ds

Low prices received

High input costs

Non-availability of loans
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Aqree Di saqree

7. Why are you not growing more maize?

Ans: Insufficient labor

No tractor and equipment

insufficient money to buy inputs

Transportation di f f iculties

Land is too small

No oxen and 0x ploughs

Low maize prices

B. Do the following improve production skills?

Àns: Radio and T.V.

Papers, books

Community meetings

Political meetings

Farmer meetings

Farmer training courses

Sc hool

Ministry of Agriculture

9. Do the follovring buy your maize?

Àns: Cooperatives

NÀMBOARD

Private traders

Other orgânizations
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10. i^lhich one do you pref er and Ï^thy?

Aqree Disaqree

1'1. Hybrid seed was not used because

Àns: It is not available

No money

No credit

Too expensive

12. Fertilizer was not used because

Àns: it is not available

No money

No credit

Too expensive
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ETASTTCTTTES OF TNPTJ"fS
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DERTVING EI,ASTICTTTES OF TNPITTS

Fo1lowing Lau and Yotopoulos [1972], input el-asticities (in section

7"'l) are derived based on the prof it f unction:

¡tr

NR*:A n {c-)ßl ft (z-)Bt
j=l J Ë,=l L

Where

NR* = Normalized net revenue (nn/p)

P = Price of maize

A = Technical parameter

Ç. = Price of variable input, i = 1r2r...m
J

Za=Fixedinputs t=1r2r---n

and input demand functions

-C=X./NR* = 6*JJ J

*. = 
-ßT **

jtj

lnX. = lu(-ßf) * J-n NR* - Ln C-J J- -- -j

Where

x. = Variable.inputs j = 1r2r...m
l
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Then, the input demand elasticity with respecL to the variable input

prlce rs:

ôlnx. ôInNR*t:__.r
ôlnC. - ôtnC. -

JJ

=ß*-1
J

The input. demand etasticity with respect to the fixed input is:

ôI-ûX. 61lllTR*
:l =:-ôlnzr ö1n7-t

=Ba

To examine the impact of different policies on naize supply, Lau and

Yotopoulos[1972] suggested that output (v) is given by:

V=NR** t C_X-
j-r 'J J

But

ßf = -c-x-/un*J Jf

C. = -$ft{P*/¡-JfJ
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Through substitution

v = NR* (1_( t ß*) )
j=l j

Then output response with respeit to Lhe variable input price is:

ôlnV ôluNR*=-ôIoC- ôInC-.JJ

=8f
J

Output response with respect to fixed input,s is:

!1"V : ôlnNR*
ö1u2. 0þzt

=ßft

Output response with respect to the price of maize is:

ôlnV ôlnV 61nC=
_-I

61nP ôlnC- ôInPl

=ßf
J


